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Abstract

The behaviour of cracked structures is an important aspect of mechanical engineering including
the risk of material failure. The basic framework for the description of static and propagating
cracks is provided by classical fracture mechanics. Furthermore, based on continuum mechan-
ics, a wide range of numerical methods for the description ofcrack problems or material dis-
continuities in general has been developed.

In the present work, we connect two different concepts beingmajor subjects of computational
mechanics in recent time, the Material Force Method (MFM) and the Extended Finite Element
Method (X-FEM), in order to model static and quasi-statically propagating cracks in a hyper-
elastic continuous material. The X-FEM allows for the modelling of cracks, or discontinuities
in general, by introducing additional discontinuous degrees of freedom to the standard FEM
approach which are related to the definition of discontinuous enrichment functions. The dis-
continuous degrees of freedom describe the contribution ofthe displacement jump across the
crack faces to the global displacement field. The most obvious advantage of the X-FEM is the
representation of a crack independently of the discrete mesh such that no remeshing is needed
in the case of crack growth.

The MFM identifies the material force vector at the crack tip,including the material force vec-
tors at the front of a 3d crack, as the crack driving force, being identical to the vectorial J-integral
of fracture mechanics. Thus, the material force at the cracktip is said to be energetically conju-
gate to a change of the material position of the respective crack tip, i.e. to a propagation of the
crack.

In the present work, we apply the MFM to the framework of the X-FEM which gives rise to
certain new aspects and effects, illustrated by numerical examples. A general X-FEM mesh de-
fines no nodes on the crack faces and especially no nodes at kinks and crack tips. But in order to
evaluate the state of a crack in the framework of the MFM, the material force vector at the crack
tip is needed. Therefore, an essential aspect of the application of the MFM to the framework of
the X-FEM is the computation of the crack driving force from distributed material node point
forces.

While the norm of that material force vector at the crack tip represents an indicator for the ten-
dency of the crack to propagate if a certain threshold value is exceeded, its direction may be
taken as the direction of possible crack propagation. The quality of the resulting material force
vector at the crack tip, calculated from distributed nodal material forces, is evaluated in compar-
ison to the maximum hoop stress criterion (IΓ-integral) and by the help of a modified boundary
layer problem (MBL). We finally propose as contributors to the resulting material force vector
all nodal forces within a certain area surrounding the cracktip, e.g. a crack tip centered circle.
However, depending on the mesh resolution at the crack tip, it may be difficult or impossible
to distinguish nodal material forces contributing to the crack tip on one hand and to kinks and



crack faces on the other hand. This represents a certain restriction to the mesh independence of
the X-FEM.

Being identical to the vectorial J-integral, the material force vector at the crack tip shows the
same known shortcomings, i.e. wrong directions of crack growth for mixed mode and especially
mode II situations. The application of a concept which adds asmall appendix under a certain
angle to the original crack is shown to improve the results considerably, also when applying the
MFM to the X-FEM.

All numerical examples presented throughout that work are computed with a self-programmed
X-FEM code.



Kurzfassung

Das Verhalten rißbehafteter Strukturen, das bis hin zu Materialversagen führen kann, ist eine
wichtige Fragestellung des Maschinenbaus. Eine grundlegende Beschreibung statischer und
fortschreitender Risse ermöglicht zunächst die klassische Bruchmechanik. Darüber hinaus
wurde, ausgehend von der Kontinuumsmechanik, eine große Bandbreite numerischer Verfahren
zur Beschreibung von Rißproblemen bzw. von Materialdiskontinuitäten im allgemeinen ent-
wickelt.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden zwei Konzepte kombiniert, die in der numerischen Mechanik
in letzter Zeit besondere Beachtung fanden: die Methode dermateriellen Kräfte und die Ex-
tended Finite Element Method (X-FEM). Modelliert werden statische und quasi-statisch wach-
sende Risse in Kontinua mit hyperelastischem Materialverhalten. Die X-FEM modelliert Risse,
oder allgemein Diskontinuitäten, durch die Einführung zusätzlicher diskontinuierlicher Frei-
heitsgrade in den Standard FE-Ansatz. Diese Freiheitsgrade sind verknüpft mit der Definition
diskontinuierlicher Anreicherungsfunktionen, die zum globalen Verschiebungsfeld hinzuaddiert
werden und die den Verschiebungssprung über die Rißflanken hinweg abbilden. Der offen-
sichtlichste Vorteil der X-FEM ist die Modellierung eines Risses unabhängig vom Berechnungs-
gitter so daß im Falle von Rißwachstum keine Neuvernetzung notwendig ist.

Die Methode der materiellen Kräfte identifiziert den Vektorder materiellen Kraft an der Riß-
spitze, die materiellen Kraftvektoren an der Front eines 3DRisses eingeschlossen, als treibende
Kraft für Rißwachstum. Die materielle Kraft an der Rißspitze ist identisch zum vektoriellen
J-Integral der Bruchmechanik und ist energetisch konjugiert zu einer Änderung der materiellen
Position der Rißspitze und damit zu einem Fortschreiten desRisses.

Die Anwendung der Methode der materiellen Kräfte auf die X-FEM deckt einige neue As-
pekte und Effekte auf, die in der Arbeit durch numerische Beispiele belegt werden. Bei einem
allgemeinen X-FEM Netz liegen in der Regel keine Knoten auf den Rißflanken, insbesondere
nicht auf Knicken und Rißspitzen. Um mit der Methode der materiellen Kräfte allerdings den
Zustand eines Risses zu beurteilen, wird der materielle Kraftvektor an der Rißspitze benötigt.
Daher stellt die Berechnung der rißtreibenden Kraft aus verteilten materiellen Knotenkräften
einen wesentlichen Aspekt der Anwendung der Methode der materiellen Kräfte auf die X-FEM
dar.

Während die Norm des materiellen Kraftvektors an der Rißspitze einen Indikator für die Ten-
denz des Risses, zu wachsen darstellt, wenn diese Norm einenbestimmten Grenzwert über-
steigt, gibt die Richtung des Vektors die Richtung möglichen Rißwachstums an. Die Qua-
lität des aus verteilten Knotenkräften berechneten resultierenden materiellen Kraftvektors an
der Rißspitze wird im Vergleich zum Kriterium maximaler Tangentialspannungen (IΓ-Integral)
und mit Hilfe eines modifizierten Randschichtproblems (modified boundary layer problem,
MBL) bewertet. Es ist zu empfehlen, den resultierenden materiellen Kraftvektor aus allen
Knotenkräften in einem bestimmten Bereich um die Rißspitzezu berechnen, z.B. innerhalb



eines Kreises, dessen Mittelpunkt die Rißspitze darstellt. Trotzdem kann es, abhängig von der
Gitterauflösung um die Rißspitze, schwierig oder sogar unmöglich sein, Knotenkräfte, die der
Rißspitze zuzuordnen sind von jenen zu unterscheiden, die einem Knick oder den Rißflanken
zuzurechnen sind. Dies stellte eine Einschränkung der grundsätzlichen Gitterunabhängigkeit
der X-FEM dar.

Da der Vektor der materiellen Kraft an der Rißspitze identisch zum vektoriellen J-Integral der
Bruchmechanik ist, zeigen sich die gleichen Unzulänglichkeiten, d.h. für gemischte Bean-
spruchung (mixed mode) und Mode II werden falsche Rißwachstumsrichtungen vorausgesagt.
Die Anwendung eines Konzepts, das dem ursprünglichen Riß einen kleinen Appendix unter
einem bestimmten Winkel hinzufügt, zeigt auch für die Verbindung der Methode der materiellen
Kräfte mit der X-FEM eine deutliche Verbesserung der Ergebnisse.

Die innerhalb dieser Arbeit vorgestellten numerischen Bespiele sind sämtlich mit einem selbst-
programmierten X-FEM Code berechnet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The performance of cracked structures is an important aspect of mechanical engineering as the
presence of cracks alters the distribution of stress and strain which may cause critical behaviour
of the structure finally leading to material failure. The classical framework of fracture mechan-
ics provides a set of tools to describe failure of cracked bodies and furnishes crack propagation
criteria. Moreover, based on continuum mechanics, a wide range of numerical methods to de-
scribe crack problems or material discontinuities in general has been developed.

In the present work we want to connect two different conceptsbeing major subjects of com-
putational mechanics in recent time, theMaterial Force Method (MFM) and theExtended
Finite Element Method (X-FEM) , in order to modelstatic and quasi-statically propagating
cracks in a hyperelastic continuous material. Geometrically linear and nonlinear behaviour
will be considered and we restrict ourselves to the plane strain state, presenting quasi 2d model
problems. The X-FEM allows for the description of arbitrarydiscontinuities in an otherwise
continuous material by the extension of the standard displacement based Finite Element approx-
imation by local enrichment functions. The general framework is given by the partition of unity
method as described by Melenk and Babuška [136]. The X-FEM, first proposed by Belytschko
and Black [12] and Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko [147], modelsa material discontinuity by
adding locally supported discontinuous enrichment functions to the global displacement field.
These functions are connected to additional nodal degrees of freedom. Considering, as a special
type of discontinuity, a crack, the discontinuous enrichment represents the displacement jump
across the crack faces.

The most obvious advantage of the X-FEM is the representation of a crack independently of
the discrete mesh (fig. 4.2) such that no remeshing is needed in the case of crack-growth or in
the case of any other evolving discontinuity. According to Moës et al. [147], the "accuracy of
this enrichment based on a partition of unity is almost independent of element size for a large
range" and the accurate calculation of stress intensity factors is possible. A disadvantage may
be the lack of a refined mesh at the crack tip where high gradients in the stress and strain fields
appear.

The initial work on the X-FEM [12][147] was dedicated to 2d linear elasticity (Hooke’s law).
In the following the model was applied to a wide range of problems like e.g. crack growth

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with frictional contact [54], cohesive cracks [209] or flow problems [36] and it was extended to
3d crack growth either [198]. Linear/bilinear and higher-oder elements have been used [187],
respectively. A detailed literature review is provided in section 4.1.

Material forces are closely related to the J-integral of fracture mechanics introduced by Rice
[171] and thus are a helpful and elegant tool to assess fracture mechanics problems (see e.g.
Maugin [134]). The theory of material forces is founded on the continuum mechanics in ma-
terial space focusing on inhomogeneities as comprehensively outlined by the books of Maugin
[134], Gurtin [86] or Kienzler and Herrmann [106] or by contributions of Steinmann and co-
workers, e.g. [48][188][191]. The idea of ’force-like quantities’ acting on singularities has been
introduced by J.D. Eshelby [62]. According to Eshelby, a force acting on a defect gives rise to
a shift of the defect in material space leading to a change of the stored energy of the system.

The notion of material forces emanates together with theEshelby stress tensor(or energy
momentum tensor) from a balance law in the material space (balance of pseudomomentum)
having the same structure as the balance of linear momentum in the spatial setting. In the spatial
description of continuum mechanics, spatial or physical forces are generated via a variation of
the spatial position of a particle while the material coordinate remains fixed. Conversely, in the
material setting the variation of the material coordinate of a particle at a fixed spatial position
leads to force-like quantities denoted asmaterial or configurational forces. In other words the
material forceF on a particle is associated with a material virtual displacementδX of that par-
ticle via a variation of the energyδΠ = −F·δX ≤ 0 (energy release), i.e. they are energetically
conjugate. Relating that statement to fracture mechanics,the material surface force acting on a
crack tip describes the tendency of the tip to change its material position which corresponds to
a propagation of the crack. Thus, the material force at the crack tip is equal to the J-integral of
fracture mechanics.

The discretization of the weak formulation of the material balance equation leads to discrete
material node point forces. In a classical FEM approximation the resulting material force vec-
tor at the crack tip node may be taken as the crack driving force. This concept was introduced by
Steinmann et al. [188, 189] as the Material Force Method. A large number of publications has
been dedicated to various aspects of the MFM, like classicalfracture mechanics [147][151][48],
damage mechanics [127], thermomechanics [111] or biomechanics [113]. Müller et al. [152]
gave an overview of configurational forces in the context of the FEM.

In the present work, we apply the MFM to the framework of the X-FEM which gives rise to
certain new aspects and effects that will be discussed, especially in chapter 4, and illustrated by
the numerical examples of chapter 6. The combination of bothconcepts was already subject of
some earlier publications by Larsson and Fagerström [65][66][116], Legrain [120][121][125]
and Häusler et al. [96].

The work is organized as follows:
In chapter 2 we provide the basics of continuum mechanics in the spatial and material setting.
The focus will be on the balance of linear momentum, i.e. on the spatial motion problem and its
(double) pull back to the material motion problem leading tothe definition of material forces.



3

The weak forms will be derived as well as the linearization ofthe spatial motion problem,
needed for the numerical solution in the framework of nonlinear hyperelasticity. Finally, the
transition to geometrically linear material behaviour will be shown.

Chapter 3 will give a short introduction to classical (linear elastic) fracture mechanics and pro-
vide the balance of energy in its spatial and material representation. A major part recapitulates
Eshelby’s reasoning when introducing the force on an elastic singularity in his landmark work
published in 1951 [62]. We will finally state the equality of the material force vector at a crack
tip and the (vectorial) J-integral. In terms of scalar quantities, the 1-component of the material
force vector equals the classical (scalar) J-integral and the energy release rate in the case of
crack propagation. The chapter concludes with the introduction of theIΓ-integral, allowing for
the calculation of stress intensity factors (SIFs) and leading to the maximum hoop stress crite-
rion as an alternative criterion for crack propagation.

Chapter 4 provides the X-FEM discretization of the spatial and material motion problem, finally
leading to discrete material node point forces. The modelling of discontinuities by the intro-
duction of discontinuous degrees of freedom (DOFs) to the standard FEM approach and the
optional additional enrichment with the asymptotic near tip fields will be discussed and com-
pared to standard FEM. Furthermore, we will give an overviewof recent publications on the
X-FEM with a focus on the combination with the MFM for the modelling of crack behaviour.
The discrete matrix-vector relations emanating from the X-FEM discretization will be presented
in chapter 5. The latter are the base of the numerical implementation and of the examples pre-
sented in chapter 6.

A general X-FEM discretization defines no nodes on the crack faces and especially no nodes
at kinks and crack tips. But in order to evaluate the state of acrack in the framework of the
MFM, the material force vector at the crack tip is needed. Therefore, an essential aspect of the
application of the MFM to the framework of the X-FEM is the computation of the crack driving
force from distributed material node point forces.

The implementation of the discrete equations withMATLAB
©R was part of this work and all

numerical examples presented throughout the following chapters were computed by that self-
programmed X-FEM code.
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Chapter 2

Hyperelasticity in Material and Spatial
Setting

In this Chapter we will introduce the basic relations of nonlinear continuum mechanics fol-
lowing [109, 110]. For a detailed introduction into this fundamental field of solid and fluid
mechanics see e.g. the standard text books of Holzapfel [93], Marsden and Hughes [132],
Maugin [134] and Ogden [156], the lecture notes of Liu [129] or the classical work of Trues-
dell and Noll [202] providing a very general viewpoint of thefundamental issues of continuum
mechanics.
In the following, we will illustrate the duality of materialand spatial description of continuum
mechanics leading to material and spatial forces, respectively. After the introduction of strain
and stress measures the focus will be on the balance of linearmomentum in its spatial and
material form, where we restrict ourselves to the static case. Section 2.3 already provides the
expression of material forces, but a detailed discussion ofthe singular material force vector
appearing at a crack tip and its comparison to the vectorial J-integral of fracture mechanics is
presented in chapter 3.

2.1 Continuum mechanical settings

First, the basic kinematic relations of nonlinear continuum mechanics are summarized and cer-
tain frequently employed strain and stress measures are introduced. We distinguish two different
configurations of a continuous body: a reference configuration (material configuration)B0 and
a current or spatial configurationBt describing the deformed body (fig. 2.1) with boundary∂B0

or ∂Bt, respectively.
Throughout that work material values will usually be denoted by capital letters while spatial
values are described by lower case letters.

2.1.1 Kinematics

Figure 2.1 depicts the material configurationB0 and the spatial configurationBt. The position
of a material point in the material configuration is denoted by thematerial or Lagrangian co-
ordinate X while the position of the same point in the spatial configuration is described by the

5
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B0 Bt

Σ σ

x = ϕ(X, t)

X = Φ(x, t)

F = ∇Xϕ(X, t)

f = ∇xΦ(x, t)

Figure 2.1: kinematics and stresses of the spatial and material motion problem

spatial or Eulerian coordinate x. One may also speak of the placement of a ’physical parti-
cle’ but the expression of a ’particle’ is somewhat contradictory to the definition of a continuous
body.

Deformation map

The motion of a point of a continuum, i.e. a sequence of placementsx as a function of timet is
described by thenonlinear spatial deformation map

x = ϕ(X, t) : B0 → Bt (2.1)

which is formulated with respect to the position vectorX of the same point in the material
configurationB0. The deformation map (2.1) maps the material configurationB0 to the spatial
configurationBt. For the material configuration the position of any point at time t = 0 corre-
sponds to its material coordinate which means thatϕ(X, 0) = X = x(X, 0). On the other
hand, the inverse deformation map, i.e. thenonlinear material deformation map

X = Φ(x, t) : Bt → B0 (2.2)

is formulated with respect to the spatial coordinatex of the point under consideration, thus
mapping the placements from the spatial to the material configuration.

Eulerian and Lagrangian description

As we have seen, there are two different viewpoints to describe a continuous body: the material
and the spatial one. In the material or Lagrangian description1, values are parameterized in
terms of material coordinatesX and timet. The same continuum at the same timet may also
be described as a function of the spatial coordinatex, which is called the spatial or Eulerian
description. Thus, we have a duality in continuum mechanicsallowing for the description of
the same fielda as a functiona(X, t) of material coordinates (and time) or a functiona(x, t)
of spatial coordinates (and time).

1According to Maugin [135, sec. 4.1], the material form is often mistaken for the Lagrangian form.
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In solid mechanics, stresses and strains depend in general on the deformation of a body and
its history, which is why a reference configuration is essential. Defining the current deforma-
tion relative to the reference (i.e. material) configuration, theLagrangian description is the
standard one ofsolid mechanics. Contrary, to describe the motion of a fluid, a reference con-
figuration is often not needed as the behaviour of e.g. a Newtonian fluid does not depend on its
history. Thus, theEulerian description is prevalent influid mechanics.

Deformation gradient

The deformation gradient is a central value for the description of finite deformations. The
spatial motion deformation gradient F is given by

F =
∂ϕ

∂X
= ∇Xϕ(X, t), (2.3)

relating the material gradient to the spatial gradient of a (scalar, vectorial or tensorial) function
a,

∇Xa(x, t) =
∂a(x, t)

∂X
=
∂a(x, t)

∂x
· ∂ϕ
∂X

= ∇xa(x, t) · F . (2.4)

From the mathematical point of view, the spatial deformation gradientF is the Jacobian matrix
of the motionϕ(X, t) (2.1) and its determinant (Jacobian determinant or just Jacobian) is given
by

J = detF > 0. (2.5)

While thedeformation map in general provides anonlinear mapping, the spatialdeforma-
tion gradient represents thelinear mapping of the material tangent space to the spatial tangent
space,TXB0 → TxBt. In other words, an infinitesimal line elementdX in the material con-
figuration is mapped linearly to the corresponding infinitesimal line elementdx in the spatial
configuration via the spatial deformation gradient,

dx = F · dX. (2.6)

The material motion deformation gradient f , i.e. the linear inverse tangent mapTxBt →
TXB0, and its Jacobianj are given by

f =
∂Φ

∂x
= ∇xΦ(x, t) (2.7)

j = detf > 0. (2.8)

Relating spatial and material description

Spatial and material motion problem are related via the identity map,idB0
= Φ (ϕ(X, t), t) in

the material configuration andidBt
= ϕ (Φ(x, t), t) in the spatial configuration, respectively.

Furthermore, material and spatial deformation gradient are simply inverse to each other,

f = F−1, (2.9)
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such that
F · f = I. (2.10)

Nanson’s formuladescribes the transformation of area elements:

da = Jf t · dA, (2.11)

where those area elements are defined including the materialand spatial normal vectorN and
n, respectively:

dA = NdA (2.12)

da = nda. (2.13)

Finally, the transformation of volume elements and the transformation of density are given by

dv = JdV, (2.14)

ρ0 = Jρt. (2.15)

(2.15) follows directly from mass conservation (2.60). Combining (2.14) and (2.15) we get the
material or spatial description of the infinitesimal mass element, respectively,

dm = ρ0dV = ρtdv. (2.16)

Remark: Equation (2.14) makes evident that the Jacobian is equal to the volume ratioJ =
dv/dV . Since negative volumes are not allowed (impenetrability condition)J must not
be negative. Furthermore, the deformation gradient is invertible which requiresJ =
detF 6= 0 such that we get the conditionJ = detF > 0 as already indicated by relation
2.5.

The integral of a (volume specific) quantity with material reference{•}0 over the material
domainB0 equals the integral of a quantity with spatial reference{•}t over the spatial domain
Bt. This leads to the transformation formulae

{•}0 = J {•}t
{•}t = j {•}0 . (2.17)

Vector- or tensor-valued surface contributions{2} on the boundary∂B0 of the material domain
and the corresponding contributions{3} on the boundary∂Bt of the spatial domain are related
via the so called Piola transformation

{2} = J {3} · f t

{3} = j {2} · F t (2.18)

which results from the equality of material and spatial flux terms, i.e. the fact that the integral
of {2} over∂B0 is equal to the integral of{3} over∂Bt. See [112] for more details.
The material and spatial gradient are related via the deformation gradient [93]:

Grad• = grad• ·F . (2.19)

In the following, spatial gradients and divergencies will be denoted by grad{•} = ∇x {•}
and div{•} = {•} · ∇x, while material gradients and divergencies are written as Grad{•} =
∇X {•} and Div{•} = {•} · ∇X .
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Strain measures

The essential feature of a strain measure is that it has to vanish for any rigid body motion.
Based on thedeformation gradient F (2.3) and its inversef (2.7), which are both defined
on two configurations and thus are calledtwo-point tensors, strain tensors are defined on one
single configuration. Hence, we define as amaterial strain tensor, defined on the material
configuration, the (symmetric) Green-Lagrange strain tensor

E =
1

2

[
F t · F − I

]
=

1

2
· [C − I] , (2.20)

whereC denotes the (symmetric) right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

C = F t · F (2.21)

andI represents the unity tensor.
The correspondingspatial strain tensor, defined on the spatial configuration, is the (symmet-
ric) Euler-Almansi strain tensor

e =
1

2

[
I − f t · f

]
=

1

2
·
[
I − b−1

]
(2.22)

with the (symmetric) left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor

b = F · F t. (2.23)

The transformation between material and spatial strain tensors is done by pull back and push
forward operations:

• pull back:
E = F t · e · F (2.24)

• push forward:
e = f t · E · f (2.25)

2.1.2 Stress measures and constitutive equations

The well known symmetric spatial motionCauchy stress tensorσ is defined as a force per
actual unit areada. Thus it is a purelyspatial value, relating force and area elementda, both
in spatial configurationBt. In terms of the actual traction vector

tt = σ · n, (2.26)

wheren denotes the normal vector to the surface elementda, this reads

ttda = σ · da, (2.27)

with the oriented surface elementda = n da.
As surfaces in physical space evolve with time it makes senseto define a dual stress measure
related to the time independent image ofda in the material configurationB0, i.e. dA. By
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applying Nanson’s formula (2.11) to (2.27) we get the above describednominal stress, called
thePiola stressP :

ttda = σ · da = σ · Jf t · dA = P · dA = t0dA. (2.28)

In contrast to the spatial Cauchy stress tensorσ, the non-symmetric Piola stressP relates the
force in the spatial configuration to the area elementdA in the material configuration which is
expressed in terms of the traction vector

t0 = P · N , (2.29)

whereN denotes the normal vector to the material surface elementdA. Thus, the Piola stress
is atwo-point description stress, defined on two configurations. Both stress tensors are related
as follows:

P = Jσ · f t. (2.30)

As a consequence of the balance of angular momentum, the Cauchy stress tensor is symmetric.
Applying the symmetry condition to eq. (2.30), we get

σ =
1

J
P · F t !

=
1

J
F · P t = σt, (2.31)

leading to the relation
P · F t = F · P t, (2.32)

while P itself is not symmetric.
To complete the set of stress tensors defined in the above manner we need a third and purely
material value, called thePiola-Kirchhoff stress tensorS, which is symmetric:

f · t0dA = S · dA. (2.33)

Piola stress and Piola-Kirchhoff stress are related via thedeformation gradient,

P = F · S. (2.34)

Cauchy stress and Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor are related via pull back and push forward
operations (2.30 with 2.34):

• pull back:
S = Jf · σ · f t (2.35)

• push forward:

σ =
1

J
F · S · F t (2.36)

ttda = σ · da
t0dA = P · dA

f · t0dA = S · dA
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The stress at a material point is related to the strain via aconstitutive equation. While the
previous relations hold for all deformable solids, a constitutive equation is modelling a specific
material behaviour (based on empirical relations). Many different constitutive equations can be
(and have been) developed, where also a dependence of the stress upon state variables or the
deformation history is possible, e.g. for elastic-plasticmaterial behaviour.
Constitutive equations are constructed such that they satisfy thebasic laws of thermodynam-
ics. Assuming adiabatic evolution [134], the only law to be satisfied is the balance of energy
equation (chapter 3). Furthermore, the conditions of material frame indifference must be ful-
filled, which means that the constitutive equation has to be independent of any rigid body motion
(translation or rotation).
For an elastic material the actual stress state depends onlyon the deformation but not on the
history of deformation.Throughout the whole work, material behaviour will be restricted
to hyperelasticity, where the work of deformation is independent of the load path. In that case
there exists apotential which is identical to thestored energy(strain energy). For purely me-
chanical systems, path independence and potential energy are closely related to reversibility and
the absence of dissipation. In other words, when a hyperelastic continuous body is deformed,
the energy is stored in the bulk and is completely recovered upon unloading. Thus,hyperelas-
ticity is characterized by three interrelated properties: path independence, reversibility
and zero dissipation.
For a hyperelastic material, the potential energy density per unit volume inB0 andBt, respec-
tively, is given byψ0 = ψ0(F ,X) = ρ0Ψ andψt = ψt(f ,X) = ρtΨ, whereΨ denotes the
potential energy per unit mass. Withρ0 = Jρt (2.15) it follows thatψ0 = Jψt.
As mentioned above, a constitutive equation has to satisfy the laws of thermodynamics. Thus, in
accordance with the (quasi-static) energy equation (3.31), the Piola stress for hyperelastic ma-
terials is derived from the stored energy as the partial derivative with respect to the deformation
gradient,

P = ∂F ψ0. (2.37)

In case of hyperelasticity the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is also related to the stored energy
and it is defined as its partial derivative with respect to theGreen-Lagrange strain tensorE

(2.20) or with respect to the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensorC (2.21), respectively,

S = ∂Eψ0 = 2∂Cψ0. (2.38)

The fourth order Lagrangian elasticity tensorC (tensor of elastic moduli), which is defined as
a second derivative of the stored energy, relates the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor to the Green-
Lagrange strain tensor:

C =
∂S

∂E
=
∂2ψ0

∂E2 . (2.39)

In terms of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, thisreads

C = 2
∂S

∂C
= 4

∂2ψ0

∂C2 . (2.40)

Due to the symmetries of the right Cauchy-Green deformationtensorC and the Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensorS the elasticity tensoralwayspossesses the minor symmetries,Cijkl = Cjikl =
Cijlk. For hyperelasticmaterials also the major symmetriesCijkl = Cklij do exist and the in
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general 81 components ofCijkl are reduced to 21 independent components [93].

Finally, the spatial motion Cauchy stress tensor may also bederived from the stored energy
function,

σ = ψtI − f t · ∂fψt. (2.41)

Again, we find a duality between material and spatial description which leads to thematerial
motion Cauchy stress tensorwhich is also known as the energy momentum tensor orEshelby
stress tensor,

Σ = ψ0I − F t · ∂F ψ0. (2.42)

Neo-Hooke material - nonlinear isotropic hyperelasticity

The Neo-Hookean material model represents an extension of the well known linear elastic
Hooke’s law to large deformations. Hence, throughout this work, material behaviour in the
geometrically nonlinear theory is basically described by the stored energy function for a com-
pressible Neo-Hookean material,

ψ0(C,X) =
µ

2
[C : I − ndim] − µ lnJ +

λ

2
ln2(J) (2.43)

with the number of spatial dimensionsndim.2 C denotes the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor (2.21),J the Jacobian (2.5).µ, λ are the Lamé constants,

λ =
Eν

[1 + ν] [1 − 2ν]
, µ =

E

2[1 + ν]
, (2.44)

with Young’s modulusE and Poisson’s ratioν.

With some basic rules of tensor calculus,

det(A · B) = detA detB, detA = detAt,
∂(detA)

∂A
= detAA−t, (2.45)

and the relation between the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the Jacobian,

detC = det(F t · F ) = detF t detF = J2, (2.46)

we can formulate the derivatives3 of ln J andln2(J):

∂(ln J)

∂C
=

∂(ln
√

detC)

∂C
=

1

2
C−1 (2.47)

∂(ln2 J)

∂C
= 2 ln J

∂(ln J)

∂C
= ln J C−1. (2.48)

2ndim = 3 for plane strain
3

∂(ln
√

detC)

∂C
=
∂(ln

√
detC)

∂
√

detC
· ∂

√
detC

∂(detC)
· ∂(detC)

∂C
=

1√
detC

1

2

1√
detC

detC C−t =
1

2
C−t =

1

2
C−1
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Equations (2.47-2.48) directly lead to the derivative of the stored energy function (2.43) such
that the Piola-Kirchhoff stress (2.38) for a Neo-Hooke material results as

S = µI + [λ ln J − µ] C−1. (2.49)

The corresponding elasticity tensor (2.40) (fourth order Lagrangian elasticity tensor) is obtained
from eq. (2.49) by applying again eq. (2.47) as4

C = 2
∂S

∂C
= 2 [µ− λ lnJ ]

[
−∂C

−1

∂C

]
+ λC−1 ⊗ C−1, (2.50)

with

− ∂C−1

∂C
=

1

2

[
C−1⊗C−1 + C−1⊗C−1

]
(2.51)

−
∂C−1

ij

∂Ckl
=

1

2

[
C−1
ik C

−1
jl + C−1

il C
−1
jk

]
.

The push forward operation (2.36) leads from (2.49) to the Cauchy stress tensor for a Neo-
Hookean material,

σ =
1

J

[
µF · I · F t + [λ lnJ − µ]F · C−1 · F t

]
. (2.52)

With the definition of the right and the left Cauchy-Green tensor,C (2.21) andb (2.23), respec-
tively, we get5

σ =
1

J
[µb + [λ ln J − µ] I] . (2.53)

The corresponding push forward of the elasticity tensor reads

E =
1

J
[F⊗F ] : C :

[
F t⊗F t

]
=

λ

J
I ⊗ I +

µ− λ ln(J)

J
[I⊗I + I⊗I] (2.54)

Eijkl =
1

J
FimFjnCmnopFkoFlp =

λ

J
δijδkl +

µ− λ ln(J)

J
[δikδjl + δilδjk]

which is called the fourth order Eulerian elasticity tensor.6 As we have seen above for the
Lagrangian, also the Eulerian elasticity tensor shows the minor and (for hyperelasticity) the
major symmetries. Further details can be found e.g. in the book of Holzapfel [93], while a good
short overview is given by Kuhl [109].

2.2 Balance of mass

All thermo-mechanical systems must satisfy a set of four balance laws, which are usually ex-
pressed by partial differential equations emanating from the application of the conservation laws
to arbitrary sub-domains of the considered continuum. Those fundamental laws are:

4Note the difference betweenC and the calligraphicC.
5
[
F t · F

]−1
= F−1 · F−t = f · f t

6The first part of equation (2.54) is valid for hyperelasticity in general, while the second part describes Neo-
Hookean material behaviour only.
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1. Balance of mass

2. Balance of (linear) momentum (section 2.3)

3. Balance of angular momentum

4. Balance of energy (section 3.2)

As there is no mass flow across the boundaries of a material domain and energy to mass con-
version is not considered, i.e. there are no mass sources or sinks, the mass of a material domain
must be constant,

m =

∫

B0

ρ0dV =

∫

Bt

ρtdv = const. (2.55)

Thus, the balance law of mass has the nature of a conservationlaw which requires the material
time derivative of the mass to vanish,Dtm = 0. A balance law may be formulated globally,
as an integral over the domain under consideration, or locally. The global balance of mass
follows directly as the material time derivative of (2.55),

Dtm = Dt

∫

B0

ρ0dV = Dt

∫

Bt

ρtdv = 0. (2.56)

Applying Reynolds’ theorem7 with (2.14) to (2.56), the integrands lead to thelocal balance
equation(s),

Dtρ0 = J

[
∂ρt
∂t

+ div(ρtv)

]
= 0, (2.58)

wherev denotes the velocity vector. ClaimingJ > 0 (2.5) we get

∂ρt
∂t

+ div(ρtv) = 0. (2.59)

In contrast to the material form of mass conservation on the LHS of (2.58),Dtρ0 = 0, the spatial
formulation (2.59) includes a convective term,∇xρt · v, emanating from (the application of
the product rule to) the spatial divergence div(ρtv). This so called conservative form of mass
conservation is often used in computational fluid mechanicsas its discretized form is said to
enforce mass conservation more accurately [18].

Remark: Transforming the RHS of (2.55) by the help of relation (2.14)to a material volume
integral, we get the relation between material and spatial density:

ρ0 = Jρt. (2.60)

7Reynold’s transport theorem: material time derivative of aspatial volume integral

Dt

∫

Bt

a dv =

∫

Bt

[
∂a

∂t
+ div(av)

]
dv (2.57)
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2.3 Balance of (linear) momentum

The global momentum function may be described as a material volume integral over the veloc-
ity, weighted by the material densityρ0,

p0 =

∫

B0

p0(X, t)dV =

∫

B0

ρ0(X)v(ϕ(X, t), t)dV, (2.61)

or a spatial volume integral where the velocity is weighted by the spatial density,

pt =

∫

Bt

pt(x, t)dv =

∫

Bt

ρt(x, t)v(x, t)dv. (2.62)

One integral can be transformed into the other by (2.14) and (2.15), which means thatp0 = pt.
Newton’s second law is identical to the balance law of linearmomentum and it states that the
material time derivative of linear momentum is equal to the sum of impressed forces, i.e. surface
and body forces. Hence, what Maugin [134] calls "the most celebrated formula of physics",
forms the core of the mathematical description of a continuum.

2.3.1 Spatial motion problem

First, the fully spatial balance of linear momentum will be formulated. The material time deriva-
tive of linear momentumpt (2.62) in its spatial description equals the sum of surface tractions

tt(∂Bt) =

∫

∂Bt

ttda =

∫

∂Bt

σ · n da =

∫

Bt

divσdv (2.63)

and spatial body forces

bt(Bt) =

∫

Bt

btdv. (2.64)

Thus, the global spatial balance of momentum reads

Dtpt = tt + bt (2.65)

with spatial surface tractionstt = σ · n (2.26), acting on∂Btt and representing the natural
boundary conditions (Neumann boundary conditions). The boundary∂Bt consists of sections
with prescribed boundary tractions, indicated by the superscript ’t’, and sections with prescribed
boundary displacements (Dirichlet boundary conditions),indicated by the superscript ’ϕ’, with-
out any overlapping of both boundary types:

∂Bt = ∂Btt ∪ ∂Bϕt and ∂Btt ∩ ∂Bϕt = ∅. (2.66)

Applying Reynolds’ transport theorem8 and (2.15) to (2.65) and taking the integrands, we get
the local form of the spatial balance equation

ρtDtv = jDtp0 = divσ + bt. (2.68)

8Reynolds’ transport theorem for density weighted integrands

Dt

∫

Bt

ρtadv =

∫

Bt

ρtDta dv (2.67)
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Neglecting (spatial) body forces, thestatic balance of momentum for the spatial motion
problem expressed in terms of the Cauchy stress reads

divσ = 0. (2.69)

Throughout this work and especially for the numerical implementation, we will restrict our-
selves to (quasi-)static problems at absence of physical body forces.

Remark: By observing an arbitrary subdomainVt of the domainBt with boundary∂Vt the
integration of (2.69) over that subdomain leads to the static equilibrium of spatial forces
for the subdomain,

fsur =:

∫

Vt

divσdv =

∫

∂Vt

σ · n da = 0. (2.70)

The spatial motion problem can as well beexpressed in terms of volume and surface integrals
over the material domainB0 and the corresponding boundary∂B0, respectively. Thus, a (first,
partial) pull back of the spatial balance of linear momentumis executed by multiplying eq.
(2.68) with the JacobianJ (2.5).
Again, the material time derivative of linear momentum - nowformulated as a material volume
integralp0 (2.61) - equals the sum of surface tractions (surface flux)

t0(∂B0) =

∫

∂B0

t0dA =

∫

∂B0

P · NdA =

∫

B0

DivP dV (2.71)

and spatial body forces

b0(B0) =

∫

B0

b0dV (2.72)

with b0 = Jbt. Thus, the global balance of linear momentum reads

Dtp0 = t0 + b0 (2.73)

with (spatial) surface tractionst0 = P · N (2.29), acting on∂Bt0 and representing the natural
boundary conditions.
Because the material integration domain and the material density are time independent, we can
directly take the integrands in order to get the local form ofthe balance equation

ρ0Dtv = Dtp0 = DivP + b0. (2.74)

Neglecting (spatial) body forcesb0 (and any (smooth) inhomogeneities), the static balance of
(linear ) momentum expressed in terms of the Piola stress reads

DivP = 0. (2.75)

As in general both above formulations of the spatial motion problem lead to identical results,
the global balance equations (2.65) and (2.73) are identical. Especially we find that

pt = p0, tt = t0, bt = b0, (2.76)

pt 6= p0, tt 6= t0, bt 6= b0.

It is even possible to evaluate certain integrals materially while others are evaluated spatially
[109]. Thus it is obvious that eq. (2.74) is "no more materialthan" eq. (2.68) [134] such that a
second pull back has to be applied in order to get a fully material balance equation.
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2.3.2 Material motion problem

As we have seen in section 2.1.2 the Piola stress tensor is a two-point tensor having one foot in
the material and one foot in the spatial description. In order to get a fully material balance law,
a second pull back is executed by a left multiplication of equation (2.74) withF t and finally,
we get thefully material balance of pseudomomentum

DtP = DivΣ + B0 (2.77)

with pseudomomentum (material linear momentum)

P = −ρ0F
t · v = −F t · p0, (2.78)

and the dynamic version of the Eshelby stress tensor (material description Cauchy stress)

Σ =

[
ψ0 −

1

2
ρ0v

2

]
I − F t · P , (2.79)

where the first term denotes the negative Lagrangian energy density

L = −
[
ψ0 −

1

2
ρ0v

2

]
. (2.80)

Thematerial volume force
B0 = F inh − F t · b0 (2.81)

consists of a term capturing all types ofmaterially inhomogeneous bodies, whether of inertial
or elastic origins, viaψ0(F ,X) andρ0(X),

F inh =
1

2
∇Xρ0 · v2 −∇Xψ0 = ∇XL, (2.82)

and the contribution of physical body forcesF t · b0 = F t · Jbt. Obviously, even at absence
of physical body forces,bt = 0, we may get nonzero material volume forcesB0 = F inh.
Contrary, in case of amaterially homogeneous body, whereψ0 andρ0 do not depend on the
material positionX, also thematerial inhomogeneity force has to vanish, F inh = 0, as the
material gradients in eq. (2.82) are equal to zero,∇Xρ0 = 0 and∇Xψ0 = 0 (L = const. at
fixedX).
Equation (2.77) finally represents thepurely material (un)balance of pseudomomentum, i.e.
the complete pull back to the material configuration, as theEshelby stress tensorΣ is a tensor
completely in the material description. The Eshelby stress tensor, which Eshelby himself
called the energy momentum tensor or Maxwell stress tensor for elasticity, represents theflux
associated with pseudomomentumP while B0 depicts the source term ordriving force for
pseudomomentum.
Comparing the structure of (2.77) to (2.74), the choice of the namepseudomomentumfor
the valueP (2.78) becomes obvious in analogy to physical momentump0 (2.61). Maugin
states that thus it appears as a convected form of physical momentump0 back to the material
configurationB0 "with an additional and a priori mysterious change of sign". For a more
detailed interpretation of pseudomomentum and alternative forms of material balance laws see
Maugin’s book [134].
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Integration of eq. (2.77) over the material domainB0 leads to the fully time dependentglobal
equation of (un)balance of Pseudomomentum

Dt

∫

B0

PdV =

∫

∂B0

Σ · NdA+

∫

B0

B0dV

DtP = T + B0. (2.83)

Knowing the space-time solution of a well posed boundary value problem (by solving e.g. eq.
(2.65) or (2.73)), such that pseudomomentumP (2.78) and Eshelby stress tensorΣ (2.79) can
be calculated, the global material force vectorB0 can be determined from eq. (2.83).
In case of a materially homogeneous body and at absence of physical body forces (B0 = 0 due
to F inh = 0 andbt = 0), and when homogeneous boundary conditions are applied9 (T=0),
total pseudomomentum is conserved [135]:

DtP = 0. (2.84)

Restricting ourselves again tostatic problems, the material (un)balance of pseudomomentum
reads

− DivΣ = B0 (2.85)

with thestatic Eshelby stress tensor(2.42) including (2.37)

Σ = ψ0I − F t · P . (2.86)

Remark: By observing an arbitrary subdomainV0 of the domainB0 with boundary∂V0 the in-
tegration of (2.85) over that subdomain leads to thequasi-static equilibrium of material
forces for the subdomain,

Fsur + B0 = 0 (2.87)

with

Fsur =:

∫

V0

DivΣdV =

∫

∂V0

Σ · NdA (2.88)

and

B0 =:

∫

V0

B0dV. (2.89)

T = Σ · N denotes the material description surface tractions, acting on∂V0, which are
the projection of the Eshelby stressΣ on the material surface normalN .

Assuming the boundaryV0 to be composed of a regular and a singular part,∂V0 = ∂Vr0 ∪
∂Vs0 with ∂Vr0 ∩ ∂Vs0 = ∅, where the singular part may represent e.g. a crack tip, we
obtain for each of the boundary parts a corresponding material surface force,

Fsur = Fsur,r + Fsur,s (2.90)

with the definition of thematerial force acting on the singular boundary

Fsur,s =:

∫

∂Vs
0

Σ · NdA = −
∫

∂Vr
0

Σ · NdA−
∫

V0

B0dV = −Fsur,r − B0. (2.91)

9or if B0 extends to infinity and the field solution and its derivativesgo sufficiently fast to zero at infinity
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Fsur,s has been proven to coincide with the vectorial J-integral, familiar in fracture
mechanics,−Fsur,s = J . For a more detailed overview of the relation between the J-
integral, as originally proposed by Rice [171], and the concept of material forces see e.g.
Maugin [134] or Denzer et al. [49] and Steinmann [188] and chapter 3 of this work.

Throughout this work, we focus on 2d crack tips representinga kind of a singular boundary.
Therefore, we can assume an otherwise continuous and homogeneous material without loss
of generality. Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to the quasi-static case without considering
physical body forces such that the material balance of linear momentum (2.77) is reduced to

DivΣ = 0 (2.92)

while the material force acting on the singular boundary () reads

Fsur,s =: −
∫

∂Vr
0

Σ · NdA = −Fsur,r (2.93)

with the static Eshelby stress tensor (2.86).

2.4 Weak form

2.4.1 Spatial motion problem

Multiplication of the local balance of momentum (2.69) by a test function, i.e. by a spatial
virtual displacement

δϕ(X) with δϕ = 0 on ∂Bϕt , (2.94)

whereδϕ fulfils the necessary smoothness conditions, and integration over the domainBt (in-
cluding integration by parts) leads to the weak form of the spatial motion problem:

∫

Bt

δϕ · divσdv =

∫

Bt

[div (δϕ · σ) −∇xδϕ : σ]dv = 0 (2.95)

with
(δϕiσij),j = δϕi,j σij + δϕiσij ,j . (2.96)

Applying the divergence theorem, the first term on the RHS of (2.95) is converted to a boundary
integral ∫

Bt

div (δϕ · σ) dv =

∫

∂Bt

δϕ · σ · nda =

∫

∂Bt

δϕ · ttda, (2.97)

and we get the following equality:

w
sur =

∫

∂Bt
t

δϕ · ttda =

∫

Bt

∇xδϕ : σdv = w
int. (2.98)

As (2.98) represents the product of virtual displacementsδϕ with spatial surface and internal
forces, the weak form of the momentum equation corresponds to theprinciple of virtual work ,
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wherewsur andw
int denote thespatial virtual surface and internal work . The surface integral

w
sur is reduced to the boundary part∂Btt with prescribed surface tractions

tt = σ · n (2.99)

as per definition the virtual displacementsδϕ vanish on the boundary with prescribed displace-
ments.

Remark: For arbitrary uniform virtual displacementsδϕ = const. (and not a function ofX),
i.e. for a virtual rigid body motion, the static global equilibrium of spatial forces (2.70),
fsur = 0, is recovered as∇xδϕ = 0. Observing an arbitrary subdomainVt of Bt with
boundary∂Vt, we get from eq. (2.98):

δϕ ·
[∫

∂Vt

σ · nda
]

= δϕ · fsur = 0 ∀ δϕ. (2.100)

2.4.2 Material motion problem

Multiplication of the local balance of pseudomomentum (2.92) by a test function and integration
over the domainB0 leads to the weak form of the material motion problem. The test function
corresponds to a material virtual displacement, i.e. a variationδΦ of the material positionΦ at
constant spatial coordinatex and the material test function space is defined as:

δΦ(x) with δΦ = 0 on ∂BΦ
0 , (2.101)

whereδΦ fulfils the necessary smoothness conditions. For the weak form it follows
∫

B0

δΦ · DivΣdV =

∫

B0

[Div (δΦ · Σ) −∇XδΦ : Σ]dV = 0 (2.102)

including integration by parts

(δΦiΣij),j = δΦi,j Σij + δΦiΣij ,j . (2.103)

Applying the divergence theorem, the first term on the RHS of (2.102) is converted to a bound-
ary integral and we get the following equality:

W
sur =

∫

∂Bt
0

δΦ · T dA =

∫

B0

∇XδΦ : ΣdV = W
int. (2.104)

As per definition of the test function space (2.101) the test function vanishes on the boundary
with prescribed displacements, the boundary integral may be limited to the boundary part∂Bt0
with prescribed material tractions

T = Σ · N . (2.105)

W
sur andW

int denote thematerial virtual surface and internal work .

Remark: For arbitrary uniform virtual displacementsδΦ = const., i.e. for a virtual rigid
body motion, the static global equilibrium of material forces,Fsur = 0, is recovered as
∇XδΦ = 0. Observing an arbitrary subdomainV0 of B0 with boundary∂V0, we get
from eq. (2.104):

δΦ ·
[∫

∂V0

Σ · NdA

]
= δΦ · Fsur = 0 ∀ δΦ. (2.106)
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2.5 Linearization of the continuous equations of the spatial
motion problem

The numerical solution of the nonlinear spatial motion problem requires an iterative solution
procedure which is realized in our case by a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme (see chapter
5). The update of the solution vector in each iteration step is calculated by the help of a linear
tangent map. Thus, the spatial weak form (2.98), i.e. the spatial residual has to be linearized.
Because there is no simple way of linearization on a moving domainBt, a procedure in three
steps is applied: pull back of the spatial residual, linearization and push forward. The detailed
derivation of the linearized spatial virtual work (2.98) isshown in appendix B.

As the surface tractionst are prescribed values, the linearization of the spatial virtual surface
work is

∆w
sur = 0, (2.107)

while the linearized form of the spatial virtualinternalwork reads

∆w
int =

∫

Bt

[[
∇t

x∆ϕ · ∇xδϕ
]

: σ + ∇xδϕ : E : ∇x∆ϕ
]
dv. (2.108)

Following from (2.107) and (2.108), and based onw
sur = w

int (2.98), the linearized spatial
motion problem reads

∆w
int = 0. (2.109)

Remark: Here, we linearized the continuous weak form of the spatial motion problem while
the resulting linear expression (2.108) will be discretized in subsection 5.1.2. Alterna-
tively, it is possible to discretize first the continuous weak form and linearize it afterwards.
For structural elements like shells and beams, the latter method is the only one leading to
correct tangent operators [109].

2.6 Geometrically linear theory and Hooke’s law

In the case of small strains and small rotations thesmall-strain theory, also called thegeomet-
rically linear theory , can be applied to the kinematic and constitutive relationsas well as to
the equations of motion. A practical advantage of a linear theory is the possibility to combine
different loading situations by simple superposition.
The small-strain theory requires the definition of the displacement vector at a certain point

u(X, t) = x − X = ϕ(X, t) − X (2.110)

which is defined as the difference of the material and the spatial position of that point. Re-
stricting ourselves to small displacements,ui ≪ 1, it follows from eq. (2.110) that we do not
distinguish any more between Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates,

x ≈ X. (2.111)
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With the definition of the displacement vector (2.110), the deformation gradient (2.3) can be
written as a function of the displacement gradienth,

F = ∇Xϕ = ∇XX + ∇Xu = I + h. (2.112)

According to eq. (2.111), we do neither distinguish betweenspatial and material gradients, such
that the displacement gradient in the case of small strains is defined as

h = ∇u = ∇xu = ∇Xu. (2.113)

Expressing the Green-Lagrange strain tensor (2.20) in terms of the displacement gradient, we
get with (2.112)

E =
1

2

[
ht + h + ht · h

]
. (2.114)

Small strains are related to small displacement gradients,such that the quadratic term of eq.
(2.114) can be neglected. Defining the Cauchystrain tensor of the small strain formulation
as the linear part of eq. (2.114),

ε =
1

2

[
h + ht

]
=

1

2

[
∇u + ∇tu

]
= ∇symu, (2.115)

the origin of the alternative name, geometrically linear theory, becomes obvious. Hence, the
small strain theory does not distinguish any more between Lagrangian and Eulerian strain mea-
sures, either:

ε = E = e. (2.116)

Consequently, there is also no distinction between the different stress measures. The stress
tensor of the geometrically linear theory is the Cauchy stress, which in case of small strains is
defined as

σ = ∂εψ, (2.117)

with the linear elastic stored energy functionψ. Thelinear elasticity tensor is defined as

E
lin = ∂εσ =

∂2ψ

∂ε ⊗ ∂ε
, (2.118)

which can be easily derived from the nonlinear elasticity tensor (2.54) by settingJ = 1,

E
lin = λI ⊗ I + µ [I⊗I + I⊗I] (2.119)

E linijkl = λδijδkl + µ [δikδjl + δilδjk] .

With eq. (2.118) thelinear elastic Cauchy stresscan be written as

σ = E
lin : ε, (2.120)

such that the stored energy function is given as

ψ =
1

2
ε : E

lin : ε =
1

2
ε : σ. (2.121)
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The balance equations, as provided throughout this chapter, are independent of the constitu-
tive formulation. But in the case of small strains, as we havealready seen above, there is no
distinction any more between Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates and gradients, such that we
have

grad{•} = ∇x{•} = ∇X{•} = Grad{•}
div{•} = {•} · ∇x = {•} · ∇X = Div{•}.

When applying the small strain theory in the following, we will use the nabla-operator without
index or write div{•} and grad{•} (with small initial letters), respectively. The deformation
gradientF is expressed in terms of the displacement gradienth (2.112) and in the time de-
pendent balance equations the velocity vectorv is replaced by the time rate of change of the
displacement vectoṙu. Finally, we haveρ = ρt = ρ0 andψ = ψt = ψ0. To give an example for
the application of the former rules to the unsteady balance equations, let us have a look at linear
momentum (2.61) or (2.62) and pseudomomentum (2.78) for thegeometrically linear theory:

p = p0 = pt = ρu̇

P = −ρ∇tu · u̇.

Returning to the the static balance equations at absence of body forces, we still have eq. (2.69)

divσ = 0 (2.122)

with the Cauchy stress tensor (2.120) and eq. (2.92)

divΣ = 0. (2.123)

TheEshelby stress tensor of the linear theoryis defined as

Σ = ψI −∇tu · σ =
1

2
[σ : ε] I −∇tu · σ. (2.124)
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Chapter 3

Material Forces and J-integral

In this chapter we want to discuss different approaches to describe the behaviour of a body
endowed with a defect, e.g. a dislocation in crystal lattice, an inclusion or a crack, and to find
an answer to the questionwhether the defect tends to move relative to the ambient material .
Two main concepts responding to that question are theMaterial Force Method [188, 189] and
the (classical)J-integral of fracture mechanics. Furthermore, we will introduce the concept
of stress intensity factors (SIFs) and the maximum circumferential stress criterion (hoop stress
criterion). In the present work,crack propagation will be investigated as a special case of a
moving defect. The question of crack propagation has two main aspects: does the crack tend
to propagate and if so, which is the direction of propagation?
The energy of a body containing a defect depends on the position of that defect in the material,
i.e. of its material coordinates, and the change of energy caused by a material displacement of
the defect, e.g. the energy release when a crack propagates.
More detailed information about these problems may be founde.g. in the books of Maugin
[134], Kienzler [105] or Gurtin [86] and of course in the fundamental works of Eshelby [62],
[63], [64]. Various aspects of the mechanics of material forces are discussed in the book of
Steinmann and Maugin [190].

3.1 Introduction to fracture mechanics

At the beginning of this chapter, we want to give a brief introduction to classical fracture me-
chanics, namely to Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) connected (among others) to the
names of Griffith and Irwin. For a detailed introduction to the theory, we recommend e.g. the
textbooks of Gross [85], Hahn [88] or Kienzler [105]. A fundamental and quite extensive work
on fracture mechanics was published by Liebowitz [128].
Whenever we speak of a crack tip in plane 2d problems this includes the front of 3d cracks, as
well.
The aim of technical constructions is to prevent fracture (safe life) or to tolerate a certain amount
of damage, like a crack, for a defined life time or inspection interval (fail safe/damage tolerant).
Hence, it is important to be able to predict where and when a crack initiates and how an existing
crack behaves. While the reliable prediction of the behaviour of (existing) cracks is the main
scope of fracture mechanics, classical fracture mechanicsdo not consider the initiation of cracks

25
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but always assume apre-existing crack. The modelling of crack initiation is still a difficult
subject. A major question is, whether a crack propagates under a given loading situation and if
under those conditions final (complete) fracture has to be expected. Further aspects of interest
are the direction and the velocity of crack propagation. (Here, we restrict ourselves to quasi-
static crack propagation such that the propagation velocity is negligible.)
The principal mechanisms of fracture depend on material failure on the microscale, while tech-
nically the macroscopic material behaviour is important. Fracture mechanics are filling that gap
between micro- and macroscale, between material science and continuum (solid) mechanics.
There are different forms and mechanisms of fracture in solid materials, depending on material
properties, the loading situation, geometry and size of thecracked body and external influences
like temperature, which may change the material properties. Two main types of cracking are
brittle and ductile fracture which are connected topurely elastic and elastic-plastic effects,
respectively.

Brittle and ductile fracture

Brittle fracture is the best known fracture model which is described byclassical linear elastic
fracture mechanics, based on the pioneer work of Griffith (1920) [84]. Nonlinearelasticity can
be included as well. Typical materials showing (mainly) brittle behaviour are glass, ceramics,
stone or concrete, but also metals can show brittle fracturebehaviour under certain conditions,
e.g. at low temperatures or high deformation speed. Brittlematerials are very sensitive to
notches, material (micro)defects or cracks and brittle fracture is connected to small and purely
elastic deformation energy. Real materials are never purely brittle as there is always a certain
(at least small) amount of plastic deformation prior to failure.
On the contrary,ductile fracture is characterized by a high, mainly plastic deformation energy.
Typically metals at a normal or higher temperature level aresubject to ductile fracture. The
modelling of the corresponding mechanisms is more difficultthan in the purely elastic case of
brittle material behaviour, as the relation between stressand strain is not unique any more in
the case of elastic-plastic deformations. Consequently, the description of ductile fracture is the
scope ofelastic-plastic fracture mechanics.

Physical origin of fracture: failure of atomic bonds

The physical origin of cracking and fracture is connected tothe material microscale: The stress
concentration due to microscopic inhomogeneities (crystallographic defects, blocking of dislo-
cations, microcracks and notches) leads to failure of single atomic (covalent) bonds in the crys-
tal lattice. The failure of inter-atomic cohesion leads to microcracks which are finally united to
macroscopic cracks.
Young’s modulus is directly connected to the atomic bondingforces. The cohesive force be-
tween the atoms of a certain material defines thetheoretical maximum stress needed to dissolve
the atomic bonding. This would be the theoretical thresholdfor the formation of new crack
faces, whether initiation or propagation of a crack.
The theoretical maximum stress is defined, assuming that allatomic bonds are dissolved at
once and that we have a perfect, regular crystal lattice. In reality, the inter-atomic bonds are dis-
solved step by step and the crystal lattice contains a certain amount of defects, e.g. dislocations.
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Figure 3.1: Griffith crack: (infinite) plate with elliptic hole and limit case of a straight crack of
length2a under uniaxial tensile loading

Finally, plastic deformations, which always occur (more orless) in fracture of real materials,
reduce the ultimate stress a material supports. Hence, the real ultimate stress is normally lower
than the theoretical one. Griffith (1920) was the first one to formulate that theory for purely
brittle material behaviour.
The formulation of fracture criteria based on the inter-atomic cohesive forces is possible but
usually fracture phenomena are modelled on the macroscale,and (classical) fracture mechanics
are embedded in the framework of continuum mechanics.

Classical fracture mechanics of purely brittle materials -Griffith theory

Griffith [84] described theinstability of a crack , i.e. the transition from a slowly growing crack
(order of10−4m/sec) which is stopping again when equilibrium is reached and thefinal high
speed crack growth (up to the order of103m/sec) leading to complete failure [88]. That be-
haviour is typical forbrittle fracture which is modelled in the framework oflinear elasticity
and Griffith’s theory forms the base of classical fracture mechanics.
Griffith formulated acriterion for instable crack growth , i.e. a criterion for pure brittle frac-
ture under external load, based on the balance of energy at the crack. The formulation was
derived, including the known1 elastic stress and displacement fields for an elliptic hole in a
plane plate under tensile loading (fig. 3.1, LHS). The limit case,b → 0 (fig. 3.1, RHS), de-
fines the so calledGriffith crack of length2a. As we already mentioned above, the creation
of the initial crack is not subject to classical fracture mechanics, such that we have to assume a
pre-existing crack.
The total potential energyΠ of an elastic body endowed with a crack consists of elastic energy
stored in the bulk (stored energy),Πint, energy stored in the surfaces of the crack (surface

1Kolosov [108] and Muskhelishvili [150]
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energy),Πcrack, and the work of the external forces,Πext (including regular surface and body
forces)2,

Π = Πint + Πext + Πcrack. (3.1)

For a body free of defects, the (static) total energy is reduced to

Πint + Πext = const. (3.2)

On the other hand, if a body is endowed with a crack, the surface energyΠcrack of the crack
faces is related to the energy released during crack propagation. For a system including a crack,
the energy equation of the homogeneous system has to be extended as shown in appendix A.3
(A.33) which leads to the definition of the energy release rate per unittimeof crack propagation
G (3.34) and the energy release rate per unitlengthof crack propagationG∗ (3.97). The latter
represents a force-like quantity. Finally, the propagation of a crack by amountδa changes the
surface energy of the crack faces by

δΠcrack = G∗δa =
G

V
δa. (3.3)

The propagation of a crack reduces the stress in the bulk, such that the elastic stored energy
of the body endowed with the crack is reduced. The basic idea of Griffith’s theory is that the
energy set free by the reduction of the internal stress (δΠint < 0) is available for the creation
of new crack surfaces, increasing the surface energyΠcrack of the crack faces (δΠcrack > 0).
For the sake of simplicity, we now assume the external energyto be constant,δΠext = 0. If the
energy set free is completely ’used’ for the creation of new crack surfaces,−δΠint = δΠcrack

such that we getδΠ = 0, we have a new equilibrium state and the crack stops after having
grown. If, on the other hand, more energy is set free than we need for the creation of new crack
faces, the crack grows unstably, such that the instability criterion of brittle fracture reads

δΠ ≤ 0, (3.4)

or
− δΠint ≥ δΠcrack. (3.5)

Allowing for a change of the external energy, too, the instability criterion reads

− δ (Πint + Πext) ≥ δΠcrack. (3.6)

The internal energy depends on the (linear elastic) stress fields.
Introducing the specific surface energyγ0 of the crack faces, the change of surface energy
δΠcrack due to crack growth by amountδa can be expressed as

δΠcrack = 2γ0δa, (3.7)

such that the fracture criterion (3.6) reads

− δ (Πint + Πext) ≥ 2γ0δa. (3.8)

2The index ’ext’ refers to the contributions of surface and body forces. Throughout the other chapters of that
work, we usually neglect the influence of physical body forces such that instead the index ’sur’ is used, as only
contributions of surface tractions are considered.
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The factor2 results from the two newly created crack surfaces, the upperand the lower crack
face.
Specifying the energy expression on the LHS of eq. (3.8) for the Griffith crack of length2a un-
der uniaxial tensile stress (fig. 3.1), including the elastic stress field at an elliptic hole provided
by Kolosov [108], we get the Griffith formula of the critical stress indicating the beginning of
instable crack growth:

σc =

√
2E∗γ0

πa
, (3.9)

whereE∗ is defined in terms of Young’s modulusE and Poisson’s ratioν as

E∗ =

{
E plane stress
E

1 − ν2 plane strain
(3.10)

Stress fields in the vicinity of the crack tip

As the phenomenon of fracture is closely related to the concentration of stress at surface dis-
continuities or (internal) material defects,the tip of a notch or crack causes a singularity of
stress and may be called a singularity itself. Assuming linear elasticity, analytical solutions
of the near tip stress and displacement fields can be determined for certain configurations of
an existing crack in a (semi)-infinite plane body. For instance Kolosov (1909) [108] derived
a relation describing the stress field at an elliptic hole which was used by Griffith formulating
the energy of a Griffith crack (as mentioned above). More general, the method of Kolosov and
Muskhelishvili [150] may be used to solve numerous problemsin elasticity theory. Another
well known set of solutions of fracture problems in elasticity are the stress functions of Wester-
gaard [211] which represent a special case of Kolosov’s and Muskhelishvili’s stress functions.
For the general case, where no analytical solutions can be found, as well as for nonlinear and
elastic-plastic problems, numerical methods like the FEM or X-FEM are used to get approxi-
mate solutions of the stress and displacement fields.

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)

Irwin [97] included a limited local plastic deformation in the vicinity of the crack tip into the
Griffith theory [84]. The plastic deformation has to be smallenough to neglect the energetic
contribution of plasticity in the case of crack propagation. Thus, Irwin extended the fracture
mechanics of purely brittle fracture to the quasi brittle crack behaviour of metals under certain
conditions. For low temperatures and slow (quasi-static) crack growth, like in the case of fa-
tigue cracks, metallic materials may only show small plastic zones close to the crack (tip).
The previously mentioned conditions form the framework of the LEFM, describing the sta-
bility of cracks with quasi brittle material behaviour and a llowing for small plastic defor-
mations in the vicinity of the crack.
Irwin defined theenergy release rateG∗ (the letter G has been chosen to the honour of Griffith),
where, in contrast to the classical theory of Griffith, the energy released by crack propagation
does not only cover the energy needed for the creation of new crack surfaces, but all effects con-
nected to the crack growth, for instance also the plastic deformations. By the introduction of
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the energy release rateG∗ which represents the energy released per unitlengthof crack growth
eq. (3.8) reads

G∗ ≥ 2γ0 (3.11)

and instable crack growth begins, when the energy released becomes greater than a critical
energy release rateG∗

c , which is a material parameter that may be determined experimentally,

G∗ ≥ G∗
c . (3.12)

WithG∗
c = 2γ0, the fracture criterion (3.9) in terms of the critical stress can be transformed into

a fracture criterion in terms of the critical energy releaserate for the Griffith crack of length2a:

G∗
c =

σ2
cπa

E∗ . (3.13)

In accordance to the previous remarks, small plastic zones close to the crack (tip) can be ne-
glected and do not influence the energy release rate. Irwin calledG∗ the crack extension force,
as it represents the work per newly created crack length, andlater on, we will see that the energy
release rate indeed is equal to the material force at the crack tip.
The LEFM is applicable but for remarkable plastic deformations. Hence, e.g. the cracking
behaviour of simple structural steels may only be describedby the LEFM at very low tem-
peratures, but on the other hand, those steels do normally not show sudden fracture under low
stresses.
In the case of linear elasticity, the behaviour of the crack is dominated by stress and displace-
ment in the direct vicinity of the crack tip. As a consequence, Irwin (1958) [98] showed that
the exact solution of the boundary value problem for the crack is not needed, but that linear
asymptotic approximate solutions of the near tip stress anddisplacement fields are sufficient.
Those asymptotic functions have to incorporate the1√

R
-singularity of the stress field close to

the crack tip, whereR represents the distance of a point from the crack tip, i.e. the radius in a
polar crack tip coordinate system (fig. 3.7). Furthermore, Irwin introduced the concept of the
stress intensity factors (SIFs)describing the strength (but not the distribution) of the near tip
stress field. The SIFs are defined as functions of external loads but also of the geometry of the
body endowed with the crack and of the crack itself (e.g. the crack length).
Following Irwin’s reasoning,all real fracture problems in the framework of linear elas-
tic fracture mechanics can be modelled by the superpositionof three basic typesof crack
opening. For each of those basic types, called modes, a corresponding SIF may be defined.
Furthermore, the linear theory allows for a simple superposition of stress fields due to external
loads.
The three modes of crack opening as sketched in figure 3.2 represent three possibilities of the
crack faces to move independently relative to each other:

1. mode I: tension leading to symmetric crack opening

2. mode II: shearing such that the crack faces are moving in opposite directions

3. mode III: torsion, i.e. lateral displacement of the crack faces leading to a non-plane
(shear) stress state
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I II III

Figure 3.2: principal forms of crack opening: mode I, II and III

Each of the modes is connected to a characteristic stress field and due to the linear theory,
superposition allows for the description of the elastic stress field of an arbitrary crack.

σ =
1√
2πR

[
KIf

I +KIIf
II +KIIIf

III
]
, (3.14)

whereKI , KII andKIII are the stress intensity factors corresponding to the threemodes of
crack opening andf I , f II andf III are dimensionless functions of the angleΘ (fig. 3.7).
The above asymptotic approximation formula represents exactly the stress fields directly at the
crack tip,R → 0, while the stress fields in the nearby vicinity of the crack tip,R ≪ 1, are still
approximated sufficiently well. Further non-singular terms can be added to eq. (3.14), e.g. due
to external loads. An example for the approximation (3.14) is given by equations (3.109-3.111),
used for the calculation of the interaction energy integralIΓ in section 3.5.
For example, the SIFs for a Griffith crack of length2a (fig. 3.1) in an infinite plate under
uniaxial tensile stressσ∞ = σ (mode I) far away from the crack are

KI = σ
√
πa, KII = KIII = 0. (3.15)

Introducing eq. (3.15) to eq. (3.13) the critical stressσc can be transformed to a critical SIF3

KIc =
√
G∗
cE

∗ (3.16)

which provides a third form of the fracture criterion for theGriffith crack of length2a:

KI ≥ KIc. (3.17)

The SIFs at the crack tips are calculated as functions of the external loads, the stress distribution
and the geometry. Comparing them to the critical SIFs shows whether instable crack growth
and material failure have to be expected.

3The energy release rate provided in the text corresponds to the energy release connected to mode I. The full
set of energy release rates, reads:

G∗

I =
K2

I

E∗
, G∗

II =
K2

II

E∗
, G∗

III =
1 + ν

E
K2

III .
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On the contrary, for a lot of practical cases, the calculation of the SIFs from an analytical so-
lution is not possible, such that experimental and especially numerical methodshave to be
used. The first approximate solution method applied to the calculation of SIFs was the col-
location method, while today the FEM is the most widely used method. But standard FEM
is not able to represent the singularity of the stress field atthe crack tip. A sufficiently good
approximation of the singularity may be obtained by a very fine mesh in the vicinity of the
crack tip or by the use of special crack tip elements including the asymptotic solutions a pri-
ori, which allows for a coarse mesh. In the present work, we use the X-FEM which may also
include special near tip enrichment functions for nodes close to the crack tip. Those numerical
methods may be applied to the calculation of SIFs for arbitrary 3d geometries. Further remarks
on the calculation of the energy release rate and the SIFs aremade in section 3.5. In general,
numerical methods are suitable to simulate the behaviour ofa vast palette of materials, includ-
ing e.g. elastic and elastic-plastic, isotropic and anisotropic, homogeneous and heterogeneous
effects.
Rice (1968) [171][172] introduced (among others) a path independent integral encircling the
crack tip which can be evaluated without knowledge of the exact stress and strain fields at the
crack tip. This aspect of the integral, known as the J-integral of fracture mechanics, allowed for
the extension of Irwin’s theory [97] toelastic-plastic material behaviour. Later on, we will
see that the J-integral is equal to the (1-component of the) material force at the crack tip and
to the energy release rate due to crack propagation. (The latter is limited to the LEFM, only.)
It is important to note that in the present section, we speak of the scalar J-integral, i.e. the
1-component of the vectorial J-integral. For a Griffith crack of length2a, the J-integral is

J1 =
π [1 + κ]

8µ
σ2a, (3.18)

with κ = 3−ν
1+ν

for plane stress andκ = 3 − 4ν for plane strain.µ represents one of the Lamé
constants which is equal to the shear modulus.
As mentioned above, an arbitrary crack can be described by the superposition of the three basic
modes of crack opening, such that the general J-integral canbe calculated as a function of the
three corresponding SIFs,

J1 =
1

E∗
[
K2
I +K2

II

]
+

1 + ν

E
K2
III . (3.19)

This is equal to a superposition of the energy release rates for the different modes,G∗
I +G∗

II +
G∗
III .

3.2 Balance of energy

When introducing the set of balance equations in section 2.2we ignored the energy equation.
The energy and especially the change of energy, i.e. the energy release rate, play a central role
in the concept of material forces and Rice’s J-integral in order to describe e.g. crack propa-
gation. Therefore, we have chosen to present thehyperelastic energy balance equations in
this section. Considering a singular point like a crack tip,the material forceF and a variation
δX of the material position of that singular point are said to beenergetically conjugate. The
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energy balance is no additional statement to be satisfied buta direct consequence of the
balance of linear momentum, which is also why the different (material and spatial) equations
of the balance of linear momentum may be derived by applying variational principles to energy
expressions.
Essentially, multiplying the (vector valued) equation of linear momentum by the velocity vector
leads to the (scalar) energy equation. While the local balance equations of (linear) momentum
given in section 2.3, are representing a force per unit volume, multiplication by velocity pro-
vides expressions of power. Time integration of those balance of power equations leads to the
balance of energy. As we have different formulations of the balance of momentum, there are
different but always equivalent formulations of the balance of energy: eq. (2.68) times the spa-
tial velocityv, eq. (2.74) timesv or eq (2.77) times the negative material velocity−V . Finally
there isonly one energy equationat all [135, sec. 5.3].
As we do not take into consideration thermal effects we speakof the mechanical balance of en-
ergy or power, respectively. Again, we will focus onquasi-static problems, neglecting body
forces. Appendix A shows the detailed derivation of the fully time dependent balance of energy
equation.

Energy equation expressed in Cauchy stress

First let us define the term ’quasi-static’: quasi-static crack propagation describes crack growth
at small propagation velocity which we can imagine as a sequence of (static) equilibrium states.
We assume small but not vanishing velocities and rates (v 6= 0,V 6= 0, Dt {•} 6= 0, ...), while
the kinetic energyK which is quadratic in velocity is neglected. Thus, withK = 0 andDtK = 0
the time dependentbalance of power(A.16),

DtK = Pext − Pint, (3.20)

is reduced to its quasi-static form:
Pext = Pint, (3.21)

wherePext stands for themechanical external power input(A.14) due to surface tractionstt
and physical body forcesbt (where the latter will be neglected, later on),

Pext =

∫

∂Bt

v · ttda+

∫

Bt

v · btdv. (3.22)

For conservative external forces, there exists a potentialΠext (global external energy) from
which the external power can be derived (A.17),

Pext = −DtΠext. (3.23)

Themechanical internal power input (stress power) - eqs. (A.11) and (A.15)

Pint = DtΠint = Dt

∫

Bt

ψtdv =

∫

Bt

∇sym
x v : σdv (3.24)

depends on the (volume) specific (hyper)elastic stored energy ψt which forms a potential for
the stress tensors as we have seen in section 2.1.2.Πint =

∫
Bt
ψtdv denotes the (global) internal
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energy.
For a conservative system it follows from the balance of power (3.21) with (3.23) and (3.24)
that the sum of internal energy and external potential energy is constant,Πint + Πext = const.
(3.2). At absence of thermal energy, the global mechanical energyΠint + Πext is equal to the
total energy.
The specific stored energyψt represents a potential for the Cauchy stress tensor (2.41) and for a
Neo-Hookean material, the stored energy function is given by eq. (2.43). In thegeometrically
linear casethe derivative of the stored energy with respect to the geometrically linear strain
tensorε defines the Cauchy stress tensor (2.117),

σ =
∂ψ

∂ε
. (3.25)

Including eq. (3.25), the total differential of the stored energy reads

dψ =
∂ψ

∂ε
: dε = σ : dε. (3.26)

Modelling the material behaviour byHooke’s law, σ = E
lin : ε (2.120), integration leads to

the geometrically linear specific hyperelastic stored energy function

ψ =
1

2
ε : E

lin : ε =
1

2
ε : σ =

1

2
∇sym

x u : σ (3.27)

which is a quadratic function ofε.

Remark: What we calledelastic (stored) energyhas, more precisely, to be distinguished in
internal energy under adiabatic conditions and Helmholtz free energy under isothermal
conditions [83, p. 259]. Eshelby [64] states that"for most solids the difference between
them is small enough for us to hope that our results also applyin intermediate situations."

Energy equation expressed in Piola stress

Energy and power may be expressed as well in terms of the PiolastressP . Neglecting body
forces, the resulting balance of power (A.26) reads

DtH = DivQ, (3.28)

whereH denotes the Hamiltonian energy density

H =
1

2
ρ0v

2 + ψ0(F ,X). (3.29)

andQ represents the energy flux due toP ,

Q = v · P . (3.30)

In the quasi-static case the kinetic energy is neglected such that the Hamiltonian is directly equal
to the stored energy,H = ψ0 and the quasi-static balance of power reads

Dtψ0 = DivQ. (3.31)
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Integration over the material domainB0 leads to theglobal balance of energy(quasi-static
form of (A.33) at absence of body forces),

Dt

∫

B0

ψ0dV +G =

∫

∂B0

v · P · NdA (3.32)

with surface tractionst0 = P ·N (2.29). Equation (3.32) represents the general case for a body
endowed with a defect, for instance a crack, whereG stands for theenergy release ratein the
case of crack propagation. For a homogeneous body free of defects, the energy release rate is
equal to zero,G = 0.
The previous equation is valid for crack propagation in any arbitrary direction allowing also for
crack kinking. On the contrary, eq. (A.46) isrestricted to straight crack propagation without
a change of direction. It provides the quasi-static energy release rate at absence of body forces
(b0 = 0),

G = V

∫

Γ

[
ψ0e1 − e1 · F t · P

]
· NdA (3.33)

= V

∫

Γ

[
ψ0δj1 −

∂ϕi
∂X1

Pij

]
NjdA

= V

∫

Γ

Σ1jNjdA,

whereV represents the velocity of crack propagation in the one-direction of the crack tip coor-
dinate system (fig. 3.6) andΣ stands for the Eshelby stress tensor (2.42). In thegeometrically
linear case, the Piola stressP is replaced by the Cauchy stressσ and we get

G = V

∫

Γ

[
ψe1 − e1 · ∇tu · σ

]
· ndA (3.34)

= V

∫

Γ

[
ψδj1 −

∂ui
∂X1

σij

]
njdA

= V

∫

Γ

Σ1jNjdA,

with the componentsΣ1j of the linear Eshelby stress tensorΣ (2.124).

3.3 Eshelby’s concept of material forces

In the present section we want to figure out Eshelby’s reasoning [62, 63, 64] of aconfigura-
tional force acting on an arbitrary defect causing a singularity in the elastic fields, in the
framework of linear elasticity . Throughout this section, we follow the notation of Eshelby’s
original work whereξ denotes the material coordinateξ = X, especially the material position
of the singularity.
In order to describe the work done by the propagation of a crack or, more general, by the
change of the initial (i.e. material) position of a singularity in a continuum, wecompare the
energetic state of a body endowed with a singularity to the energetic state of the same
body, where the material position of the singularity is slightly different . In other words,
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we investigate a variation of the material position of the singularity while time is not varied,
i.e. the following considerations are for thequasi-staticcase. We follow essentially Eshelby’s
reasoning presented in his famous article, published in 1951 [62], which is restricted tolinear
elasticmaterial behaviour.
In addition to the assumptions for linear elasticity discussed in section 2.6, there is no distinc-
tion between spatial and material volume or area elements which we denote bydV anddA,
respectively. As a consequence, we neither distinguish spatial and material volume and surface
integrals. For the partial derivatives, we define the following notation:∇• = ∂•

∂x = •,x and
∂•
∂xl

= •,l in index notation. The corresponding notation for derivatives with respect to the pa-

rameterξ is ∇ξ• = ∂•
∂ξ

= •,ξ and ∂•
∂ξl

= •,ξl.

In the following, we will consider the general3d case where the domainΩ denotes an arbitrary
volume, bounded by the surface∂Ω. For a better understanding, the provided figures always
sketch the2d case, where the domainΩ is reduced to anarea bounded by the curve∂Ω.

Prior to the energetic description of a body endowed with a singularity, some preliminary re-
marks [62] are necessary.

Betti’s reciprocal theorem: Considering two sets of corresponding displacements, strains and
stresses,u, ε, σ andu′, ε′, σ′, where the stress satisfies the static balance of momentum
equation (2.122), divσ = 0, Betti’s reciprocal theorem relates the stresses to the strains
or displacements, respectively:

ε′ : σ = ε : σ′ (3.35)

∇u′ : σ = ∇u : σ′. (3.36)

Defining a vector
c = u′ · σ − u · σ′, (3.37)

we can calculate its divergence

cj,j = [u′iσij − uiσ
′
ij ],j = u′iσij ,j +u′i,j σij − uiσ

′
ij ,j −ui,j σ′

ij , (3.38)

where the first and the third term of the RHS vanish, accordingto the balance of momen-
tum equation (2.122). The two remaining terms fit into the pattern of Betti’s reciprocal
theorem (3.36), such that the divergence ofc has to vanish,

cj ,j = 0 divc = 0. (3.39)

Integration over an arbitrary domainΩ and application of the Gauß theorem leads to
∫

Ω

divc dV =

∫

∂Ω

c · n dA =

∫

∂Ω

c · dA = 0, (3.40)

if ∂Ω does not encircle any singularities. If Ω containssingularities, eq. (3.40) does
not vanish, but we get a path independent integral,

∫

∂Ω

c · dA =

∫

∂Ω1

c · dA =

∫

∂Ω2

c · dA, (3.41)
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if the two closed boundaries∂Ω1 and∂Ω2 can be transformed into one another without
passing through singularities, i.e.∂Ω1 and∂Ω2 do always enclose the same, but no more
singularities. Thepath independence

∫

∂Ω1−∂Ω2

c · dA = 0 (3.42)

follows from eq. (3.36), which is why eq. (3.42) it is just a different formulation of Betti’s
reciprocal theorem. Ifu′ andσ′ are corresponding displacement and stress, as∇u′ and
∇σ′ are corresponding gradients of displacement and stress, wecan build a vectorc∗

(similar to 3.37),
c∗ = ∇tu′ · σ − [u · ∇σ′]t (3.43)

such that with eq. (3.42) it follows that
∫

∂Ω1−∂Ω2

[
∇tu′ · σ − [u · ∇σ′]t

]
· dA = 0, (3.44)

∫

∂Ω1−∂Ω2

(u′i,l σij − uiσ
′
ij ,l )dAj = 0,

if the derivative of the linear elasticity tensor vanishes,∂Eijkl

∂xm
= 0 (2.119-2.120). Re-

placing the gradients with respect tox by gradients with respect toξ, whereξ represents
different elastic states, which may be connected e.g. to different material (initial) posi-
tions of a crack tip (fig. 3.4), the corresponding integral expression is

∫

∂Ω1−∂Ω2

[
∇t

ξu′ · σ − [u · ∇ξσ′]t
]
· dA = 0 (3.45)

∫

∂Ω1−∂Ω2

(
∂u′i
∂ξl

σij − ui
∂σ′

ij

∂ξl
)dAj = 0,

if ∂Eijkl

∂ξm
= 0. Again, if the closed surface∂Ω encloses no singularitiesof c∗, we get

∫

∂Ω

c∗ · dA = 0. (3.46)

After these preliminary remarks concerning Betti’s reciprocal theorem, we focus on the ener-
getic description of a body endowed with a singularity and the dependence of the body’s energy
upon the singularity’s position.

The force on a singularity

Figure 3.3 represents anelastic body of finite extent under prescribed boundary displace-
mentsu and boundary tractions t. The body is assumed to be perfectly elastic and homoge-
neous everywhere but at a defect creating the singularityS in the elastic fields. The parameter
ξ, introduced above, represents a change of the singularity’s position relative to its initial or
reference positionx0, as sketched in figure 3.4.
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∇u,σ

S

∂Ω

Ω

t u

Figure 3.3: continuum with singularityS, prescribed boundary tractionst and prescribed
boundary displacementsu

If we slightly change the initial position of the singularity in the body by an infinitesimal dis-
placementδξ, while the boundary conditions remain unchanged, the elastic stress field and the
stored energy of the system change. That change of energy is related to a force-like quantityFI

acting on the singularity in the material configuration. This so calledmaterial or configura-
tional force is said to beenergetically conjugate to a material virtual displacement,

FI = −∂Πint

∂ξ
, (3.47)

with the internal energy (eqs. 3.24 and 3.27)

Πint =

∫

Ω

ψdV =

∫

Ω

1

2
∇symu : σ dV. (3.48)

As a displacementoppositeto the force increases the (stored) energy, eq. (3.47) and all corre-
sponding definitions of material forces include aminussign. At absence of externally applied
forces and if we have no other singularities,FI represents the rate of decrease of energyΠint

when the singularity is moved inξ-direction.4 If additionally external loads (surface tractions)
are applied and if these loads have a potentialΠext, the force which those surface tractions exert
on the singularity is defined as

FA = −∂Πext

∂ξ
. (3.51)

Thus, the general total force on a singularity reads

F = FI + FA = −∂(Πint + Πext)

∂ξ
, (3.52)

if no other singularities have any influence.

4In case of a second singularityT , the (linear !) elastic fields are simply superimposed,

ψ =
1

2

[
∇sym(uS + uT )

]
:
[
σS + σT

]
, (3.49)

and we get the additional forceFT which the singularityT exerts on the singularityS,

FI + FT = −∂Πint

∂ξ
. (3.50)
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x

y

S0

S

x0

x

ξ

δξ

Figure 3.4: different initial (i.e. material) positionsS0 andS of a singularity and variationδξ
of that material position

The stress field of a singularity in a finite body

We start with aninfinite homogeneous elastic body, containing a singularityS0. The displace-
ment and stress fields are denoted by

u∞(x0), σ∞(x0). (3.53)

Considering now the same infinite body where the singularity’s material position is moved by
ξ, the displacement and stress system is just subject to the rigid body translationx = x0 + ξ as
sketched in figure 3.4,

u∞(x − ξ), σ∞(x − ξ). (3.54)

The expressions (3.54) relate the new displacement and stress fields to the original crack tip
positionx0 = x − ξ. For thetransition from an infinite to a finite body Ω with boundary
∂Ω (fig. 3.3), we remove the material outside∂Ω without relaxing the surface tractionsσ∞ · n
on∂Ω (i.e. the previously internal tractions at the newly created surface∂Ω). By this operation
displacements and strains at and within∂Ω remain unaltered.
Relaxing the surface tractions to zero, displacement and stress do change by the image dis-
placementuI and the image stressσI :

uS = u∞(x − ξ) + uI(x, ξ) (3.55)

σS = σ∞(x − ξ) + σI(x, ξ). (3.56)

Because of the traction free surface,

σS · n = 0 on ∂Ω, (3.57)

it follows from (3.56) that
σ∞ · n = −σI · n on ∂Ω. (3.58)

Image displacement and stress do not exist in an infinite bodybut arise due to the presence
of the free surface. The fieldsuI andσI do not contain any singularity withinΩ.
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u∞ andσ∞ depend onx0 = x − ξ such that with

∂u∞(x0)

∂ξ
=
∂u∞(x0)

∂x0

· ∂x0

∂ξ
=
∂u∞(x0)

∂x
· ∂x
∂x0

· ∂x0

∂ξ

including ∂x
∂x0

= 1 and ∂x0

∂ξ
= −1, we get the relations

∂u∞

∂x
= −∂u

∞

∂ξ
(3.59)

∂σ∞

∂x
= −∂σ

∞

∂ξ
. (3.60)

From (3.58) it follows with (3.60) that

∂σIij
∂ξl

nj = −∂σ
∞
ij

∂ξl
nj =

∂σ∞
ij

∂xl
nj on ∂Ω. (3.61)

The image force

In the following we want to determine the change of energy resulting from an infinitesimal
change of the singularity’s initial position. The basic idea of the procedure outlined below is,
to determine theenergetic difference of two bodiesΩ and Ω′ which are identical despite
a different position of the singularity. That difference corresponds to the work done by the
change of the material position of the singularity, e.g. thechange of a crack tip’s position due
to crack propagation, which is energetically conjugate to amaterial force.
Assuming aninfinite homogeneous elastic bodycontaining a singularityS whose position
depends onξ (fig. 3.4), the displacement and stress fields of the singularity are denoted by5

u∞(ξ), σ∞(ξ). (3.62)

We draw an arbitrary regular surface∂Ω encircling the singularityS in the undeformed mate-
rial configuration. A second surface∂Ω′, also containing the singularity in its material (unde-
formed) configuration, is obtained from∂Ω by a uniform infinitesimal displacement−δξ which
corresponds to a rigid material displacement of the singularity by +δξ (fig. 3.5 b).

1. We cut out the material inside∂Ω and apply suitable tractions to the surface in order to
prevent relaxation of the material (fig. 3.5 c). The same is done for ∂Ω′. The elastic
energy6 (3.48) stored inΩ is

Πψ
int =

∫

Ω

1

2
∇symu∞ : σ∞dV, (3.63)

5For the variationδξ of the material position, the additional dependence ofu∞ andσ∞ uponx, u∞(x − ξ)
andσ∞(x − ξ) (3.54), has no influence.

6The superscriptψ denotes the internal energy prior to the relaxation of the boundary tractions, while the
superscriptt denotes the contribution of the relaxation of those tractions.
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a)

b) ∂Ω and∂Ω′ encircling the singularityS

c) with surface tractions before relaxation

d) traction free after relaxation

Ω

Ω

∂Ω

∂Ω

∂Ω

Ω

∂Ω

S

S

S

S
Ω′

∂Ω′

∂Ω′

Ω′

∂Ω′

S ′

S ′

δξ

−δξ 1

2

Figure 3.5: Eshelby’s derivation of the force on a singularity S - cutting out two different shapes
Ω andΩ′ of an infinite body and relaxing surface tractions. Additional deformation ofΩ′ after
relaxation leads to two identical bodies despite a different position of the singularity.
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while the energyΠψ′
int stored in the infinitesimally moved domainΩ′ differs from Πψ

int

by addition of the energy associated with region1 of figure 3.5 (b) and by removing the
energy associated with region2. Formally, this represents a variationδΠψ

int of the stored
energy, depending on the variationδV of the volume which leads to the energy stored in
Ω′:

Πψ′
int = Πψ

int − δΠψ
int = Πψ

int +

∫

Ω

1

2
∇symu∞ : σ∞δV + O(δξ2) (3.64)

with δV = δξ · dA. The minus sign results from the definition of the variation of the
stored energy as the energy of the original domainΩ less that of the domainΩ′ moved by
δξ. Therefore, the resulting variation of the stored energy is

δΠψ
int = Πψ

int − Πψ′
int = −1

2
δξ ·

∫

∂Ω

[∇symu∞ : σ∞] · dA + O(δξ2), (3.65)

whereO(δξ2) denotes the error due to neglection of terms of second and higher order7.
The minus sign attached to the integral is due to the displacement of the domain in nega-
tive direction−δξ (fig. 3.5 b).
The energy of the rest of the body remains unchanged as the surface tractions added when
cutting out∂Ω and∂Ω′, respectively, avoid a change of the stress state of the material.
By calculating the difference (3.65) of both energetic states,the singularity of the elas-
tic fields in the region where∂Ω and ∂Ω′ are overlapping, which causes an infinite
energy, is subtracted out.

2. AsΩ andΩ′ are both cut out in the undeformed state, they can be made to coincide by a
simple translation (fig. 3.5 c), i.e. a rigid body motion. After the relaxation of the surface
tractions at∂Ω and∂Ω′, respectively, we getdifferent boundary displacements forΩ and
Ω′, such that the shapes of both subdomains do not coincide any more (fig. 3.5, d).

Remark: 1d bar under tensile stress
As a simple example to introduce the work done on a boundary deformed by applied
tractions, we have chosen the 1d bar under tensile stress.

x

u

l

F

The displacementu of the tip of a bar of lengthl under
tensile stressF

A
is given by

u =
F l

EA
(3.66)

whereE denotes Young’s modulus andA the cross
section of the bar. Equation (3.66) is sometimes de-
noted as the FLEA-formula.

7While the full variation of the stored energy readsδΠint =
∂Πint

∂ξ
·δξ+

∂2Πint

∂ξ2 ·δξ2 + ..., second and higher

order terms are neglected.
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Applying a displacement to the tip of the bar means a continuous increase of the
elongation of the bar from zero to the final displacementu which is coupled to a
continuous increase of the corresponding force. In linear elasticity, the force is a
linear function of the displacement,

F =
EA

l
u. (3.67)

The (external) work done by this process, which is stored as internal elastic energy
in the material, is equal to the product of force and displacement,

dW = F du =
EA

l
u du, (3.68)

such that by integration we get

W =

∫ u

0

EA

l
u du =

1

2

EA

l
u2 =

1

2
Fu. (3.69)

Relaxing the surface tractions at∂Ω from t∞ = σ∞ · n to tS = t∞ + tI = σS · n = 0

(eqs. 3.56 and 3.57) entails a deformation of the boundary from zero touI . (In sum, the
latter means an increase fromu∞ to uS = u∞ + uI , eq. 3.55.) In analogy to the above
remark concerning the 1d tension bar, the work done on the boundary∂Ω is equal to the
reduction of the elastic energy stored inΩ,

Πt
int = −1

2

∫

∂Ω

uI · σ∞ · dA, (3.70)

where the minus sign results from the fact that a stretchoppositeto the traction increases
the (stored) energy. In the second case, the reduction of elastic energy by relaxation of
the surface tractions at∂Ω′ is approximated by

Πt′

int = Πt
int − δΠt

int = Πt
int −

1

2

∫

∂Ω

[
∂
(
uI · σ∞)

∂ξ
· δξ
]
· dA + O(δξ2), (3.71)

such that both states differ by the energy of the original system less that of the moved
one, as we defined it above,

δΠt
int = Πt

int − Πt′

int =
1

2
δξ ·

∫

∂Ω

[
∂(uI · σ∞)

∂ξ

]t
· dA + O(δξ2). (3.72)

O(δξ2) denotes the error due to the neglection of terms of second andhigher order.

As the shapes of the relaxed (sub)domainsΩ andΩ′ do not coincide any more (fig. 3.5,
d), surface displacementsδuI would have to be applied to∂Ω′ in order to get identically
formed bodies. This obviously requires an amount of work which corresponds to the
variation of energy expressed by eq. (3.72). Having a closerlook on that variation, we
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can distinguish a contribution of the boundary displacements, i.e. of the variationδuI of
the shape, and a contribution of the changing boundary tractionsδt∞ = δσ∞ · n,

∂(uIiσ
∞
ij )

∂ξl
δξldAj =

[
∂uIi
∂ξl

δξlσ
∞
ij + uIi

∂σ∞
ij

∂ξl
δξl

]
dAj

=
[
δuIiσ

∞
ij + uIi δσ

∞
ij

]
dAj (3.73)

=
[
δuIi t

∞
i + uIi δt

∞
i

]
dA

with dAj = njdA. A part of δΠt
int raises the elastic energy stored in the body while the

rest increases the potential energy of the loading mechanism [134].

After the procedure outlined above, we have two identical finite bodies with except that the
singularity S has been shifted byδξ. The change of energy related to this material variation of
the singularity’s position is the sum ofδΠψ

int (3.65) andδΠt
int (3.72), which means, the energy

of the original domainΩ less that of the infinitesimally moved domainΩ′,

δΠint =
∂Πint

∂ξ
· δξ =

∂Πint

∂ξl
δξl

= δΠψ
int + δΠt

int

=
1

2
δξ ·

∫

∂Ω

[
[−∇symu∞ : σ∞] I +

[
∂
(
uI · σ∞)

∂ξ

]t]
· dA + O(δξ2) (3.74)

=
1

2
δξl

∫

∂Ω

[
−u∞i ,k σ∞

ik δlj +
∂
(
uIiσ

∞
ij

)

∂ξl

]
dAj + O(δξ2).

Applying the definition of the material force vector (3.47) to the variation of the internal energy,
δΠint = ∂Πint

∂ξ
· δξ = −FI · δξ, it becomes obvious that the material force vectorFI is ener-

getically conjugate to the variationδξ of the material position of the singularity. Therefore, the
material force vector acting on the singularity when movingthe singularity by δξ emanates
from the variation of the internal energy (3.74) as the limitcase

F
I
l = − lim

δξl→0

δΠint

δξl
=

1

2

∫

∂Ω

[
u∞i ,k σ

∞
ik δlj −

∂
(
uIiσ

∞
ij

)

∂ξl

]
dAj , (3.75)

where the error termO(δξ2) is neglected.

Remark: In the present section, we follow Eshelby’s reasoning for the derivation of a force on
an elastic singularity which he presented in his famous workof 1951 [62]. While here
the procedure starts with aninfinite body, in a later contribution of 1975 [64] which was
adopted by Maugin in his book [134], both shapes,Ω andΩ′, are cut out of a body offinite
extent. After the relaxation of the surface tractions at∂Ω′, Ω′ is deformed such that it fits
into the hole ofΩ, leading to a finite body as it was initially despite a different position of
the singularity.
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Further transformations following Eshelby [62]

The following steps are just quoting Eshelby’s paper without a detailed derivation.

Remark: Eshelby [62] provides the following relation for the integral over a discontinuityC
inside∂Ω,

−
∫

∂Ω

[wi,i δlj − wj ,l ] dSj = −
∫

C

ǫlij∆widxj, (3.76)

whereǫlij denotes the third order permutation tensor8. ∆w denotes the jump of the field
w across the discontinuityC.

Following Eshelby [62], "rearranging and using" eqs. (3.76), (3.55), (3.56) and (3.59) "we
have"

FIl =

[∫

∂Ω

∂uSi
∂ξl

σIijdAj +
1

2

∫

∂Ω

[
uIi
∂σIij
∂ξl

− ∂uIi
∂ξl

σIij

]
dAj

+

∫

∂Ω

[
1

2
u∞i ,k σ

∞
ik δlj − u∞i ,l σ

∞
ij

]
dAj

]
. (3.77)

As the fieldsuI andσI are free of singularities, the second integral is equal to zero, because
it’s integrand fits into the pattern of eqs. (3.45) and (3.46). Eshelby [62] refers to eq. (3.44) in
order to explain that the last term does not change if∂Ω is deformed, as long as it still encloses
always the same (and no other) singularities. "Hence this term is a constant characteristic of
the singularity in aninfinite medium and entirely independent of the size and shape of the body
containing it" [62]. When∂Ω tends to infinity and ifu∞ is proportional toR−1 or log(R) at
large distance, whereR denotes the distance from the crack tip, thepath independentintegral
vanishes:

F∞ =

∫

∂Ω

[
1

2
∇symu∞ : σ∞I −∇tu∞ · σ∞

]
· dA = 0 (3.78)

F∞
l =

∫

∂Ω

[
1

2
u∞i ,k σ

∞
ik δlj − u∞i ,l σ

∞
ij

]
dAj = 0.

From eq. (3.57) it follows that
∂σSij
∂ξl

njdA =
∂σSij
∂ξl

dAj = 0 on ∂Ω. Adding that zero valued

quantity to the remaining term of eq. (3.77),

FIl =

∫

∂Ω

∂uSi
∂ξl

σIijdAj , (3.79)

it follows that

F
I
l =

∫

∂Ω

[
∂uSi
∂ξl

σIij − uIi
∂σSij
∂ξl

]
dAj. (3.80)

8ǫlij = 1 if (l, i, j) represents an even permutation,−1 in case of an odd permutation and0 otherwise.
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With relations (3.55) and (3.56), we get

FIl =

∫

∂Ω

[
∂u∞i
∂ξl

σIij − uIi
∂σ∞

ij

∂ξl

]
dAj +

∫

∂Ω

[
∂uIi
∂ξl

σIij − uIi
∂σIij
∂ξl

]
dAj, (3.81)

where the second integral vanishes according to eq. (3.46) with (3.45), asuI andσI are free of
singularities. The integrand of the remaining integral is transformed by eqs. (3.59) and (3.60),

FI =

∫

∂Ω

[
[uI · ∇σ∞]t −∇tu∞ · σI

]
· dA (3.82)

F
I
l =

∫

∂Ω

[
uIiσ

∞
ij ,l−u∞i ,l σIij

]
dAj.

Further transformations [62], including relation (3.76),lead to

FIl =

∫

∂Ω

[
u∞i · σIij ,l−uIi ,l σ∞

ij

]
dAj + ∆u∞k

∫

C

ǫlijσ
I
ikdxj

whereu∞ may be multiple valued at the discontinuityC such that∆u∞ = ∆uS = const. =
lima→b {u∞(a) − u∞(b)} denotes the jump of the displacement field acrossC, whena andb
mark different sides of the discontinuity.
The final form provided by Eshelby9 is

FIl =

∫

∂Ω

[[
1

2
uIi ,k σ

∞
ik δlj − uIi ,l σ

∞
ij

]
+

[
1

2
u∞i ,k σ

I
ikδlj − u∞i ,l σ

I
ij

]]
dAj (3.83)

whetheru∞ is single valued or not.

The force exerted on a singularity by surface tractions

Applying surface tractionstA = σA ·n to ∂Ω, we get additional displacementsuA and stresses
σA due to that tractions. In contrast to the relaxation of the surface tractions when deriving
the image forceFI , theexternally applied surface tractionstA are constantsuch that the
(variation of the) work done on the boundary by those tractions is simply the variation of the
boundary displacement10

δuSi =
∂uSi
∂ξl

δξl,

times the applied traction forcestA = σA ·n. While due to the surface tractions, the singularity
is moved by amountδξ, the additional work done is

δΠext =
∂Πext

∂ξl
δξl = −δξl

∫

∂Ω

∂uSi
∂ξl

σAijdAj +O(δξ2) (3.84)

with dAj = njdA. The minus sign results from the fact that a displacement vector δuS opposite
to the traction vectortAi = σAijnj increases the tension and hence the elastic energy stored in

9Eshelby [62] provides the detailed derivation forFA
l and not forFI

l . However, the structure is the same for
both forces.

10i.e. the variation of the boundary displacement which we hadprior to the application of the external tractions
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the material. According to eq. (3.51) and similar to eq. (3.75), the limit case defines theforce
which surface tractions exert on the singularity. Neglecting the error termO(δξ2), we get

FAl = − lim
δξl→0

δΠext

δξl
=

∫

∂Ω

∂uSi
∂ξl

σAijdAj . (3.85)

Equation (3.85) has the structure of eq. (3.79) and with similar transformations we finally get
the structure of eq. (3.82),

FA =

∫

∂Ω

[
[uA · ∇σ∞]t −∇tu∞ · σA

]
dA (3.86)

FAl =

∫

∂Ω

[
uAi σ

∞
ij ,l−u∞i ,l σAij

]
dAj .

The final form corresponding to eq. (3.83) is

FAl =

∫

∂Ω

[[
1

2
uAi ,k σ

∞
ik δlj − uAi ,l σ

∞
ij

]
+

[
1

2
u∞i ,k σ

A
ikδlj − u∞i ,l σ

A
ij

]]
dAj. (3.87)

The resulting force on the singularity

The sum ofFI (3.83) andFA (3.87) is equal to expression (3.52). Adding the zero valuedvector
F∞ (3.78), we get

Fl = F
I
l + F

A
l =

∫
∂Ω

[[
1

2

[
uAi + uIi

]
,k σ

∞
ik δlj −

[
uAi + uIi

]
,l σ

∞
ij

]
+

[
1

2
u∞i ,k

[
σAik + σIik

]
δlj − u∞i ,l

[
σAij + σIij

]]]
dAj +

∫
∂Ω

[
1

2
u∞i ,k σ

∞
ik δlj − u∞i ,l σ

∞
ij

]
dAj. (3.88)

Definingu′i = uAi + uIi andσ′
ij = σAij + σIij , the total displacement and stress are

ui = u∞i + uAi + uIi = u∞i + u′i (3.89)

σij = σ∞
ij + σAij + σIij = σ∞

ij + σ′
ij . (3.90)

Hence, eq. (3.88) can be further transformed,

Fl = FIl + FAl =
∫
∂Ω

[[
1

2
ui,k σ

∞
ik δlj − ui,l σ

∞
ij

]
+

[
1

2
[ui − u′i] ,k σ

′
ikδlj − [ui − u′i] ,l σ

′
ij

]]
dAj

=
∫
∂Ω

[
1

2
ui,k σikδlj − ui,l σij

]
dAj +

∫
∂Ω

[
−1

2
u′i,k σ

′
ikδlj + u′i,l σ

′
ij

]
dAj. (3.91)
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According to Eshelby [62] it follows from eq. (3.76) and the balance of momentum equation
(2.122) that the second integral, i.e. the integral over the’primed’ quantities, which are free of
singularities, has to vanish and we finally get from eq. (3.91)

Fl = FIl + FAl =

∫

∂Ω

[
1

2
ui,k σikδlj − ui,l σij

]
dAj . (3.92)

Because of the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor,σik = σki, and due to the fact that the
scalar product of an arbitrary tensor with a symmetric tensor filters out the symmetric part,
the stored energyψ (2.121) of the linear theory may be expressed in terms of the (general)
displacement gradient,

ψ =
1

2
ε : σ =

1

2
∇symu : σ =

1

2
∇u : σ =

1

2
ui,k σik, (3.93)

such that theresulting material force vector of the geometrically linear theory can be ex-
pressed as follows:

F = FI + FA = −∂ (Πint + Πext)

∂ξ
=

∫

∂Ω

[
ψI −∇tu · σ

]
· dA =

∫

∂Ω

Σ · dA. (3.94)

The stress tensorΣ (2.124) named after J.D. Eshelby thus plays a fundamental role in the
description of material or configurational forces on singularities created by defects and inho-
mogeneities. Eshelby himself first introduced the nameMaxwell tensor of elasticity (1951)
for Σ and referred to it later on as theenergy momentum tensor(1970, 1975).
In the procedure outlined above, we followed Eshelby’s reasoning to derive the (material) force
on a singularity. But in his innovating work from 1951 [62] Eshelby also derives (for linear
elasticity) a relation of the form (3.94) describing the material force acting on an inhomogeneity,
i.e. a pointwise variation of material properties as for example the elasticity coefficients. For
the detailed derivation of the corresponding equations seeMaugin’s book ([134] 2.3 B).

3.4 The material force on a crack tip and the energy release
rate

Eshelby [64] states that in two dimensions also a crack tip qualifies as a defect even if the crack
itself passes out of the contour∂Ω. It is only required that the part of the crack lying inside∂Ω
is straight (i.e.no kinks inside ∂Ω) and thatδξ is parallel to the crack which means a virtual
change of the crack length without a change of direction. This was shown by Atkinson and
Eshelby (1968) [9] and extended to 3d by Eshelby [63] two years later.
The material force on a singularity (3.94) which Eshelby derived by the energetic reasoning
outlined in the section above, is exactlythe material force (2.93 - including a change of sign)
emanating from the static form of the material motion problem in section 2.3 with the
linear elastic Eshelby stress tensor(2.124).
Restricting crack propagation to the 1-direction of the local crack tip coordinate system (fig.
3.6), i.e. not allowing for crack kinking, the crack extension force is reduced to the 1-component
of the material force vector (3.94),

F1 =

∫

∂B0

Σ1jdAj =

∫

∂B0

[ψδj1 − ui,1 σij ] dAj. (3.95)
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Comparing the above integral to the energy release rate (3.34) we find the equality

G = V F1, (3.96)

whereV represents the velocity of crack propagation. WhileG describes the energy release per
unit time, we define the energy release per unit length of crack growth as

G∗ =
G

V
(3.97)

such that the 1-component of the material force vector is equal to the energy release rateG∗.
Furthermore, the integral (3.95) is also equal to the classical J-integral of fracture mechanics
(i.e. to the 1-component of the vectorial J-integral), derived by Cherepanov [34][35] and Rice
[171] (independently). In summary,the 1-component of the material force vector is equal to
the 1-component of the J-integral of fracture mechanics andis equal to the energy-release
rate,

F1 = J1 = G∗ = −∂ (Πint + Πext)

∂X1

. (3.98)

Therefore, equation (3.52) leads to three different expressions describing the change of energy
related to a change of the crack tip’s material position byδξ = δX1:

− δ (Πint + Πext) = F1δX1 = J1δX1 = G∗δX1. (3.99)

The material forceF1 is said to be energetically conjugate to the virtual displacementδX1, i.e.
to the variation of the crack length.
The scalar energy release rate is restricted to straight crack propagation in the 1-direction such
that crack kinking is not allowed. But in the general case thescalar equation (3.98) is replaced
by the equality of the material forcevector (3.94) and thevectorial J-integral:

F = J = −∂ (Πint + Πext)

∂X
. (3.100)

The integral (3.94),

F =

∫

∂Ω

[
ψI −∇tu · σ

]
· dA =

∫

∂Ω

Σ · dA,

is path independent, if the crack faces are traction free, such that it may be evaluated on an
arbitrary integration path around the crack tip. Thus, it isnot necessary to evaluate the stress
field directly at the crack tip which is difficult, especiallyfor nonlinear elasticity or elastic-
plastic material behaviour. Limiting plasticity to monotonic loading without any unloading, the
J-integral can also be applied to elastic-plastic materialbehaviour. On the contrary, whenΓ
represents a closed path encircling a region free of singularities, the integral vanishes.
In this work, we apply the Material Force Method to the description of quasi static crack prop-
agation: Depending on the material, there exists a criticalvalueFcrit = Jc = G∗

c which is a
threshold for crack propagation. For F = ||F|| < Fcrit the crack does not propagate while
for F ≥ Fcrit crack propagation is possible but not necessary. The direction of the material
force vector is taken as thedirection of crack propagation including the possibility of crack
kinking. The quality of the predicted propagation direction and, if necessary, possibilities to
improve the quality of the prediction are discussed in chapter 6.
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n
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C− x1
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G

crack

Figure 3.6: closed contour around crack tip with crack tip coordinate systemx′ = [x1, x2]

3.5 Calculation of stress intensity factors and maximum hoop
stress criterion

This section describes a method to calculate the stress intensity factors (SIFs) for thegeomet-
rically linear case which were introduced in section 3.1. Based on the calculated SIFs, the
maximum hoop stress criterionis used to determine the direction of crack propagation as an
alternative to the Material Force Method or the J-integral,respectively. This is necessary, as
for certain mixed mode and mode II problems, the J-integral (and thus the MFM) is known to
predict wrong angles of crack propagation (fig. 6.20). Essentially, the maximum hoop stress cri-
terion assumes the crack to grow in a direction perpendicular to the maximum circumferential
stress (hoop stress). Details can be found in references [52] and [55].

First, we derive theinteraction energy integral, also called the I-Gamma integral (IΓ), by
comparing the stress, strain and displacement fields for twodifferent states of a cracked body
σ(1), ε(1), u(1) andσ(2), ε(2), u(2), respectively. In the framework of small strains and at absence
of body forces, the energy release rate for quasi-static crack propagation is given by equation
(3.34) with (3.97),

G∗ =
G

V
=

∫

Γ

[ψδj1 − ui,1 σij ]njdA (3.101)

with the linear elastic stored energy functionψ = 1
2
ε : σ (2.121).

The formulae provided below are restricted to the quasi-static propagation of a straight crack at
absence of body forces. The energy release rate and the derivedIΓ-integral are in general valid
for the 3d case, such thatΓ describes the boundary surface enclosing the front of a 3d crack.
For a better understanding, figures 3.6 and 3.7 represent the2d case, whereΓ is reduced to a
curve enclosing the tip of a 2d crack. Crack kinking is not allowed such that the crack may only
propagate with (small) velocityV = V e1 in the 1-direction.

The energy release rate of the sum of bothlinear elastic states is obtained by a simplesuper-
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position of the elastic fields,

G∗(1+2) =

∫

Γ

[
1

2

[
ε
(1)
kl + ε

(2)
kl

] [
σ

(1)
kl + σ

(2)
kl

]
δj1 −

[
u

(1)
i ,1 +u

(2)
i ,1

] [
σ

(1)
ij + σ

(2)
ij

]]
njdA

= G∗(1) +G∗(2) +∫

Γ

[
1

2

[
ε
(1)
kl σ

(2)
kl + ε

(2)
kl σ

(1)
kl

]
δj1 − u

(1)
i ,1 σ

(2)
ij − u

(2)
i ,1 σ

(1)
ij

]
njdA (3.102)

with the energy release ratesG∗(1) andG∗(2) of the pure state(1) and(2), respectively. As the
energy release rate is formulated in terms of the local Cartesian crack tip coordinate system
(fig. 3.7), all values contributing to equation (3.102) haveto be transformed to those coordi-
nates. This is especially necessary for the actual fields, while the auxiliary fields will be directly
defined in crack tip coordinates.
According to Betti’s theorem of reciprocity (3.35)11 , the interaction strain energies in the first
term of the last row are equal,ψ(1,2) = ε

(1)
kl σ

(2)
kl = ε

(2)
kl σ

(1)
kl , such that we can regroup equation

(3.102) as follows:
G∗(1+2) = G∗(1) +G∗(2) + I(1,2) (3.103)

where

I(1,2) = IΓ =

∫

Γ

[
ε
(1)
kl σ

(2)
kl δj1 − u

(1)
i ,1 σ

(2)
ij − u

(2)
i ,1 σ

(1)
ij

]
njdA (3.104)

denotes theinteraction energy integral.
For a general mixed mode problem, the (scalar) J-integral (3.19 withKIII = 0) can be expressed
in terms of stress intensity factors (SIFs)KI andKII [12],

J1 =
K2
I

E∗ +
K2
II

E∗ . (3.105)

As the energy release rateG∗ is equal to the (scalar) J-integral, we can introduce relation (3.105)
to equation (3.103),

G∗(1+2) =
1

E∗

[[
K

(1)
I +K

(2)
I

]2
+
[
K

(1)
II +K

(2)
II

]2]

=
K

(1)2

I +K
(1)2

II

E∗ +
K

(2)2

I +K
(2)2

II

E∗ +
2

E∗

[
K

(1)
I K

(2)
I +K

(1)
II K

(2)
II

]

= G∗(1) +G∗(2) + I(1,2). (3.106)

Hence, the interaction energy integral (3.104) can be related to the SIFs. In the following,
we will define state (1) as theactual stateand skip the superscript while state (2) denotes an
auxiliary state indicated by the superscript ’aux’.

11Because of the symmetry of the elasticity tensor,E lin
ijkl = E lin

klij , it follows from (2.120) that

ε
(1)
ij σ

(2)
ij = ε

(1)
ij E lin

ijklε
(2)
kl = ε

(2)
kl E lin

klijε
(1)
ij = ε

(2)
kl σ

(1)
kl .
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R

Θ

σ22

σ11

σ12

Figure 3.7: Cartesian components of the stress tensor as a function of polar coordinates at the
crack tip

I(1,2) = IΓ =
2

E∗ [KIK
aux
I +KIIK

aux
II ]

=

∫

Γ

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
njdA. (3.107)

Remark: If the auxiliary fields are chosen to be equal to the actual fields, i.e. settingu = uaux,
ε = εaux andσ = σaux in eq. (3.107), we get the classical scalar J-integral of fracture
mechanics (times a factor of2):

2J1 =

∫

Γ

[εklσklδj1 − ui,1 σij − ui,1 σij ]njdA

= 2

∫

Γ

[ψδj1 − ui,1 σij ]njdA (3.108)

= 2

∫

Γ

Σ1jnjdA

with the stored energy (2.121)

ψ =
1

2
εklσkl

and the componentsΣ1j of the Eshelby stress tensor (2.124).

In the following, we restrict ourselves to theplane strainstate. Because of the zero-components
of the strain tensor and of the displacement gradient, in this case the products in equation (3.107)
may simply be represented by the corresponding2d expressions.
For the auxiliary stateσaux, εaux, uaux we takenear tip fields modelling the 1√

R
-singularity at

the crack tip, based on equations provided by Sneddon [186].The Cartesian stress components
for general mixed mode loading, expressed in terms of polar coordinates attached to the crack
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tip (fig. 3.7), are

σ11 =
KI√
2πR
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Θ

2

[
1 − sin

Θ

2
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3Θ

2

]
− KII√

2πR
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2
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3Θ

2

]
(3.109)

σ22 =
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]
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]
(3.110)

σ12 =
KI√
2πR
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]
+

KII√
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Θ
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2
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3Θ

2

]
(3.111)

The corresponding displacement components of the near tip field are

uI1 =
KI

2G

√
R

2π
cos

Θ

2

[
κ− 1 + 2 sin2 Θ

2

]
(3.112)

uI2 =
KI

2G

√
R

2π
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Θ

2

[
κ + 1 − 2 cos2 Θ

2

]
(3.113)

for mode I and

uII1 =
KII

2G

√
R

2π
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Θ

2

[
κ+ 1 + 2 cos2 Θ

2

]
(3.114)

uII2 = −KII

2G

√
R

2π
cos

Θ

2

[
κ− 1 − 2 sin2 Θ

2

]
(3.115)

for mode II loading. Assuming a plane strain state, we haveκ = 3 − 4ν and thez-component
of the linear elastic stress tensor is calculated as

σ33 = ν [σ11 + σ22] , (3.116)

while the displacementu3 in 3-direction and the shear stress componentsσ13 andσ23 are equal
to zero.
We nowdistinguish two cases:

1. Defining theauxiliary state asmode I loading withKaux
I = 1 andKaux

II = 0, we get
from eq. (3.107)

IIΓ =
2KI

E∗ , (3.117)

such that the SIFKI for the actual state may be calculated from the boundary integral

KI =
E∗

2
IIΓ =

E∗

2

∫

Γ

[
εklσ

I
klδj1 − ui,1 σ

I
ij − uIi ,1 σij

]
njdA. (3.118)

The components of the stress tensor for the auxiliary state,σauxij = σIij are given by eqs.
(3.109-3.111) withKI = 1, KII = 0 while the components of the displacement vector
uauxi = uIi are given by eqs. (3.112 and 3.113).
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2. In the second case, theauxiliary state is defined asmode II loading withKaux
I = 0 and

Kaux
II = 1. Thus, we get from eq. (3.107)

IIIΓ =
2KII

E∗ , (3.119)

such that the SIFKII for the actual state results from the boundary integral as

KII =
E∗

2
IIIΓ =

E∗

2

∫

Γ

[
εklσ

II
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

II
ij − uIIi ,1 σij

]
njdA. (3.120)

The components of the stress tensor for the auxiliary state,σauxij = σIIij are given by eqs.
(3.109-3.111) withKI = 0, KII = 1 while the components of the displacement vector
uauxi = uIIi are given by eqs. (3.114 and 3.115).

As the displacement field is expressed in terms of polar coordinatesR = (Θ, R), the derivatives
of the displacement components (eqs. 3.112 - 3.115) with respect to thex1-component of the
local (crack tip) coordinate system (fig. 3.7) have the form

ui,1 =
∂ui
∂Θ

∂Θ

∂x1
+
∂ui
∂R

∂R

∂x1
. (3.121)

For mode I loading, we get

uI1,1 =
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(3.122)
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while for mode II, we have

uII1 ,1 =
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(3.124)

uII2 ,1 = −KII
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. (3.125)

With
x1 = R cos Θ, x2 = R sin Θ (3.126)
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and the inverse relations
Θ = arctan

x2

x1
, R =

√
x2

1 + x2
2 (3.127)

the derivatives of the polar coordinates with respect tox1 can be determined:

∂Θ

∂x1
= − x2

x2
1 + x2

2

= −sin Θ

R
,

∂R

∂x1
=

x1√
x2

1 + x2
2

= cos Θ. (3.128)

Transition from a boundary integral to a domain integral

During a finite element calculation, stresses and strains are calculated at the Gauß points. There-
fore, the evaluation of a boundary integral would require the extrapolation of stress and strain
values to the boundary, leading to an additional approximation error. Hence, the transformation
of IΓ to a domain integral is advantageous.
Assuming a plane strain state, we mayrestrict ourselves to 2d considerations, such that eq.
(3.107) is written as acontour integral

∮
• dS with the unit outward normal vectorn. There-

fore, we define the integral on the closed contour∂G = Γ∪C−∪C+∪Γ0 which is bounding the
domainG and encircles the crack tip (fig. 3.6). The integrand is weighted with a scalar function
q(x):

IΓ =

∮

∂G

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
njq dS (3.129)

= −
∫

Γ

[•]njq dS +

∫

C−

[•]njq dS +

∫

C+

[•]njq dS +

∫

Γ0

[•]njq dS. (3.130)

The minus sign of the integral overΓ results from the fact that the normal vectorn at Γ is
opposite to the unit outward normal vector.
The weighting function is equal to one on an open set containing the crack tip, i.e. it takes a
value of unity at most of the domainG, while close to the boundaryΓ0 it decreases sufficiently
smoothly to zero such that it vanishes onΓ0:

q(x) =

{
0 on Γ0

1 on Γ and inside most of G. (3.131)

Having a closer look on the different boundary integrals of eqs. (3.129-3.130), we find that

1. the integral overΓ0 vanishes asq(x) = 0 onΓ0,

2. the crack facesC− andC+ are traction free,σijnj = 0,

3. the normal vector onC− andC+ is

[
0
1

]
such thatδj1nj = n1 is equal to zero onC−

andC+.

As a consequence of 2. and 3. the integrals overC− andC+ do also vanish.
Due to the latter point and because of the restrictions we included in the derivation of the energy
release rate (appendix A) the 2d formulation ofIΓ as a surface integral, being derived here, is
only applicable to a crack which is straight in the region of integration (fig. 3.6).If a kink is
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incorporated in the integration domain, additional terms arise!
Applying the divergence theorem to eq. (3.129) and shrinking the inner contourΓ onto the crack
tip, the integral over the boundary∂G enclosingG (fig. 3.6) can be transformed to asurface
integral overG. With the only not vanishing term of eq. (3.130), we get

IΓ = −
∫

Γ

[•]njq dS =

∫

G
− [• q] ,j dA. (3.132)

With
[• q] ,j = •,j q + • q,j (3.133)

the common expression forIΓ reads

IΓ = −
∫

G

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
,j q dA

−
∫

G

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
q,j dA. (3.134)

Because of the definition of displacementsuaux, strainsεaux and stressesσaux for the auxil-
iary state, we have in general the problem ofincompatibility : the strains calculated from the
displacements,εaux = ∇symuaux and those calculated from the stresses,εaux = Elin−1

: σaux

are not identical, such that the divergence of the first term of eq. (3.134) does not vanish. But
assuming ahomogeneous material, the divergence is equal to zero and the final form of the
IΓ-integral is

IΓ = −
∫

G

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
q,j dA. (3.135)

Important to note: While eqs. (3.118) and (3.120) represent boundary integrals of the general
3d case, eq. (3.135) describes a domain integral for the 2d case. Both, in fact, are integrals,
once over the boundary surfaceΓ, once over the 2d domainG.

Finally, thedirection of crack propagation has to be formulated as a function of the SIFs. Due
to the maximum hoop stress criterion, a crack propagates in adirectionΘc perpendicular to
the maximum circumferential stress. Being maximum, the circumferential stress is a principal
stress, such that the shear stress (3.111) has to vanish which leads to the direction of crack
propagation

Θc = 2 arctan

(
1

4

[
KI

KII

±
√
K2
I

K2
II

+ 8

])
. (3.136)

Noting that forKII > 0 the crack propagates into a directionΘc < 0 while for KII < 0 the
angle of propagation isΘc > 0, Sukumar and Prévost [199] provide a formula proposed by Sua
which allows for a more comfortable implementation,

Θc = 2 arctan


 −2KII

KI

1 +
√

1 + 8
K2

II

K2
I


 . (3.137)
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Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko [147] propose to determine the integration domainG for the 2d
case as a circle of radiusrd centered at the crack tip. Therefore, a characteristic length hlocal is
calculated as the square root of the area of one of the finite elements touched by the crack tip
andrd is set equal to2hlocal.
In order to evaluate the tendency of the crack to propagate, we have to calculate a yield stress
intensity factorKy which for mixed mode is defined as

Ky = cos
Θc

2

[
KI cos2 Θc

2
− 3

2
KII sin Θc

]
, (3.138)

whereΘc denotes the propagation angle andKI , KII are the SIFs calculated from theIΓ-
integral. The yield SIFKy is compared to the critical SIF

KIc =

√
Fcrit

E

1 − ν2
(3.139)

and crack propagation starts, whenKy exceeds the critical valueKIc,

Ky ≥ KIc. (3.140)

Calculate the SIFs of the actual state from eqs. (3.118), (3.120) including (3.135)

KI =
E∗

2
IIΓ = −E

∗

2

∫
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[
εklσ

I
klδj1 − ui,1 σ

I
ij − uIi ,1 σij

]
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KII =
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2
IIIΓ = −E
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2

∫
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[
εklσ

II
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

II
ij − uIIi ,1 σij

]
q,j dA

with theauxiliary fieldsσI = σ (KI = 1, KII = 0), σII = σ (KI = 0, KII = 1)
(3.109-3.111) and the derivatives ofuI anduII (3.122-3.125).

Displacement gradientui,1, strainεkl and stressσij of theactualstate are
calculated by transformation of the current solution to thecrack tip coordinate system.

The direction of (possible) crack propagation is finally calculated by

Θc = 2 arctan


 −2KII
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√

1 + 8
K2

II

K2
I




and crack propagation starts ifKy ≥ KIc (3.138) and (3.139).
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Chapter 4

Discretization by the Extended Finite
Element Method - X-FEM

Preliminary Remark: In this chapter, the discrete FEM and X-FEM equations will bepre-
sented. Therefore, the discrete values, which always incorporate a discretization error,
will be marked by the superscript ’h’, e.g. ϕh, in order to distinguish them from the con-
tinuous values of the continuum mechanical formulations ofchapter 2.
Values on the element level are marked by the index ’e’ in order to distinguish them from
global values.

4.1 Introduction and overview

Simulating the behaviour of discontinuities is a major subject of engineering mechanics. The
most obvious example of a discontinuity is a crack in an otherwise continuous body but also
material inclusions or interfaces represent a kind of discontinuity as well as e.g. concentration
fronts in fluid mechanics. We distinguishstrong and weak discontinuitieswhere in the first
case the displacement field itself is discontinuous while inthe latter case a continuous displace-
ment field is accompanied by discontinuous gradients, i.e. we have a discontinuity in strain.

The modelling of discontinuities in computational mechanics is still a challenging task. In clas-
sical FEM, discontinuities have to be modelledexplicitly which means that for example in the
case of a crack the finite element mesh has to be adapted to the crack geometry, modelling the
crack faces as external boundaries. Several alternative approaches have been developed in re-
cent years aiming at animplicit representation of discontinuities.

An explicit modelling of the crack geometry by an adapted (classical) FE mesh means also a
need to remesh in the case of crack propagation which increases computational cost. On the
contrary, the alternative approaches allow for arbitrary crack geometries which are independent
of the discretization and thus avoid the remeshing procedure if the discontinuity evolves.

In the present work,2d static and quasi-statically propagating cracks in continua with lin-
ear and nonlinear elastic behaviour, respectively, are modelled by theExtended Finite Ele-

59
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ment Method (X-FEM) .

The X-FEM is founded on the framework of thePartition of Unity Finite Element Method
(PUFEM) (Melenk and Babuška [136]). The PUFEM adds interpolation functions to the stan-
dard FE approach which consider the nature of the problem to be modelled. In other words,
the FE basis is enriched with a priori known characteristicsof the solution. For example, a
discontinuous solution requires enrichment with a discontinuous function while the solution in
the vicinity of a singularity may be improved by enrichment with asymptotic functions. Those
enrichment functions are related to the introduction of additional nodal DOFs and the attached
shape functions have to fulfil the partition of unity property, like the standard finite element
shape functions do.
Thewholecomputational domain may be enriched, but also alocal enrichment is possible and
different regions may even be enriched with different functions adapted to local effects and thus
improving the quality of the local solution.

Essentially, the X-FEM represents a discontinuity by the introduction ofdiscontinuous enrich-
ment functions to the standard FE approach which consist of a (discontinuous) step function
combined with standard FE shape functions. The method is closely related to the theory of
level setsas outlined by Stolarska [192]. In the case of a crack, the additional DOFs attached to
the discontinuous enrichment represent thedisplacement jump across the crack faces. Only
nodes whose support is intersected by the crack1 are enriched with the discontinuous DOFs
such that most of the (continuous part of the) body is modelled by the standard FE approach.
The elements which are cut by the crack and thus are fully enriched are surrounded by a layer
of blending elements containing at least one enriched node but being located completely on one
side of the crack. The rest of the continuous domain may consist of unenriched standard finite
elements.

A second type of enrichment may be introduced in the vicinity of the crack tip in order to
improve the local quality of the solution. Furthermore, crack tip enrichment allows for a precise
modelling of the location of the crack tip, while otherwise the crack always terminates on an
element boundary. In the case of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the approximation base is
extended byasymptotic crack tip functions, founded on the asymptotic displacement field at
a crack tip in linear elastic material (Williams [212] and Fleming [69] for the application to the
element free Galerkin method). For nonlinear material behaviour the choice of crack tip enrich-
ment functions is less evident. Martin Borret [133] provided an overview about suitable crack
tip functions. Chang and Li [33] focused on the asymptotic solution for crack tips in hyperelas-
tic Neo-Hookean material. For the extension of the crack tipenrichment concept to nonlinear
material behaviour, see e.g. Legrain et al. [123], Meschke and Dumstorff [141] and Asferg et
al. [7][8]. Usually, a node enriched by crack tip DOFs is not enriched by a step function at the
same time.

The enriched X-FEM DOFs are of global nature in the sense thatthey may not be condensed
out at the element level and thus are increasing the global number of DOFs of the equation sys-

1If additionally crack tip enrichment is applied, only nodeswhose support iscompletelycut by the crack are
enriched with discontinuous DOFs - see section 4.5.
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tem to be solved. But on the other hand, an important advantage is that the global enrichment
enforces the continuity of the displacement approximationacross element boundaries.

The concept of a combined enrichment by a discontinuous stepfunction and a neartip enrich-
ment together with the name of the method, X-FEM, was introduced by Moës et al. [147] and
Dolbow et al. [53], based on a work of Belytschko and Black [12]. While the earlier publica-
tion still applied the crack tip enrichment to the modellingof the entire crack and in the case
of crack propagation a certain minimal remeshing was needed, the discontinuous enrichment
away from the crack tip which avoids remeshing completely was introduced in the subsequent
work by Moës et al.

After those initial contributions a large number of subsequent publications dedicated to the
X-FEM came from Belytschko’s group at Northwestern University. A second concept named
Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM)was developed by a group from Texas Univer-
sity (Strouboulis et al. [193][194]).Basically, both methods are identical: the X-FEM was
originally applied to the modelling of discontinuities which is realized by alocal enrichment of
nodes in the vicinity of that discontinuity, while the GFEM initially aimed at aglobal enrich-
ment of the whole approximation space. The solutions of simplified model problems (which are
called ’handbooks’) may be used as GFEM enrichment functions [194]. Belytschko [17][15]
states that "the development of XFEM/GFEM was an outgrowth of the extensive research in
meshfree methods".

A detailed description was provided by Dolbow [55] while Sukumar [199] and Bordas et al.
[26] presented object-oriented libraries for X-FEM computations. Karihaloo et al. [104] gave an
overview of the possibilities of the method. Recent reviewsof the development of the X-FEM
during the past decade are given by Belytschko et al. [15] andAbdelaziz and Hamouine [1]
while Fries [71] provides a regularly updated list of publications on the X-FEM. A monograph
on X-FEM focusing on fracture modelling was published by Mohammadi [149] and a recent
contribution of Wells to the Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering [208] gives an overview
about the application of the X-FEM to linear elastic fracture mechanics and cohesive crack
propagation. Babuška et al. [10] discussed the mathematical framework of X-FEM/GFEM in
comparison to meshless methods.

Starting from the application to2d linear elastic cracks and brittle fracture phenomena, the
method was extended to3d cracks by Sukumar [198] with further contributions e.g. of Moës
et al. [148] and Gravouil et al. [82] and alsononlinear fracture problems were taken into ac-
count (Dolbow and Devan [51], who combined the X-FEM with theenhanced assumed strain
approach, Legrain et al. [123][121], Areias and Belytschko[2] and Elguedj et al. [61]). Daux et
al. [44] extended the method to branched and intersecting cracks while Budyn et al. [29] used
the concept for the description of multiple crack growth. Further applications were to bimate-
rial interface cracks (Hettich et al. [92], Huynh et al. [95], Sukumar et al. [197]) and cracks
in piezoelectric materials (Béchet et al. [31]). Stazi et al. [187] studied higher order elements
being able to represent curved cracks. Dolbow et al. [53] modelled the fracture of Mindlin-
Reissner plates while Areias et al. [2] applied the X-FEM to crack propagation in shells.
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Several authors discussed thechoice of nodes to be enriched with the near tip fields. Béchet
et al. [30], Laborde et al. [115] and Ventura et al. [205] evaluated, that enriching the nodes
within a geometric domain of fixed size (e.g. a tip-centered circle of constant radius) improves
convergence in the case of mesh refinement.

From the description ofstatic crack behaviour, the X-FEM/GFEM concept was extended to the
modelling ofdynamic, i.e. growing cracks(Duarte et al. [56], Belytschko at al. [13], Areias
and Belytschko [2], Réthoré et al. [175] [174], Gasser and Holzapfel [73]), taking advantage of
the fact that due to the mesh independent representation of the crack no remeshing is needed.
Dynamic crack propagation in the framework of elastic-plastic material behaviour was investi-
gated e.g. by Prabel et al. [170] and by Fagerström and Larsson [66].

The fracture process zoneof a crack inbrittle material is small such that the behaviour of the
crack may be described completely in the linear elastic regime within the framework of linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). However, in most engineering materials, a crack can only
be modelled in a realistic way if the fracture process zone, i.e. the ductile material behaviour in
front of the crack tip (or crack front in 3d) is taken into consideration. Prior to the propagation of
a crack,strain localization in narrow shear bands2 takes place in the fracture process zone. The
displacement field across a shear band is continuous but it ispossible, however, to model the
shear band by a discontinuity whose behaviour is described by a traction separation law [101].
This type of discontinuity is called acohesive crackwhich represents a still continuous mode
where both sides of the discontinuity are in cohesive or frictional contact (Dolbow et al. [54]).
The occurrence of a cohesive crack may precede the final formation of an open mode crack,
where both faces are separated completely. In contrast to a crack in purely brittle material, the
singularity may vanish at the tip of a cohesive crack [101]. The origins of thecohesive zone
modelstrace back to the work of Dugdale [59] and Barenblatt [11]. Fagerström and Larsson
[67] extended the cohesive zone model by including heat generation and energy transport in
order to make the simulation of ductile fracture more efficient.

The above described process of transition from an undamagedcontinuum to a fully open crack,
especially the occurrence of strain localization (Wells etal. [207] and Simone [182]) is closely
related to the formulation of damage models, like e.g discussed by Patzak and Jirasek [168],
Simone et al. [184], Comi et al. [42] and Benvenuti et al. [21].

Applications of the X-FEM to the modelling of cohesive fracture were published e.g. by Wells
and Sluys [209], Moës and Belytschko [145], Zi and Belytschko [219], de Borst et al. [45][46],
Asferg et al. [6][8], Comi and Mariani [41], Meschke and Dumstorff [141] and Unger et al.
[203]). Borja [27] compared the modelling of frictional cracks with X-FEM to the modelling in
the framework of enhanced assumed strain methods.

As we discussed in section 3.1, fracture phenomena result from the failure of atomic bonds.
Therefore, the formulation of atomistic models for dislocations and cracks is obvious and the
Bridging Domain Method (BDM) may be applied to link the atomistic description to the contin-

2Shear bands are narrow zones of finite thickness with very high strains but continuous displacements.
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uum level. The X-FEM has (also) been applied to that type of multiscale continuum-atomistic
models, reducing significantly the number of atomistic DOFsin comparison to the standard
BDM. There are for example contributions by Belytschko and Xiao [20][215], Gracie and Be-
lytschko [78] and Xu et al. [216].

Especially in the case of a moving discontinuity, e.g. a propagating crack, the X-FEM is often
combined with thelevel setmethod, describing an evolving crack by two level sets: one repre-
senting the distance from the discontinuitysurface(or line in 2d) and the other describing the
distance from thecrack front or tip, respectively. The latter allows for the activation of the dis-
continuity onlybehindthe front or tip. In the framework of a level set method, the step function
for discontinuous enrichment is defined as a function of the level sets. Finally, the propagating
discontinuity is described by an evolution law for the levelset and the update of the level set in
case of propagation is governed by a (hyperbolic) evolutionequation to be solved. Belytschko
[15] calls the level set a "key ingredient of XFEM" which can "dramatically simplify the solu-
tion" in the case of evolving discontinuities. But he also states that "the update of level sets still
poses difficulties". Introductions to level set methods cane.g. be found in Sethian et al. [176]
or Osher and Fedkiw [165]. Applications of X-FEM and level sets to the modelling of 2d crack
propagation were first presented by Belytschko et al. [19] and Stolarska et al. [192] while the
extension to 3d growing cracks was provided by Moës et al. [148] and Gravouil et al. [82].
Especially for non-planar 3d cracks the description by level sets is useful.

The calculation ofstress intensity factors (SIFs)in the framework of the X-FEM was subject
to several publications: In the initial works on X-FEM the SIFs were computed by the domain
form of the J-integral (Moës et al [147], Dolbow et al. [53], Gravouil et al. [82] and Nagashima
et al. [153]) while later contributions evaluated the SIFs directly by the introduction of enrich-
ment functions expressed in terms of SIFs (Liu et al. [130] and Xiao et al. [214]). Performance
studies for the calculation of the J-integral were published by Pereira and Duarte [169]. Legrain
et al. [124] investigated the convergence of different methods to calculate the J-integral (i.e. the
crack driving material force).

An important aspect of the X-FEM depending on thelocal character of the enrichment is the ex-
istence ofblending or transitional elementssurrounding the (fully enriched) elements which
are cut by the crack. "A blending element is any element wheresome but not all of the nodes
of the element are enriched" [204]. Due to that fact, the shape functions do no longer form a
partition of unity in such an element which may cause approximation errors in the domain of
the respective element and lead to convergence problems. Sukumar et al. [195] have shown that
this loss of quality is mainly caused by parasitic terms in the approximation space of blending
elements. Convergence studies have for example been performed by Laborde et al. [115] and
Chahine et al.[32].

For Heaviside enriched elements it is possible to constructshape functions which are vanish-
ing on the edges of the enriched elements by a shift of the Heaviside function (see Belytschko
et al. [15]). Hence, there are only fully enriched and completely unenriched elements but no
more blending elements such that blending problems are avoided. For other enrichment types,
including e.g. crack tip enrichment, a special treatment may be needed in order to circumvent
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the problems arising from the blending between enriched an unenriched elements3.

Different approaches to circumvent the blending problem have been proposed, like for example
the introduction of assumed strain blending elements (Chessa et al. [40], Tarancón et al. [200]),
the use of higher order (spectral) elements (Legay et al. [119], Stazi et al. [187]) or the so-called
DG-XFEM, based on the discontinuous Galerkin formulation (Gracie et al. [81]).

Fries [70] introduced a weighting function for the enrichment of the blending elements. Due to
the linearly decreasing weight which vanishes at the edges of the enriched subdomain, all nodes
in the blending elements may formally be enriched such that also for those elements the parti-
tion of unity property is conserved. The author calls the method ’modified XFEM’ or ’corrected
XFEM’. Ventura et al. [204] further developed the weight function concept and blended the en-
richment functions with a ramp function which, following Belytschko et al. [15], "appears to
be a very satisfactory solution to blending elements". The basic idea is that with an increasing
distance from the feature requesting the enrichment, the importance of the weighting function
decreases. Furthermore, the authors describe a method blending step function enrichment with
singular enrichment functions. This latter situation occurs at the transition from discontinuous
enrichment at a crack line or surface to the singular enrichment in the vicinity of a crack tip or
front, respectively.

The most obvious advantage of the X-FEM is the mesh independent representation of discon-
tinuities without a need of remeshing in the case of evolvingdiscontinuities. However, for
practical problems, a certainmesh refinementadapted to the characteristic size of the disconti-
nuity (e.g. crack length, curvature) is needed. Duflot and Bordas [57] report "In our experience
on real-world crack propagation simulations in aeronautical structures, the mesh available from
the structural analysis with the FEM of a safe component is not appropriate for the damage-
tolerance analysis of this cracked component with the XFEM." Also in the present work, we
will state that a certain mesh refinement in the vicinity of the crack tip improves the quality of
the resulting material force vector at the crack tip which iscalculated as the sum of discrete
nodal material forces. The need for a "highly refined mesh in the vicinity of the crack tip" and
better results when including the nodal material forces in asmall domain around the crack tip
into the computation of the resulting crack driving force isalso reported by Fagerström and
Larsson [65]. Due to those facts, a strategy of mesh adaptivity for X-FEM is required. Several
publications of Bordas, Duflot and Le proposed a-posteriorierror estimators as indicators for
mesh refinement [24][25][58].

The X-FEM was introduced for the modelling of fracture problems and as we have seen above,
a large variety of publications related to the behaviour of 2d and 3d cracks in various materials
came out. A crack represents a strong discontinuity which means a jump in the displacement
field across the crack faces. A further type of strong discontinuity to which the X-FEM has been
applied are dislocations with contributions e.g. by Gracieet al. [80][79], Ventura et al. [205]
and Oswald et al. [166]. Grain boundaries of crystal structures may separate and become strong

3If the focus is on the solution directly at the discontinuity, e.g. on the displacement jump across the crack faces
or on the singularity at the crack tip, a lower quality of the solution in the blending elements may be acceptable. In
the present work, we did not apply a special treatment of blending elements.
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discontinuities such that this is a further field of application for X-FEM/GFEM (e.g. Simone et
al [183]). This topic includes again cohesive and frictional laws describing the separation be-
tween grains (Dolbow et al. [54], Zavattiere [218]). The general framework for the modelling
of grain boundary behaviour are multibody problems with sliding interfaces. Belytschko et al.
[19] applied the X-FEM to the modelling of jointed rocks which represents another example for
multibody problems.

So far, we mainly discussed strong discontinuities, but theX-FEM was also applied toweak
discontinuities which are characterized by a continuous displacement field but discontinuous
gradients, i.e. discontinuous stress and strain. Examplesfor weak discontinuities are interfaces
between different phases of a material or between differentmaterials for example material in-
clusions which are modelled using X-FEM e.g. by Sukumar et al. [195], Moës et al. [146] and
Legay et al. [119]. Ji et al. [99] as well as Merle and Dolbow [140] discussed phase transitions
in the context of the X-FEM. The evolution of interfaces is often modelled in combination with
level sets.

Because phase interfaces may not only occur in solid mechanics, e.g. between martensitic and
austenitic phases of a steel, but also in fluid mechanics, this is a further field of application for
the X-FEM. The method has been applied to two-phase flow problems (Chessa and Belytschko
[36], Wagner et al. [206]) and to the simulation of solidification (Chessa et al. [39], Zabaras et
al. [217]). Applications of the X-FEM to the description of fluid structure interaction have been
presented e.g. by Tourbier [201], Legay et al. [118] and Kölke and Legay [114].

The method was extended to the modelling of discontinuitiesin time, defining a combined
space-time Extended Finite Element Method (Chessa and Belytschko [37][38] and Rhéthoré et
al. [174]).

Today, also commercial finite element codes like ABAQUS or LS-DYNA include X-FEM mod-
ules. Minnebo et al. [144] presented industrial applications of the X-FEM to 3d crack propaga-
tion realized at CENAERO.

X-FEM and the Material Force Method

The scope of the present work is the description of crack behaviour based on the Material Force
Method in the framework of the X-FEM. This implies thecalculation of the resulting mate-
rial force vector at the crack tip from distributed nodal mat erial forces as for a general
X-FEM mesh no node is located at the crack tip. Several other authors have already dis-
cussed the computation of material forces in the context of aX-FEM discretization.

Larsson and Fagerström[116][65] used the material force concept to describe the behaviour
of cracks in linear and nonlinear fracture mechanics. In theinitial paper [116] cracking was
restricted to predefined interfaces only, while in [65] the full capabilities of the X-FEM were
exploited, allowing for cracks passing through the elements. Crack tip enrichment "which else-
where has shown to improve the result significantly" was not taken into account. In [66] the
concept was extended to dynamic fracture modelling. The results obtained in the above cited
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publications by the material crack driving force were compared to a second criterion based on
the cohesive zone concept.

Häusler et al.[96] compared two concepts to evaluate the material crack tip force in the context
of linear elasticity: a domain approach and a contour approach. In the domain approach all
nodal material forces within a circular domain located at the crack tip are assembled. The ra-
dius of that domain depends on the characteristic length of the crack tip elements. This concept
is also applied to section 6.3.3 of this work and was already discussed in [77]. The contour
approach evaluates material forces on the boundary of a set of elements encircled by the above
defined domain, only. Contributors to the material force vector at a node located on the de-
fined contour are only elements encircled by that contour (and containing the respective node,
of course). Both concepts are found to lead to identical resulting material force vectors at the
crack tip and a bigger radius is stated to lead to better results.

The known error in the direction of crack propagation predicted by the vectorial J-integral (and
thus by the material force vector at the crack tip) if mode II becomes dominant (see section
6.3.1 of this work) is not discussed by the authors. But the presented examples show moderate
kinking angles, only, such that the negative influence may beneglected and suitable crack paths
can however be expected.

Legrain [121][120][125] applied the X-FEM to elastomer cracking which is characterized by
very large deformations, incompressibility [122] and nonlinear hyperelastic material behaviour.
In convergence studies, the author compared the vectorial J-integral computed as a domain
integral (over a domain located at the crack tip) to the material force vector at the crack tip,
assembled from distributed nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip.

Above, we mentioned the known error in the direction of crackpropagation predicted by the
vectorial J-integral if mode II becomes dominant. According to Legrain, the precision of the
J2 component [124] is crucial for the quality of the computed vectorial J-integral and a correct
value ofJ2 is only obtained if a singular term from the crack faces is included. The importance
of that contribution from the crack faces had already been recognized by Heintz [90].

Legrain showed [121, section 5.3.3] that in contrast to the proposed domain integral, the nodal
material forces do not consider those terms from the crack faces such that for mixed mode sit-
uations with dominant mode II, the error in the computed nodal material forces increases. To
circumvent that shortcoming in the present work, we applieda method proposed by Denzer
[48], attaching a small appendix to the tip of the original crack. Aiming thus at a local mode
I situation, the influence of the 2-component of the materialforce vector is reduced and a high
quality of the material force vector at the crack tip is obtained (see section 6.3.2).

For the1-componentof the J-integral and the material force vector, respectively, Legrain’s
study found a good convergence behaviour. Due to the above described shortcomings, the
2-componentof the nodal material force vector hardly converges. A high quality of the 2-
component of the vectorial J-integral depends on a sufficiently good solution in the vicinity of
the crack tip which in the framework of the X-FEM is supportedby crack tip enrichment [123].
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For nonlinear material behaviour, the only solutions available are valid for Neo-Hookean mate-
rials. The crack tip enrichment function implemented by Legrain which is based on the works
of Geubelle and Knaus [74] and Chang and Li [33] is identical to the discontinuous part of the
linear near tip enrichment functions (Ñ1 in eqs. 4.24).

In the linear elastic case, Legrain reports a further improvement of the computed vectorial J-
integral by the use of an interaction integral based on the T-stress while for the nonlinear case he
requests a better understanding of the contributions of thecrack boundary to the 2-component
of the J-integral and the material force vector, respectively.

Alternative concepts for the modelling of discontinuities

So far, we described the X-FEM / GFEM allowing for an implicitmodelling of discontinuities
in the framework of the PUFEM. Furthermore, we want to give a short overview about some
alternative concepts allowing for a mesh independent representation of discontinuities which
have been of major interest in recent time.

The embedded discontinuityapproach which is conceptually quite similar to the X-FEM is
founded on a work of Ortiz et al. [164]. In this framework, displacement or strain discon-
tinuities are incorporated into the standard finite elementformulation by the introduction of
discontinuous DOFs to elements intersecting with the discontinuity. The shape functions at-
tached to that DOFs vanish on the element boundaries and especially at the nodes. Therefore,
the discontinuous DOFs may be eliminated (static condensation) at the element level prior to
the assembly procedure such that the global equation systemto be solved contains only the
standard DOFs. This latter fact is in contrast to the X-FEM where the enrichment is connected
to additionalglobalDOFs. A disadvantage of the embedded discontinuity approach is that due
to the local nature of the enrichment, incompatibilities may occur such that the path of the dis-
continuity can be discontinuous across the element boundaries.

Bolzon and Corigliano [23] presented an embedded discontinuity version withglobal instead
of local DOFs.

Jirásek [100] gives an overview about the different techniques which have been derived in dif-
ferent ways and presented under various names, including the so called Strong Discontinuity
Approach (SDA, Simo et al. [180], Oliver et al. [161]) and theEnhanced Assumed Strain
method (EAS, first formulated by Simo and Rifai [181], Berends [22], Dolbow and Devan
[51]). A detailed comparison of X-FEM and embedded discontinuity methods is provided by
Jirásek and Belytschko [101] for cracks and shear bands while Borja [27] focused on cohesive
frictional cracks. A further, recent overview is provided by Dias-da-Costa [50]. Oliver et al.
[162] summarized the large number of models presented within the framework of the embedded
discontinuity concept (called FEM withelemental enrichment- E-FEM) and compared it to the
nodally enrichedX-FEM.

The method was developed for the modelling ofweak discontinuities, especially shear bands
(strain localization, strain softening), by a discontinuous enrichment of the strain field (see e.g.
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Ortiz et al. [164], Belytschko et al. [14] or Fish and Belytschko for the extension to large de-
formations [68]).

Strong discontinuitieswere taken into consideration e.g. by Areias et al. [4], Armero and
Garikipati [5], de Borst et al. [47], Dolbow and Devan [51], Dvorkin et al. [60], Jirásek and Zim-
mermann [102], Klisinski et al. [107], Olofsson et al. [163], Simo et al. [180], Simo and Oliver
[179][157], Sluys and Berends [185] or Larsson et al. [117] for regularized strong discontinu-
ities. Lotfi and Shing [131] outlined the variational foundations of the method in the framework
of mixed finite elements, with later contributions e.g. by Simo et al. [181][177][178].
Oliver et al. [158][159] developed a model for the gradual transition from a weak to a strong
discontinuity, interpreting "a strong discontinuity as the collapsed state of a weak discontinu-
ity". This transition describes e.g. the formation of a cohesive crack, where the fracture process
zone is modelled by a discrete traction separation law whichhas to be fulfilled at the disconti-
nuity surface (e.g. Oliver and Huespe [160], Wells and Sluys[210]).

Hansbo and Hansbo [89] proposed to superimpose a second element on every finite element
intersected by a discontinuity. Each element approximatesthe displacement field on one side of
the discontinuity while the corresponding shape functionsare set to zero on the opposite side.
Thus, it is possible to model strong or weak discontinuitiesinside an element, independently of
the finite element mesh. Nitsche’s method [155] (which is based on the discontinuous Galerkin
method) is used to ensure the displacement continuity at thecrack tip and, in case of a weak
discontinuity, also at the discontinuity surface, where the gradient remains discontinuous.

Hansbo [89] initially applied the method to 2d cracks, inclusions and contact problems. Further
applications were for example to 2d and 3d cohesive cracks inlinear and nonlinear elasticity
(Mergheim et al. [138][139]) or crack propagation in 2d linear elastic fracture mechanics using
material forces (Heintz [90]). Mergheim et al. [138][137] modifiedHansbo’s methodin order
to guarantee displacement continuity at the crack tip without applying Nitsche’s method4. Jäger
[103] focused on the particular aspects of 3d crack propagation.

In contrast to the X-FEM, Hansbo’s method does not fulfil the partition of unity property such
that a direct enrichment with properties of local solutionsis not possible. Another difference
is that the additional DOFs introduced by Hansbo’s method are strictly local and thus may be
condensed out on the element level. However, both methods are conceptually close to each
other (Areias and Belytschko [3]).

A further alternative approach for the modelling of discontinuities is the concept ofmeshfree
methods. Basically, having no discrete mesh i.e. defining only unconnected node points there
is no need for remeshing in the case of moving discontinuities or very large deformations. Re-
views of the concept of meshfree methods are for example provided by Belytschko et al. [17],
Liu and Liu [126], Nguyen et al. [154] or Sukumar et al. [196].

The approximation space of a meshless method is constructedon distributed nodes without con-

4Continuity at the crack tip is assured by not enriching nodesbelonging to elements containing that tip.
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Figure 4.1: triangulation for numerical integration

nectivity. Including moving least squares to the approximation leads to the concept ofElement
Free Galerkin Methods (EFG) [16][126]. For each node, a weight factor is defined which is
nonzero in a certain domain of influence attached to that node. Local enrichment in order to
improve the solution is possible.

Miehe and Gürses [87][142][143] proposed the modelling of brittle crack propagation by a
doubling of nodes and an alignment of the mesh to the crack by an r-adaptive reorientation
procedure. The r-adaptivity method uses material (configurational) force based indicators and
the direction of crack propagation corresponds to the direction of the material force vector at
the crack tip (or the vectors at the crack front in 3d). The method has been applied to 2d and 3d
crack propagation and it was implemented for small and largestrains.

4.2 Modelling of discontinuities

Now, the weak forms of the spatial and material balance of momentum derived in chapter 2
have to be discretized by the X-FEM approximation. While initially the X-FEM was defined
on the spatial motion problem, we apply it to the material description of the balance of linear
momentum too, which was already done by several other authors. The X-FEM is essentially
characterized by anextension of the standard Bubnov-Galerkin Finite Element approxima-
tion

ϕh
FEM =

∑

α∈N
Nαϕα

by additional nodal degrees of freedom(DOFs)ϕβ modelling discontinuities of the solution,

ϕh
XFEM =

∑

α∈N
Nαϕα +

∑

β∈Nx

N
β
ϕβ

whereα, β are standing for theglobal node numbers. We call those additional DOFs(discon-
tinuously) enriched or jump DOFs. N represents the set ofall nodes in the finite element
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mesh whileNx denotes the set ofnodes which are enriched by a step function, i.e. nodes
whose support is cut by the discontinuity (if crack tip enrichment is included, see section 4.5).
With the global number of nodesn, we haveα ∈ {1, 2, ...n}.
Thediscontinuous enrichment functions

N
β

= NβH (4.1)

consist of the same shape functionsNβ used for the approximation of standard degrees of
freedom multiplied by a step functionH. The combination of standard FE shape functions
and step function is illustrated by figure 4.3. Any discontinuous function can be used, e.g. the
Heaviside function. In our case, we apply the Haar function which is symmetric with respect to
the crack:

H(d) =





1 for d > 0
0 for d = 0

−1 for d < 0
(4.2)

whered denotes the distance of a point perpendicular to the crack.

By the introduction of a discontinuous function in the standard FE approach, it is possible to
model strong discontinuities, i.e. jumps in the displacement field, as well as weak discontinu-
ities which means discontinuous strain fields. In the case ofcrack modelling the enriched DOFs
ϕβ are capturing the displacement jump across the crack faces.
The above given form of the X-FEM allows a crack to end on element boundaries only. To
cure this last insufficiency in order to model the crack really independently of the mesh, an
additional enrichment with a near tip asymptotic field (crack tip functions) is needed. This
additional enrichment with crack tip functions which was already defined by Moës et al. in [12]
will be presented in section 4.5.
The discontinuous X-FEM enrichment is of local nature as only nodes in the vicinity of the
crack, i.e. nodes whose support is cut by the crack, are enriched. The respective nodes,
endowed with one additional jump degree of freedom per coordinate direction, are marked in
figure 4.2.
For accurate integration of the weak form over such an element, the numerical integration
scheme has to be modified. For an element intersected by the crack, we define the element
sub-domain to be a set of (two) sub-polygons whose boundaries align with the crack geometry,
i.e. one part of each sub-polygon-boundary coincides with the crack face. As the quadrature
rules for triangles are well known it is convenient to apply thetriangulation procedure

∫

Be

. . . dv =
ntr∑

tr

∫

Btr

. . . dv (4.3)

shown in figure 4.1.Btr denotes the domain of a sub-triangle,ntr the number of sub-triangles
composing the element domainBe. In the algorithmic representation of the numerical integra-
tion scheme the element loop has to be replaced by a loop over those sub-triangles. For helpful
details about the computer implementation of the outlined integration scheme see Sukumar &
Prévost [199] and section 5.2 of this work.
It is an important aspect that the describedtriangulation procedure is only for integration
purposes and does not represent a remeshingas no additional nodes, i.e. no new degrees of
freedom, are introduced.
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Figure 4.2: selection of enriched nodes
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Figure 4.3: shape functionN1 of node 1, Haar functionH and combination of both, modelling
the displacement jump across the crack face
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The discretization of the material and spatial quasi-static balance of momentum equations fi-
nally leads todiscrete material and spatial node point forces. By the introduction of the
X-FEM approximation we obtain two types of spatial and material force vectors: those con-
nected to the standard degrees of freedom and those emanating from the additional (X-FEM)
degrees of freedom. The latter seem to be no more than formal values without any helpful
meaning - see section 4.6.

4.3 Spatial motion problem

The material domainB0 is discretized bynel elements withBh0 =
⋃nel

e=1 Be0 whereBe0 denotes the
individual element domains. The element-wise discontinuous approximation of the geometry in
B0 is realized by the help of continuous shape functionsNα and discontinuous shape functions
N
β

in terms of the standard and enriched contributions to the material nodal position,Xα and
X

β
, respectively. On the element level,N e represents the set of allelementnodes, such that for

a four-noded element we getα ∈ N e = {1, 2, 3, 4}. N e
x denotes the subset of element nodes

whose support is cut by the discontinuity, i.e. the set of nodes with discontinuous enrichment.
The discontinuous spatial deformation map and the materialconfiguration are approximated as
follows

ϕh|Be
0

= ϕh
e =

∑

α∈N e

Nαϕα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
ϕβ (4.4)

Xh|Be
0

= Xh
e =

∑

α∈N e

NαXα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
X

β
. (4.5)

The variablesϕα = [ ϕαx , ϕαy ] andXα = [ Xα, Y α ] represent thenodal spatial and

material coordinates, respectively, whileϕβ = [ ϕβx ϕβy ] andX
β

= [ X
β

Y
β

] stand for

the correspondingenriched DOFs (commonly withX
β

= 0). Applying the isoparametric
concept, the (initial) geometry and the unknown deformation map are discretized by the same
shape functions. In order to distinguish, we use Greek letters for the indices connected to the
node numbering, while for the indices denoting the Cartesian coordinate directions, i.e. the
vector and tensor components, we use Latin letters, e.g.ϕαi . In 2d, the indexi may take
valuesi ∈ {x, y} for the Cartesian components in the global coordinate system, i ∈ {1, 2} in
Cartesian crack tip coordinates andi ∈ {R,Θ} in polar crack tip coordinates. For instance
the 2d spatial and material coordinates of the first (element) node areϕ1 =

[
ϕ1
x ϕ1

y

]t
and

X1 =
[
X1 Y 1

]t
, respectively.

In the framework of the Bubnov-Galerkin method, also the spatial virtual displacement field
δϕ (test function) is expanded using the same shape functionsNα, N

β
as for the geometry

approximation. With the corresponding nodal valuesδϕα andδϕβ, we get

δϕh|Be
0

= δϕh
e =

∑

α∈N e

Nαδϕα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
δϕβ. (4.6)
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The elementwise Jacobian matrix

Jh

ξ→X = ∇ξXh|Be
0

=
∑

α∈N e

Xα ⊗∇ξN
α +

∑

β∈N e
x

X
β ⊗∇ξN

β
(4.7)

is needed to compute thematerialgradients of the shape functions∇XNα = ∇ξN
α·
[
Jh

ξ→X

]−1

and the respective form ofN
β
, leading to the discrete spatial motion deformation gradient

F h|Be
0

= F h
e =

∑

α∈N e

ϕα ⊗∇XNα +
∑

β∈N e
x

ϕβ ⊗∇XN
β
. (4.8)

Because the nodal values are constant within one iteration step, only the shape functions are
concerned by derivation. In a similar way, thespatialgradients are computed by the help of
the Jacobian matrix (4.17) (see section 4.4). With the spatial gradient of the spatial virtual
displacements

∇xδϕ
h|Be

0
=
∑

α∈N e

δϕα ⊗∇xN
α +

∑

β∈N e
x

δϕβ ⊗∇xN
β

(4.9)

the discretized spatial virtual internal work follows fromequation (2.98) as

w
int, h =

∫

Bt

∇xδϕ
h : σhdv

=

nel∑

e=1



∑

α∈N e

δϕα ·
∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
αdv +

∑

β∈N e
x

δϕβ ·
∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
β
dv


 . (4.10)

The Cauchy stressσh is computed by the help of a constitutive equation.
Considering the arbitrariness of the spatial virtual node point displacementsδϕα andδϕβ, the
global discrete spatial node point forcesare finally computed as

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
αdv (4.11)

f
int, h

=

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
β
dv. (4.12)

nel
A
e=1

(4.13)

denotes the assembly operator mapping the contributions ofall nel elements of the finite el-
ement domain from the element level to global vectors and matrices, according to the global
node numbers of the respective nodes.
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Summarizing the previous considerations, the standard andenriched discrete spatial node point
(surface) forces are energetically conjugated to variations of the continuous and discontinuous
parts of the nodal spatial degrees of freedom, respectively.

The details of the numerical implementation will be presented in chapter 5.

4.4 Material motion problem

The spatial domainBt is likewise discretized innel elements withBht =
⋃nel

e=1 Bet , where the
element-wise discontinuous approximation of the geometryis formulated in terms of the stan-
dard and enriched contributions to the spatial nodal position, xα andxβ, respectively. The
spatial configuration and the discontinuous material deformation map are approximated as fol-
lows

xh|Be
t

= xh
e =

∑

α∈N e

Nαxα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
xβ (4.14)

Φh|Be
t

= Φh
e =

∑

α∈N e

NαΦα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
Φ
β

(4.15)

(commonly withΦ
β

= 0). Still applying the Bubnov-Galerkin method, also the material virtual
displacement fieldδΦ is expanded using the same shape functionsNα,N

β
as for the geometry

approximation and with the corresponding nodal valuesδΦα andδΦ
β

the discrete expression is

δΦh|Be
t

= δΦh
e =

∑

α∈N e

NαδΦα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
δΦ

β
. (4.16)

The elementwise Jacobian matrix

Jh

ξ→x = ∇ξxh|Be
t

=
∑

α∈N e

xα ⊗∇ξN
α +

∑

β∈N e
x

xβ ⊗∇ξN
β

(4.17)

is needed to compute thespatialgradient∇xN
α = ∇ξN

α ·
[
Jh

ξ→x

]−1

and the corresponding

relation forN
β

leading to the discrete material motion deformation gradient

fh|Be
t

= fh
e =



∑

α∈N e

Φα ⊗∇xN
α +

∑

β∈N e
x

Φ
β ⊗∇xN

β




−1

. (4.18)

The discretematerialgradient of the material virtual displacements is computedby the help of
the Jacobian matrix (4.7),

∇XδΦh|Be
t

=
∑

α∈N e

δΦα ⊗∇XNα +
∑

β∈N e
x

δΦ
β ⊗∇XN

β
. (4.19)
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Based on the preceding discretizations of the primary variableΦ and the expressions depending
on it the discretized material virtual internal work follows by definition fromW

int = W
sur

(2.104) as

W
int, h =

∫

B0

∇XδΦh : ΣhdV =: W
sur, h

=

nel∑

e=1



∑

α∈N e

δΦα ·
∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XNαdV +
∑

β∈N e
x

δΦ
β ·
∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XN
β
dV


. (4.20)

The Eshelby stressΣh is computed in a post-processing step, based on the solutionof the spatial
motion problem. Considering the arbitrariness of the material virtual node point displacements
δΦα andδΦ

β
, the globaldiscrete material node point forcesare finally computed as

Fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XNαdV (4.21)

F
int, h

=

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XN
β
dV. (4.22)

with Fsur, h = Fint, h, following from definitionW
int, h =: W

sur, h (4.20).

The standard discrete material node point (surface) forcesFint, h are energetically conjugated
to variations of the continuous material nodal degrees of freedom. A corresponding relation for

the enriched discrete material node point (surface) forcesF
int, h

does not seem to exist. Details
are discussed in sections 4.6 and 4.7.

4.5 Crack tip enrichment

From the beginning, the concept of the X-FEM included a near tip enrichment [147] defining
additional DOFs at the nodes whose support contains a crack tip. Such a node (marked by
a square in fig.4.4) is connected to four extra DOFs per spatial direction related to functions
representing the asymptotic near tip fields. Throughout this section, we are restricted to linear
material behaviour.
There are two aspects of near tip enrichment:

1. In the X-FEM approximation based exclusively on the Heaviside-enrichment, as it was
presented above, a crack always terminates on an element boundary. By introducing the
extra enrichment of the nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip, the crack tip itself can be
located at any arbitrary position inside an element.

2. The enrichment with the asymptotic crack tip fields enhances the correct modelling of
the near tip behaviour in linear elasticity. This also results in a better accuracy, even
for relatively coarse FE meshes [199]. The better accuracy results from the fact that
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nodes with near tip enrichment

discontinuously enriched nodes

Figure 4.4: discontinuously enriched nodes and nodes with near tip enrichment

the asymptotic solution in the vicinity of the crack tip is previously known and used for
enrichment.

The extra crack tip DOFs are denoted byϕ̃γε, where the first index stands for the local node
number while the second one is connected to one of the four enrichment functionsÑ ε (4.24),
representing trigonometric factors to the standard shape functionsNγ . Thus, the X-FEM ap-
proximation including near tip enrichment reads

ϕh|Be
t

=
∑

α∈N e

Nαϕα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
ϕβ +

∑

γ∈N e
t

Nγ

[
4∑

ε

Ñ εϕ̃γε

]
, (4.23)

whereN e
t denotes the set of element nodes with crack tip enrichment.N e

x andN e
t both are

subsets ofN e with N e
x ∩ N e

t = ∅. This means that in the case of crack tip enrichment,N e
x

represents the set of nodes whose support is cut by the crack but without the nodes with crack
tip enrichment.
All nodes of an element can be enriched with crack tip functions (this is true for the element
containing the crack tip, see fig.4.4) or we may have nodes with crack tip enrichment, nodes
with discontinuous enrichment and unenriched nodes in one single element (this is what we
call a transitional or blending element, below). However, we never enrich a certain node by
discontinuous and crack tip DOFs simultaneously.5 As the first shape function of the near tip
enrichment,Ñ1 (4.24), is discontinuous across the crack faces (i.e. at±π) an additional discon-
tinuous enrichment by the Heaviside function is not needed.

5For the numerical implementation, we formally enrich all nodes of such an element with discontinuous and
crack tip DOFs, eliminating dummy DOFs by boundary conditions. For details see sections 5.4 and 5.9.
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The shape functions (see Fleming et al. [69]) are defined in the crack tip coordinate system (fig.
3.7),

Ñ1 =
√
R sin

(
Θ

2

)
(4.24)

Ñ2 =
√
R cos

(
Θ

2

)

Ñ3 =
√
R sin

(
Θ

2

)
sin (Θ)

Ñ4 =
√
R cos

(
Θ

2

)
sin (Θ) .

Including near tip enrichment, the discrete expression of spatial virtual internal work (4.10) gets
an additional term,

w
int, h =

∫

Bt

∇xδϕ
h : σhdv

=

nel∑

e=1




∑

α∈N e

δϕα ·
∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
αdv +

∑

β∈N e
x

δϕβ ·
∫

Be
t

σh · ∇xN
β
dv (4.25)

+
∑

γ∈N e
t

4∑

ε

δϕ̃γε ·
[∫

Be
t

σh · ∇x

(
NγÑ ε

)]
dv



 ,

as well, as the discrete material virtual internal work (4.20) does,

W
int, h =

∫

B0

∇XδΦh : ΣhdV =: W
sur, h

=

nel∑

e=1




∑

α∈N e

δΦα ·
∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XNαdV +
∑

β∈N e
x

δΦ
β ·
∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XN
β
dV (4.26)

+
∑

γ∈N e
t

4∑

ε

δΦ̃
γε ·
[∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇X

(
NγÑ ε

)]
dV



 .

Being restricted to small strains, we have∇ = ∇x = ∇X , dv = dV .

The asymptotic near tip fields which are the base of the near tip enrichment are well known for
linear elasticity, only. In the geometrically nonlinear case, some authors propose enrichment
functions for Neo-Hooke materials (see e.g. [133][123]). In the present work, we implemented
the near tip enrichment scheme for the linear case, only (sec. 5.9).

Remark: In this work, we apply the near tip enrichment to nodes whose support contains a
crack tip. Alternatively, Fries and Belytschko [72] propose to enrich all nodes within a
circle of a certain radius, centered at the crack tip, similar to the method described in
section 5.8.2 for theIΓ-integral. This may especially improve the results in the case of a
crack tip located close to an element boundary.
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Figure 4.5: representation of a crack in classical FEM and X-FEM mesh

4.6 Material forces in standard FEM and X-FEM

Simulating the mechanical behaviour of a part under defined boundary conditions, we aim at a
solution which is independent of the numerical method and the type of approximation as well as
of the discretization (mesh independence) - within certainlimits of accuracy and discretization
errors. From that point of view it is of basic interest to compare the solutions of standard FEM
to those computed by the X-FEM.
The basic difference of the X-FEM in comparison to standard FEM is the introduction of dis-
continuous DOFs at nodes in the vicinity of a discontinuity which we have discussed at the
beginning of this chapter. The starting point of the FEM and X-FEM approximation, respec-
tively, is the discretization of the displacement variable,

ϕh
FEM =

∑

α∈N e

Nαϕα vs. ϕh
XFEM =

∑

α∈N e

Nαϕα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
ϕβ. (4.27)

This concept allows for the representation of the discontinuity without modelling it explicitly.
Figure 4.5 illustrates that difference which becomes evident by the structure of the FE mesh:
while the standard FEM mesh (fig. 4.5, LHS) has to be adapted tothe crack geometry, and thus
is modelling the crack faces as external boundaries , the X-FEM mesh (fig. 4.5, RHS) ’ignores’
the geometry of the crack because the discontinuity is incorporated in the discretization ansatz
(4.27).
Of course, we aim at a solution of the boundary value problem to be simulated which is inde-
pendent of the applied numerical method - within the limits of accuracy, discretization errors,
etc. Hence, simulating the same physical behaviour of a bodyunder a certain external load,
whether with FEM or X-FEM6, we expect about the same resulting displacements:

ϕh
FEM ≈ ϕh

XFEM . (4.28)

6Also the type of enrichment functionH , which may for example be a symmetric Haar function (4.2) or a
non-symmetric Heaviside function, must not influence the solution.
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Figure 4.6: nodal material forces of the same boundary valueproblem calculated with FEM
(LHS) and X-FEM (RHS) - nodal positions for both meshes coincide

As the calculated displacements at a certain point are (more orless) identical for both
concepts, the values depending on that primary variable at that pointdo also coincide quite
well, e.g. the deformation gradientF (2.3), the strain measures like the Green-Lagrange strain
tensorE (2.20) and the stresses, e.g. the Piola stressP (2.37), the Cauchy stressσ (2.41) and
the Eshelby stressΣ (2.42). The stress tensors, of course, also incorporate theconstitutive law.
Because this work is focusing on the Material Force Method, we are most curious to see how
the nodal material forces calculated by FEM and X-FEM do coincide. We have just confirmed
that, within certain limits of accuracy,the Eshelby stress tensor at a certain point has to be
identical for FEM and X-FEM . As the (standard) material force vector (4.21), withFsur, h =
Fint, h,

Fsur, h =

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XNαdV

has no explicit dependence upon the enrichment scheme7, the X-FEM leads to the same
(nodal) material forces as the standard FEM does. The material forces defined by equation
(4.21) include the material force at the crack tip which is energetically conjugate to a change of
the crack tip’s material position and thus represents a criterion for crack propagation.
After all, it is interesting to compare the results computedby standard FEM and X-FEM for an
identical geometry being subject to the same prescribed boundary displacements (the examples
of this section are for mode I conditions, similar to fig. 6.1). This is best possible, if the
nodal positions of both meshes do coincide, wherever possible, which is why we define a crack
lying completely in element boundaries with a node at the crack tip. Of course, the essential
difference between both discretizations is the modelling of the crack: with standard FEM we
have to model the crack explicitely, i.e. the upper and lowercrack faces have to be modelled as
external boundaries (fig. 6.10) such that each X-FEM node on the crack has to be compared to
two standard FEM nodes at (almost) the same position.

7Of course the calculation of the Eshelby stress tensor includes the X-FEM enrichment, but as mentioned above,
its value is independent of the enrichment scheme.
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Figure 4.7: nodal material forces of the same boundary valueproblem calculated with FEM
(LHS) and X-FEM (RHS) - nodal positions for both meshes donot coincide

As we have stated above, we get identical displacements for FEM and X-FEM, within the
range of accuracy. For a certain node this means that in the X-FEM case the sum of nodal
continuous and discontinuous DOFs equals the nodal DOF computed by standard FEM. Based
on the identical displacement fields, we calculate the Eshelby stress tensorsΣ at the Gauß points
leading to the material force vectors defined by eq. (4.21). Our present example takes advantage
of the fact that most nodes of the X-FEM mesh coincide exactlywith the standard FEM mesh.
Thus, figure 4.6 shows clearly that thenodal material forcesFsur, h calculated by FEM and
X-FEM, respectively, are identical. On the crack itself, two standard FEM nodes correspond
to one X-FEM node, such that the sum of the material forces at both standard FEM nodes is
equal to the material force vector at the corresponding X-FEM node.
In the more typical X-FEM case without nodes on the crack itself, the comparison with standard
FEM becomes more difficult but from figure 4.7 one can imagine that the sum of the material
forces distributed on the (four) nodes close to the crack tipin the case of X-FEM (fig. 4.7, RHS)
equals the quite singular material force at the crack tip node computed by standard FEM (fig.
4.7, LHS).

4.7 Remark on the discontinuous X-FEM enrichment func-
tion

In the present work we have chosen the symmetric Haar function (4.2),

H(d) =





1 for d > 0
0 for d = 0

− 1 for d < 0

as the X-FEM enrichment function, but any arbitrary discontinuous function can be used. An
alternative enrichment could be based on the non-symmetricHeaviside function

H̃(d) =

{
1 for d > 0
0 for d ≤ 0

.

In both casesd represents the distance of a point from the crack.
Figure 4.8 compares the material (standard) forcesFsur, h calculated with both enrichment
schemes, showing thatthe nodal material force vectors are independent of the enrichment
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function. Of course, this is also true for the primary variable, for the displacement field and for
stresses and strains.
As we have seen in section 4.4 the application of the X-FEM discretization to the expression
of material virtual internal work (4.20) automatically leads to a second (at least formally)
force-like quantity (4.22),

F
sur, h

=

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
0

Σh · ∇XN
β
dV.

Unlike the standard material force vectorFsur, h, F
sur, h

depends explicitely on the discon-
tinuous function. Figure 4.8 illustrates those nodal material force vectors for X-FEM enrich-
ment with the symmetric Haar function (LHS) and with the non-symmetric Heaviside function

(RHS). Obviously the valuesF
sur, h

depend on the choice of the step function of the discontin-
uous X-FEM enrichment such that for the mode I problem on which figure 4.8 is based, we get
a symmetric distribution for Haar enrichment but a non-symmetric distribution for Heaviside
enrichment.
Thus, we have to conclude thatdue to its dependence upon an arbitrary discontinuous en-
richment function, the value of F

sur, h
itself is somehow arbitrary and providesno ad-

ditional useful information . Maybe it represents nothing but a formally force-like quantity
without any practical meaning. What a pity!
We have seen that the (usual) nodal material forcesFsur, h calculated by the X-FEM are inde-
pendent of the choice of the discontinuous enrichment function and identical to the nodal forces
computed by standard FEM. On the other hand, the second force-like quantityF

sur, h
which

only appears for X-FEM discretization depends explicitelyon the chosen step function. This
direct comparison is only possible if the nodal positions ofFEM and X-FEM mesh coincide
which in our example leads to the atypical X-FEM case where nodes are located directly at the
crack tip and on the crack faces.
For a general X-FEM mesh, we have no node at the crack tip and nonodes on the crack
faces such that the problem arises to compute the resulting material force at the crack tip.
This problem will be discussed in section 6.2. However, the resulting material (standard) force
vector at the crack tip corresponds to the vectorial J-integral and thus represents a criterion for
crack propagation.
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Fsur, h - (standard) material forces - values areindependent of the enrichment function

F
sur, h

- (enriched) material forces - valuesdepend on enrichment function

symmetric Haar function
enrichment

non-symmetric Heaviside function
enrichment

Figure 4.8: (standard) material forcesFsur, h (4.21) and (enriched) material forcesF
sur, h

(4.22) computed by X-FEM withsymmetric Haar function H enrichment (LHS) andnon-
symmetric Heaviside functionH̃ enrichment (RHS)



Chapter 5

Numerical Implementation

In this chapter, we will present the computer implementation of the solution of the spatial mo-
tion problem, based on its linearized form1 (2.108) and the post-processing step for the calcu-
lation of the nodal material force vectors. The spatial discretization is done by the X-FEM as
presented in chapter 4, while for all finite elements which are not touched by the crack this is
reduced to a standard FEM approach
For details of the (standard) FEM implementation see e.g. the comprehensive textbooks of
Hughes [94] and Wriggers [213] or the lecture notes of Kuhl [109].

Remark: In chapter 4 we defined the setN of all nodes of the finite element mesh, the subset
Nx of discontinuously enriched nodes and the subsetNt of nodes with crack tip enrich-
ment withNx ∩ Nt = ∅. On the element level, the corresponding sets areN e, N e

x and
N e
t . Each 2d Q1 element consists of 4 nodes.All, some or noneof those nodes can be

enriched by a step function or by asymptotic near tip functions, respectively.
If at least one of an element’s nodes is enriched by a step function, we formally enrich all
four nodes. Therefore, having one standard DOF and one discontinuously enriched DOF
per node and spatial direction, a four noded element has in sum 16 DOFs. We call those
formally enriched DOFs which are finally eliminated by boundary conditions,dummy
DOFs. Elements containing at least one node with dummy DOFs are called blending or
transitional elements. In analogy, we define blending elements and dummy DOFs if at
least one node of an element is enriched by crack tip functions.
Finally, a 2d Q1 element containing at least one node with discontinuous enrichment and
at least one node with crack tip enrichment has in sum 48 DOFs:per node and spatial
direction one standard DOF, one discontinuously enriched DOF and 4 DOFs with crack
tip enrichment. Remember, we never enrich a certain node by astep function and by
crack tip functions simultaneously2 which is why a certain amount of those 48 DOFs is
always classified as dummy DOFs.

1An alternative strategy is to discretize first and linearizethe discrete spatial motion problem in the second step.
Especially for structural elements like shells and beams the second way is the only one leading to correct results.

2Otherwise, that node would carry twice a discontinuous enrichment as the crack tip enrichment also consists
of a discontinuous contribution.

83
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ξ

η

xe(ξ)Xe(ξ)

ϕ

Φ

Jξ→xJξ→X

F , J

f , j

Be0 Bet

Figure 5.1: discretization in finite elements and mapping toreference element

Initially, the computational domainBt is discretized bynel bilinear quadrilateral Q1 finite ele-
mentsBet (fig. 5.1),

Bt =

nel⋃

e=1

Bet . (5.1)

Additionally, a piecewise linear initial crack is defined byits corner points. Hence, the numer-
ical procedure starts by identifyingwhich elements are touched or cut by the pre-defined
crack and by activating the additional X-FEM degrees of freedom atnodes whose support is
cut by the crack (fig. 4.2). In the case of crack propagation the set of enriched nodes is updated
during a post-processing step.

Remark: Assuming aplane strain state, the component matrices of the tensors of stress, strain
and of the deformation gradient in Cartesian coordinates have in general a 3d format,

[σij ] =



σxx σxy 0
σyx σyy 0
0 0 σzz


 , [Eij ] =



Exx Exy 0
Eyx Eyy 0
0 0 0


 , [Fij ] =



Fxx Fxy 0
Fyx Fyy 0
0 0 1


 .

(5.2)
Essentially, in a plane strain state no displacement inz-direction is allowed such that the
(spatial and material)z-coordinate of a material point remains fixed,ϕz = const. and
Φz = const., respectively. Hence, the variations and linearizations of those coordinates
have to vanish,δϕz = ∆ϕz = δΦz = ∆Φz = 0, thezz-components of all strain mea-
sures, whether linear or nonlinear, and thezz-components of the displacement gradient
are equal to zero,Ezz = 0, uz,z = 0 andεzz = 0. Thezz-components of the deforma-
tion gradient as well as of the right and left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor are equal
to one,Fzz = 1, Czz = 1 andbzz = 1 while the stress tensors have always a non-zero
zz-component,σzz 6= 0, Pzz 6= 0 andΣzz 6= 0. Due to the zero- and one-components of
the previously mentioned tensors, most equations may be reduced to their 2d formats.
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Figure 5.2: bilinear quadrilateral finite element (Q1, reference element)

5.1 Extended Finite Element Approximation

The linear shape functions of a standard Q1 finite element,

N1 = 1/4(1 − ξ)(1 − η), (5.3)

N2 = 1/4(1 + ξ)(1 − η),

N3 = 1/4(1 + ξ)(1 + η),

N4 = 1/4(1 − ξ)(1 + η),

are defined on the 4-noded 2d quadrilateral reference element sketched in figure 5.2, such that
the shape functionNα, attached to theα-th node, has a value of1 at theα-th node itself and a
value of zero at all other nodes in the computational domain.The mapping (fig. 5.1) of each
element, whether deformed and defined in actual coordinatesx or undeformed and defined in
material coordinatesX, to the reference element (fig. 5.2) defined in coordinatesξ allows for
the representation of arbitrary (in our case quadrilateral) element geometries.
In order to avoid confusion, we denote thenodal indices by numbers or Greek letters, re-
spectively (Nα ∈ {N1, N2, ...}), while theCartesian components of vectors and tensors are
specified (throughout this chapter) by indices in Latin letters or with x, y, respectively
(ϕi ∈ {ϕx, ϕy}, σij ∈ {σxx, σxy, ...}).

The X-FEM defines additional, discontinuously enriched DOFs at nodes in the vicinity of the
crack3 (fig. 4.2), which are attached to additional shape functions, defined as the standard shape
functions (5.3) times a step function. In our case, we use thesymmetric Haar functionH eq.

3An additional enrichment of nodes close to the crack tip, based on the asymptotic near tip fields, is possible.
Its implementation is presented in section 5.9.
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(4.2),

N
1

= 1/4H(1 − ξ)(1 − η), (5.4)

N
2

= 1/4H(1 + ξ)(1 − η),

N
3

= 1/4H(1 + ξ)(1 + η),

N
4

= 1/4H(1 − ξ)(1 + η).

Hence, also the approximation of the enriched DOFs forms a partition of unity. All values
attached to the discontinuous X-FEM enrichment, like the shape functionsN

α
or the enriched

DOFsϕα, are endowed with an overline.
A 2d Q1 element consists of 4 nodes defining the set of nodesN e = {1, 2, 3, 4} (|N e| = 4).
If at least one node of an element is enriched by a step function, all nodes of that element are
formally treated as enriched nodes, whether with real or dummy DOFs. Therefore, the element
set of discontinuously enriched nodes is defined asN e

x = {1, 2, 3, 4} (|N e
x | = 4). Finally, the

spatial deformation map (4.4) may be arranged as a matrix-vector product,

ϕh =

[
ϕx
ϕy

]h
=
∑4

α=1N
αϕα +

∑4
α=1N

α
ϕα =

[
N1 0 N

1
0 N2 0 N

2
0 N3 0 N

3
0 N4 0 N

4
0

0 N1 0 N
1

0 N2 0 N
2

0 N3 0 N
3

0 N4 0 N
4

]
·




ϕ1
x

ϕ1
y

ϕ1
x

ϕ1
y

ϕ2
x

ϕ2
y

ϕ2
x

ϕ2
y

ϕ3
x

ϕ3
y

ϕ3
x

ϕ3
y

ϕ4
x

ϕ4
y

ϕ4
x

ϕ4
y




= N · ϕ∗
e, (5.5)

whereN denotes the matrix of nodal shape functions given by eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) andϕ∗
e rep-

resents theelement vector of nodal spatial coordinates, i.e. of nodal DOFs. The derivatives
of the shape functions with respect toξ andη,

N,ξ =

[
N1,ξ N2,ξ N3,ξ N4,ξ N

1
,ξ N

2
,ξ N

3
,ξ N

4
,ξ

N1,η N2,η N3,η N4,η N
1
,η N

2
,η N

3
,η N

4
,η

]
(5.6)

=




-1
4
(1- η) 1

4
(1- η) 1

4
(1+η) -1

4
(1+ η) -1

4
H(1- η) 1

4
H(1- η) 1

4
H(1+η) -1

4
H(1+η)

-1
4
(1- ξ) -1

4
(1+ ξ) 1

4
(1+ ξ) 1

4
(1- ξ) -1

4
H(1- ξ) -1

4
H(1+ ξ) 1

4
H(1+ ξ) 1

4
H(1- ξ)
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are needed for the calculation of the discrete Jacobian matrix Jh

ξ→x, describing the transition
from the spatial coordinates to the reference element (figs.5.1 and 5.2). The X-FEM approxi-
mation of the transposed Jacobian matrix and its matrix-vector formulation are given by

J
t, h

ξ→x
=

[
ϕx,ξ ϕy,ξ
ϕx,η ϕy,η

]h

=
4∑

α=1

[
Nα,ξ ϕ

α
x Nα,ξ ϕ

α
y

Nα,η ϕ
α
x Nα,η ϕ

α
y

]
+

4∑

α=1

[
N
α
,ξ ϕ

α
x N

α
,ξ ϕ

α
y

N
α
,η ϕ

α
x N

α
,η ϕ

α
y

]

= N ,ξ ·ϕ3

e (5.7)

with theelement matrix of nodal DOFs

ϕ3

e =




ϕ1
x ϕ1

y

ϕ2
x ϕ2

y

ϕ3
x ϕ3

y

ϕ4
x ϕ4

y

ϕ1
x ϕ1

y

ϕ2
x ϕ2

y

ϕ3
x ϕ3

y

ϕ4
x ϕ4

y




. (5.8)

Within one iteration step, the nodal DOFs are constants suchthat only the shape functions
are concerned by the derivatives.
Replacing the matrixϕ3

e by a matrixX3

e with the material nodal coordinates of the element, the
(transposed) Jacobian matrix for the transformation of thematerial coordinates to the reference
element can be generated in analogy to eq. (5.7),

J
t, h

ξ→X
= N ,ξ ·X3

e . (5.9)

In the case of an initially closed crack, the enriched material nodal DOFs are equal to zero,

X3

e =




X1 Y 1

X2 Y 2

X3 Y 3

X4 Y 4

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0




. (5.10)

In order toapproximate the gradientswith respect to the spatial coordinates
[
x y

]
, e.g. the

(transposed) gradient of the test function (4.9),

∇t
xδϕ

h =

[
δϕx,x δϕy,x
δϕx,y δϕy,y

]h

=

4∑

α=1

[
Nα,x δϕ

α
x Nα,x δϕ

α
y

Nα,y δϕ
α
x Nα,y δϕ

α
y

]
+

4∑

α=1

[
N
α
,x δϕ

α
x N

α
,x δϕ

α
y

N
α
,y δϕ

α
x N

α
,y δϕ

α
y

]

= N ,x ·δϕ3

e , (5.11)
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(with δϕ3

e in analogy to (5.8)) we need the derivatives of the shape functions with respect to the
spatial coordinates, which are total derivatives as the test functions depend explicitely onξ and
η,

N ,x =

[
N1,x N2,x N3,x N4,x N

1
,x N

2
,x N

3
,x N

4
,x

N1,y N2,y N3,y N4,y N
1
,y N

2
,y N

3
,y N

4
,y

]
=

[
N1,ξξ,x+N1,ηη,x N2,ξξ,x+N2,ηη,x N3,ξξ,x+N3,ηη,x N4,ξξ,x+N4,ηη,x N

1
,ξξ,x+N

1
,ηη,x ...

N1,ξξ,y+N1,ηη,y ...

]
=

[
ξ,x η,x
ξ,y η,y

]h
· N ,ξ = J

−t, h
ξ→x

· N ,ξ . (5.12)

The inverse transposed Jacobian matrixJ
−t, h
ξ→x

is generated by numerical inversion ofJ
t, h

ξ→x
(5.7). For the numerical approximation of material gradients, we need the material Jacobian
matrixJ

t, h

ξ→X
(5.9), such that the discrete (transposed) deformation gradient (4.8) is calculated

as follows:

F t, h = ∇t

Xϕh =

[
ϕx,X ϕy,X
ϕx,Y ϕy,Y

]h
= N ,X ·ϕ3

e (5.13)

with the element matrix of nodal spatial coordinatesϕ3

e (5.8) and the matrixN ,X of deriva-
tives of the shape functions with respect to the material coordinate which is calculated in anal-
ogy to eq. (5.12),

N ,X = J
−t, h
ξ→X

· N ,ξ . (5.14)

(Assuming a plane strain state, there is also a componentFzz = 1 of the deformation gradient.)

We finally define some matrices, re-arranging the derivatives of the nodal shape functions:

∇xN
α =

[
Nα,x Nα,y

]t
, ∇xN

α
=
[
N
α
,x N

α
,y
]t
, (5.15)

Bα =




Nα,x 0
0 Nα,y

Nα,y 0
0 Nα,x


 , B

α
=




N
α
,x 0

0 N
α
,y

N
α
,y 0

0 N
α
,x


 . (5.16)

Furthermore, the sub-matricesBα andB
α

may be arranged in the so-called B-matrix

B =
[

B1 B
1

B2 B
2

B3 B
3

B4 B
4
]

=




N1,x 0 N
1
,x 0 N2,x ... 0

0 N1,y 0 N
1
,y ... N

4
,y

N1,y 0 N
1
,y 0 0

0 N1,x 0 N
1
,x ... N

4
,x


 . (5.17)

Those matrix representations will be useful below.
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5.1.1 X-FEM approximation of the spatial weak form - vector of spatial
internal forces

We start with the spatial weak form (2.98) in index notation,

w
int =

∫

Bt

δϕi,j σijdv =

∫

∂Bt
t

δϕitida = w
sur. (5.18)

Applying the FE discretization to the integral equation (5.18), the integral over the complete
domainBt has to be expressed as the sum of the integrals over the element domainsBet

∫

Bt

• dv =

nel∑

e=1

∫

Be
t

• dv.

Therefore, we formulate the X-FEM approximation on theelement levelwhich will finally be
assembled to global equations. With the index representation of the discrete spatial gradient
(5.11),

δϕhi ,j =

4∑

α=1

Nα,j δϕ
α
i +

4∑

α=1

N
α
,j δϕ

α
i (5.19)

and considering the symmetryσxy = σyx of the Cauchy stress tensor, the spatial virtual internal
work is discretized as follows:

w
int, h
e =

∫

Be
t

4∑

α=1

Nα,j δϕ
α
i σijdv +

∫

Be
t

4∑

α=1

N
α
,j δϕ

α
i σijdv

=

4∑

α=1

δϕαi

∫

Be
t

Nα,j σijdv +

4∑

α=1

δϕαi

∫

Be
t

N
α
,j σijdv

= δϕ∗
e

∫

Be
t

Bt · σ∗dv

= δϕ∗
e · fint, he (5.20)

with the (16 × 1) element vector of nodal virtual displacements

δϕ∗
e =

[
δϕ1

x δϕ1
y δϕ1

x δϕ1
y δϕ2

x ...
]t
. (5.21)

The Cauchy stress is arranged as a vector,

σ∗ =




σxx
σyy
σxy
σyx




h

(5.22)

and for a Neo-Hooke material its components are calculated based on eq. (2.53).
The global formulation of eq. (5.20) reads

w
int, h =

nel
A
e=1

δϕ∗
e · fint, he = δϕ∗ · fint, h (5.23)
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with theglobal vector of spatial nodal internal forces

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

fint, he =

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
t

Bt · σ∗dv. (5.24)

and theglobal vector of nodal virtual displacementsδϕ∗, whose structure corresponds to eq.
(5.21), ordered by global node numbers.

The discrete spatial virtual surface or external work is developed including eq. (5.5) (adapted
to δϕh)

w
sur, h
e =

∫

∂Be
t

4∑

α=1

Nαδϕαi tida+

∫

∂Be
t

4∑

α=1

N
α
δϕαi tida

=

4∑

α=1

δϕαi

∫

∂Be
t

Nαtida+

4∑

α=1

δϕαi

∫

∂Be
t

N
α
tida

= δϕ∗
e

∫

∂Be
t

N t · ttda

= δϕ∗
e · fsur, he (5.25)

with the matrix of shape functions defined by eq. (5.5) and thevector of surface tractions
tt =

[
tx ty

]t
. Applying a numerical integration procedure to the boundary integral, the

surface traction vector has to be evaluated at the integration points. Assembling the element
values, we get the global form

w
sur, h =

nel
A
e=1

δϕ∗
e · fsur, he = δϕ∗ · fsur, h (5.26)

with theglobal vector of spatial nodal surface forces

fsur, h =

nel
A
e=1

fsur, he =

nel
A
e=1

∫

∂Be
t

N t · ttda. (5.27)

If only nodalexternal forces are prescribed as boundary conditions, theglobal vector of nodal
forcesfsur, h is defined directly, with no need of integration and assembly.

5.1.2 X-FEM approximation of the linearized spatial weak form - tangent
stiffness matrix

Initially, we rewrite thelinearized form of the spatial (virtual) internal work (2.108) in index
notation,

∆w
int =

∫

Bt

[∆ϕk,i δϕk,j σij + δϕl,m Elmop∆ϕo,p ] dv. (5.28)
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With δϕhi ,j (5.19), the corresponding expression for∆ϕhi ,j and applying the symmetry of the
Cauchy stress tensorσij = σji, the discretized form reads

∆w
int, h
e =

∫

Be
t

[
4∑

α=1

Nα,i ∆ϕ
α
k

4∑

β=1

Nβ,j δϕ
β
kσji

]
dv +

∫

Be
t

[
4∑

α=1

N
α
,i ∆ϕ

α
k

4∑

β=1

N
β
,j δϕ

β
kσji

]
dv +

∫

Be
t

[
4∑

β=1

Nβ ,m δϕ
β
l Elmop

4∑

α=1

Nα,p ∆ϕαo

]
dv +

∫

Be
t

[
4∑

β=1

N
β
,m δϕ

β
l Elmop

4∑

α=1

N
α
,p ∆ϕαo

]
dv

= δϕ∗
e ·
∫

Be
t

kedv · ∆ϕ∗
e

= δϕ∗
e · Ke · ∆ϕ∗

e (5.29)

with the(16 × 1) element vectors of nodal valuesδϕ∗
e (5.21) and

∆ϕ∗
e =

[
∆ϕ1

x ∆ϕ1
y ∆ϕ1

x ∆ϕ1
y ∆ϕ2

x ...
]t
. (5.30)

Ke represents the element stiffness matrix

Ke =

∫

Be
t

kedv (5.31)

with the integrand

ke =




k11 k12 k13 k14

k21 k22 k23 k24

k31 k32 k33 k34

k41 k42 k43 k44


 (5.32)

composed of sub-matrices related to the element nodesα andβ

kαβ = kαβgeo + k
αβ
mat (5.33)

with

kαβgeo =

[
∇t

xNα · σ · ∇xNβ, ∇t
xNα · σ · ∇xN

β

∇t
xN

α · σ · ∇xNβ, ∇t
xN

α · σ · ∇xN
β

]
(5.34)

k
αβ
mat =

[
[Bα]t · Ẽ · Bβ, [Bα]t · Ẽ · Bβ

[B
α
] · Ẽ · Bβ, [B

α
]t · Ẽ · Bβ

]
, (5.35)

including the definitions (5.15) and (5.16). The material contribution to the element stiffness
matrix (5.31) may also be expressed in terms of the above defined matrixB (5.17):

Ke mat =

∫

Be
t

Bt · Ẽ · Bdv. (5.36)
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In the framework of the Voigt matrix-vector notation, the fourth order Eulerian elasticity tensor
E (2.54) can be regrouped to a 2d matrix, using the major (Eijkl = Eklij) and minor symmetries
(Eijkl = Ejikl = Eijlk = Ejilk) of the tensor and the fact that most of its components are equal to
zero. Thus, the 2d elasticity matrix in eq. (5.35) is

Ẽ =




λ2 + 2µ2 λ2 0 0
λ2 λ2 + 2µ2 0 0
0 0 µ2 µ2

0 0 µ2 µ2


 , (5.37)

with

λ2 =
λ

Jh
, µ2 =

µ− λ lnJh

Jh
, (5.38)

where
Jh = det

(
F h
)

= det
(
F t, h

)
(5.39)

represents the discrete Jacobian determinant (determinant of the deformation gradient (5.13))4.
The assembly operator (4.13) describes the transition fromlocal to global vectors and matrices
such that the global version of eq. (5.29) reads

∆w
int, h =

nel
A
e=1

δϕ∗
e · Ke · ∆ϕ∗

e = δϕ∗ · K · ∆ϕ∗ (5.40)

with theglobal stiffness matrix

K =

nel
A
e=1

Ke =

nel
A
e=1

∫

Be
t

kedv. (5.41)

δϕ∗ denotes theglobal vector of nodal virtual displacementswhile ∆ϕ∗ stands for theglobal
update vector, i.e. the updates of the nodal spatial coordinates in each iteration step. The
structure of both corresponds to eqs. (5.21) and (5.30) but now including the values of all
global nodes and ordered according to the global node numbers. Having|N | global nodes and
|Nx| of those enriched by the X-FEM5, in 2d the global vectors of nodal values have the size
(2 |N | + 2 |Nx|) × 1 while the dimension of the global stiffness matrix is(2 |N | + 2 |Nx|) ×
(2 |N |+ 2 |Nx|).

Remark: The Voigt notation simplifies equations containing fourth order tensors by taking
advantage of symmetries and zero-components of such a tensor. Hence, the transition
from the fourth order elasticity tensorE (2.54) to the elasticity matrix̃E (5.37) allows
for a more readable matrix vector notation. For products with the Cauchy and Eshelby
stress tensor, respectively, there is no real advantage of the Voigt notation, as those stress
tensors are of second order, anyway [109].

4The determinant of a matrixA is equal to the determinant of the transposed matrixAt, detA = detAt.
5N denotes the set of all nodes of the finite element mesh whileNx denotes the subset of discontinuously

enriched nodes.
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5.2 Numerical integration

The numerical integration is performed on the reference elementB2 (fig. 5.2) which is why the
integrals have to be mapped fromBet to B2 by multiplying the integrand with the determinant
of the Jacobian matrix6 J

t, h

ξ→x
(5.7),

∫

Be
t

• dv =

∫

B2

• det(J t, h

ξ→x
)dξdηdζ. (5.42)

For the computation of the integrals, we apply the Gaussian quadrature which approximates the
integral by the sum over the integrands evaluated at the quadrature pointsξgp multiplied by a
weighting factorwgp. For details see e.g. the Finite Element textbook of Hughes [94].
Hence, after numerical integration, the discrete form of the global stiffness matrix (5.41) reads

K =

nel
A
e=1

∑

gp

[ke]gp detJ t, h

ξ→x
wgp (5.43)

and the discrete global vector of internal forces (5.24) follows as,

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

gp

[
Bt · σ∗]

gp
detJ t, h

ξ→x
wgp. (5.44)

The subscript[•]gp indicates evaluation of the expression in brackets at the quadrature points
ξgp.

As we restrict the externally applied forces to prescribed nodal forces, the components of the
(discrete) global vector of surface forcesfsur, h (5.27) are directly defined as boundary condi-
tions. Thus, the boundary integral in eq. (5.27) does not have to be evaluated. (For none of the
numerical examples presented in chapter 6 external nodal forces are defined,fsur, h = 0, but
only nodal displacements are prescribed as boundary conditions.)
For elements penetrated by the crack(fig. 4.2), the domainB2 of the reference element is
divided into two parts, i.e. one polygon withH = 1 and the other one withH = −1 (4.2).
Because the numerical integration over a triangle is easierthan over an arbitrary polygon, both
polygons are divided into a set of sub-trianglesBtr, where the centroid of each polygon repre-
sents one of the corner-points of each sub-triangle (fig. 5.3). It is important to note that this is
not a remeshingprocedure in the sense of the FEM butonly a partition of the integration
domain.
The transition from a sub-triangle in the quadrilateral reference elementB2 to the reference
triangleB△ sketched in figure 5.3 needs another Jacobian matrix7, Jh

r→ξ.

6Remember: the determinant of a matrix is equal to the determinant of the transposed of that matrix.
7A direct mapping from physical coordinates to the referencetriangle would also be possible, including the

definition of a JacobianJh
r→x.
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Figure 5.3: numerical integration on sub triangles for elements penetrated by the crack
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Figure 5.4: linear triangular reference finite element
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The shape functions of the linear reference triangle (fig. 5.4) are

N1
tr = 1 − r − s, N2

tr = r, N3
tr = s. (5.45)

In analogy to eq. (5.7) the (transposed) discrete Jacobian matrix is computed as

J
t, h

r→ξ
=

[
ξ,r η,r
ξ,s η,s

]
= N tr,r ·ξ3 (5.46)

with the derivatives of the shape functions

N tr,r =

[
N1
tr,r N2

tr,r N3
tr,r

N1
tr,s N2

tr,s N3
tr,s

]
=

[
−1 1 0
−1 0 1

]
, (5.47)

which are constants, and the matrix of nodal coordinates of the actual sub-triangle in the quadri-
lateral reference (!) elementB2 (fig. 5.3),

ξ3 =



ξ1 η1

ξ2 η2

ξ3 η3


 . (5.48)

Finally, when integrating over the reference triangleB△, the integrands of eqs. (5.43) and (5.44)
have to be multiplied by detJ

t, h

r→ξ
(5.46) and the weighting functionswgp of the Gaussian

quadrature for a quadrilateral are replaced by weightswtr for a triangle, such that the discrete
global stiffness matrix to be implemented in the case of a sub-triangulated element reads

K =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[ke]tr detJ t, h

ξ→x
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr (5.49)

and the discrete global vector of internal forces follows as,

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt · σ∗]

tr
detJ t, h

ξ→x
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr. (5.50)

As indicated by the subscript[•]tr, the integrands are evaluated at the quadrature points of the
reference triangle which are transformed to the coordinates of the reference quadrilateral by the
following operation

ξtrgp = N tr · ξ∗ (5.51)

with

N tr =

[
N1
tr 0 N2

tr 0 N3
tr 0

0 N1
tr 0 N2

tr 0 N3
tr

]
(5.52)

and the vector of nodal coordinates of the sub-triangle expressed in the coordinatesξ = [ξ η] of
the Q1 reference element,

ξ∗ =




ξ1

η1

ξ2

η2

ξ3

η3



. (5.53)
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For the sub-triangles, there are no more enriched DOFs as those triangles are always located on
one side of the crack, only, such that there is no discontinuity inside a triangle.

5.3 Resulting discrete spatial motion problem

With w
h = w

int, h − w
sur, h we get with (5.23) and (5.26)

δϕ∗ ·
[
fint, h − fsur, h

]
= 0 (5.54)

and for an arbitrary spatial variationδϕ∗ it follows that

fint, h − fsur, h = 0 (5.55)

which is a system of nonlinear equations for the unknown placementsϕ,

R
h(ϕ) = fint, h(ϕ) − fsur, h(ϕ) = 0 (5.56)

that can be solved e.g. by the Newton-Raphson method, emanating from a Taylor series devel-
oped atϕn:

R
h(ϕn + ∆ϕ) = R

h(ϕn) +
∂Rh

∂ϕ

∣∣∣∣
ϕn

· ∆ϕ∗ + O(ϕn) =

R
h(ϕn) + K(ϕn) · ∆ϕ∗ + O(ϕn) = 0. (5.57)

Neglecting the errorO(ϕn) leads to an iterative algorithm where the update of the solution
vector, i.e. of the vector of nodal DOFs in each iteration step, is calculated by inverting the
stiffness matrixK(ϕn) (5.41):

∆ϕ∗ = −K−1(ϕh) · Rh(ϕn) (5.58)

with the updated vector of nodal DOFs

ϕn+1 = ϕn + ∆ϕ∗. (5.59)

In the case of asub-triangulated element, the resultingdiscrete equations to be implemented
for the solution of the spatial motion problem are:

K =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[ke]tr detJ t, h

ξ→x
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt · σ∗]

tr
detJ t, h

ξ→x
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr

fsur, h as prescribed boundary conditions

⇒ ∆ϕ∗ = −K−1 ·
[
fint, h − fsur, h

]
= −K−1 · Rh

ϕn+1 = ϕn + ∆ϕ∗

sub − triangulated element
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.5: elements without enriched nodes (a), fully enriched sub-triangulated elements (b)
and blending elements (c) consisting of enriched nodes• and nodes with dummy DOFs◦,
simultaneously

Despite the prescribed external nodal forcesfsur, h, prescribed nodal displacementsϕ∗ (includ-
ing fixed nodes) have to be considered when solving the equation system. We have convergence,
if the norm ||Rh|| of the residual vector becomes lower than a certain convergence criterion.
For the calculation of that norm only nodal DOFs without prescribed boundary conditions are
considered.

5.4 Standard Finite Element Approximation

The discrete equations provided above correspond to anelement penetrated by the crack
which is therefore subdivided into triangles for purpose of numerical integration (fig. 5.5,
b). But that type of element represents the minority of the set of finite elements in the discrete
computational domain.
Figure 5.5 shows the possibilities we have: Despite the triangulated elements, there areel-
ements with enriched nodes but without triangulation (fig. 5.5, c) which means that the
element is located completely on one side of the crack. In general such an element contains
enriched nodes, i.e. nodes whose support is cut by the crack (marked by a black circle in the
figure) and nodes which are not enriched. We call those elementsblending elements.
Formally, we have only elements where all four nodes are enriched (i.e. 4 nodes× 4 nodal
DOFs= 16 element DOFs) and standard elements without enriched nodes(i.e. 4 × 2 = 8
element DOFs). Hence, the unenriched nodes of blending elements (marked by a white circle
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in fig. 5.5) are formally treated like enriched nodes but the corresponding DOFs are eliminated
by boundary conditions. We call those DOFs which are finally blocked,dummy DOFs and
they do not contribute to the residual vectorR

h (5.56).
A special treatment of blending elements as mentioned in section 4.1 was not applied here. For
elements blending crack tip enriched elements with unenriched standard finite elements, one of
those previously described methods could improve the quality of the approximation within the
blending elements and lead to a better convergence [15]. Fora blending elementthe element
contributions to the global stiffness matrixK and the global internal force vectorfint, h are
given by equations (5.43) and (5.44), respectively. The third set of elements, which normally
represents the majority, is built bystandard finite elements, i.e. elements without enriched
nodes as sketched in figure 5.5 (a). Formally, those elementscan contain nodes with dummy
DOFs but those are simply ignored. Equations (5.43) and (5.44) are still valid, but the contribu-
tions of the enriched shape functions have to be eliminated such that (5.34), (5.35) and (5.17)
are reduced to

kαβgeo =
[
∇t

xNα · σ · ∇xNβ
]
, k

αβ
mat =

[
[Bα]t · Ẽ · Bβ

]
, B =

[
B1B2B3B4

]
. (5.60)

The nodal vectors (5.21) and (5.30), are reduced to standardDOFs,

δϕ∗
e =

[
δϕ1

x δϕ1
y δϕ2

x δϕ2
y δϕ3

x δϕ3
y δϕ4

x δϕ4
y

]t
, (5.61)

∆ϕ∗
e =

[
∆ϕ1

x ∆ϕ1
y ∆ϕ2

x ∆ϕ2
y ∆ϕ3

x ∆ϕ3
y ∆ϕ4

x ∆ϕ4
y

]t
(5.62)

and again the nodal values are assembled to global matrices and vectors as before, according to
the corresponding global nodes numbers.

K =

nel
A
e=1

∑

gp

[ke]gp detJ t, h

ξ→x
wgp

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

gp

[
Bt · σ∗]

gp
detJ t, h

ξ→x
wgp

with (5.17) and (5.32)-(5.35) forblending elementsand
(5.32)-(5.33) and (5.60) forstandard elements

5.5 Identification of enriched nodes

The first X-FEM preprocessor steps after the generation of the mesh and the definition of the
piecewise linear crack are the determination of the intersection points of the crack with the el-
ement boundaries and the identification of the nodes to be enriched with discontinuous DOFs.
For each linear crack segment, a normal vector is defined suchthat all of those normal vectors
are pointing to the same side of the crack.
When not including crack tip enrichment, the crack always ends on an element bound-
ary8. All nodes whose support is cut by the crack get one extra DOF per spatial direction (i.e.

8If the crack definition ends inside an element, the crack is automatically stretched to the next element boundary
by the X-FEM approximation (4.4).
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nodes with near tip enrichment

nodes enriched with step function

a) without near tip enrichment b) with near tip enrichment

Figure 5.6: X-FEM with standard discontinuous enrichment only (a) and including near tip
enrichment (b)

for a 2d problem two additional DOFs per node) in order to model the discontinuity represent-
ing the crack (fig. 5.6, a).
For each node, we determine the normal distance vector to theclosest crack segment and calcu-
late the scalar product of that distance vector with the previously defined normal vector to that
segment (fig. 5.7). The sign of that scalar product gives us the value of the Haar function (4.2),
attached to a certain node.H = +1 means that the node under consideration is located on the
side of the positive normal vector to the crack,H = −1 stands for a node on the other side of
the crack.
However, only nodes whose supports9 are cut by the crack are taken as enriched nodes, such
that we get a narrow tube of enriched nodes enclosing the crack (fig. 5.6). Nodes belonging
to an element with at least one enriched node but whose support is not cut by the crack are
endowed with dummy DOFs (see section 5.4).
If we includecrack tip enrichment (sec. 5.9), the nodes of the element containing the crack tip
are enriched with the asymptotic near tip field butnot with the standard discontinuous enrich-
ment (fig. 5.6, b). In case of a crack ending on an element boundary, the nodes of both elements
touched get a near tip enrichment.

5.6 Post-processing: nodal material forces

The material weak form (2.104),

W
int =

∫

B0

δΦi,Xj
ΣijdV =

∫

∂Bt
0

δΦiTidA = W
sur, (5.63)

9support: domain in which the nodal shape function is unequalto zero
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1 2

34

n

d2

d4

H = sign(d2 · n) = −1

H = sign(d4 · n) = +1

Figure 5.7: determination of the value of the Haar function attached to a node: scalar product
of distance vector and normal vector

is discretized in analogy to eq. (5.20),

W
int h
e =

4∑

α=1

δΦα
i

∫

Be
0

Nα,Xj
ΣijdV +

4∑

α=1

δΦ
α

i

∫

Be
0

N
α
,Xj

ΣijdV

= δΦ∗
e

∫

Be
0

Bt
0 · Σ∗dV

= δΦ∗
e · Fint, h

e , (5.64)

with

Fsur, h
e = Fint, h

e =

∫

Be
0

Bt
0 · Σ∗dV. (5.65)

The components of the matrix

B0 =




N1,X 0 N
1
,X 0 N2,X ... 0

0 N1,Y 0 N
1
,Y ... N

4
,Y

N1,Y 0 N
1
,Y 0 0

0 N1,X 0 N
1
,X ... N

4
,X


 (5.66)

are calculated by eq. (5.14). The discrete Eshelby stress tensor is regrouped to a vector repre-
senting the Voigt notation,

Σ∗ =




Σxx

Σyy

Σxy

Σyx




h

, (5.67)

whose components are calculated based on eq. (2.42) including (2.30) and (2.37). For a Neo-
Hookean material, the stored energy is defined by (2.43).
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Numerical integration and assembly of the element vectors (5.65) provide the final discrete form
of theglobal vector of nodal material forces,

Fsur, h = Fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt

0 · Σ∗]
tr

detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr. (5.68)

The transition from the material configuration to the reference element is considered by the
determinant of the Jacobian matrixJ

t, h

ξ→X
(5.9). For blending or standard elements eq. (5.68)

is simplified similar to the equations provided in section 5.4.

5.7 Geometrically linear theory

The expressions of virtual workwint andw
sur (5.18) are also valid for the geometrically linear

theory.
For the calculation of the discrete residual vector (5.56),we have to discretize the internal force
vector of the linear theory in analogy to (5.50)10,

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt

0 · σ∗]
tr

detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr, (5.69)

while the vector of nodal surface forcesfsur, h is again prescribed as a boundary condition, such
that the corresponding boundary integral does not have to beevaluated. The discrete stress
vector is calculated as

σ∗ =




σxx
σyy
σxy
σyx




h

= Ẽ
lin · ∇u∗ (5.70)

with the fourth order linear elasticity tensor (2.119) which is rearranged as a 2d matrix in Voigt
notation11,

Ẽ
lin

=




λ+ 2µ λ 0 0
λ λ+ 2µ 0 0
0 0 µ µ
0 0 µ µ


 (5.71)

and the discrete displacement gradient

∇u∗ =




ux,X
uy,Y
ux,Y
uy,X




h

= B0 · u∗
e. (5.72)

10As the linear theory does not distinguish between spatial and material gradients,Bt andJ
t, h

ξ→x
of eq. (5.50)

are replaced byBt
0 andJ

t, h

ξ→X
.

11The Voigt notation is again based on the symmetries of the tensorsE
lin, ε, σ and the fact that most of the

components ofE lin are equal to zero.
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The element vector of nodal displacementsu∗
e is defined similar toϕ∗

e (5.5). Equation (5.69)
finally leads to a linear equation system:

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt

0 · Ẽ
lin · B0 · u∗

e

]

tr
detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr (5.73)

= K lin · u∗.

Theglobal linear stiffness matrix is defined as

Klin =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt

0 · Ẽ
lin · B0

]

tr
detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr. (5.74)

In the geometrically linear case we directly obtain the solution vector

u∗ =
[
Klin

]−1 · fsur, h, (5.75)

where the external nodal forcesfsur, h are prescribed as boundary conditions. Finally, theEs-
helby stress tensor(2.124),

Σh = ψhI −∇tuh · σh, (5.76)

is computed in a post-processing step, where the componentsof ∇tuh andσh are calculated by
(5.70) and (5.72). The stored energy of linear elasticity (2.121) in case of a plane strain state
may be expressed as the product of the vectorsσ∗ (5.70) and∇u∗ (5.72),

ψh =
1

2
σ∗ · ∇u∗. (5.77)

Again, theglobal vector of material forcesis calculated as defined by eq. (5.68)

Fsur, h = Fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[
Bt

0 · Σ∗]
tr

detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr

with the Eshelby stress (5.76), regrouped to a vectorΣ∗ (5.67).

The above described equations correspond to sub-triangulated elements. For elements which
are not penetrated by the crack, whether with or without enriched nodes, the equations have to
be modified in the same manner as for the nonlinear case (sec. 5.4). For standard finite ele-
ments all matrix and vector components corresponding to enriched DOFs and enriched shape
functions are eliminated.
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. 

Xct

Y ct

X

Y
X tip

=

[
X tip

Y tip

]

X1X2

R
Θ

α

crack

crack tip

global Cartesian coordinatesX = [X Y ]

global coordinates translated to the crack tipXct = [Xct Y ct] = X − X tip

local Cartesian crack tip coordinatesX ′ = [X1 X2] = R[cos Θ sin Θ]

local polar crack tip coordinatesR = [R Θ]

Figure 5.8: definition of local crack tip coordinate systems

5.8 Computation of the interaction energy integral

As an alternative criterion to determine the onset and the direction of crack propagation, we
have introduced the interaction energy integralIΓ (3.135),

IΓ = −
∫

AΓ

[
εklσ

aux
kl δj1 − ui,1 σ

aux
ij − uauxi ,1 σij

]
q,j dA. (5.78)

As theIΓ-integral is defined on the local crack tip coordinate systemX ′ = [X1 X2] (fig. 5.8),
we need all contributing values formulated in those local coordinates. Theauxiliary fieldsuaux

andσaux (3.109-3.115) are already defined in the crack tip coordinate system while theactual
displacement gradientui,1 and the strain and stress components,εkl andσij , have to be rotated
into the directions of the crack tip coordinate system. The knowledge of the asymptotic solution
close to the crack tip, which is essential for the formulation of the auxiliary fields, isrestricted
to the linear elastic theory.
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5.8.1 Transformation of the current fields to the crack tip coordinate sys-
tem

The nodal displacementsu of the current solution are rotated into the directionsX1 andX2 of
the crack tip coordinate system by applying the rotation matrix Q,

u′ =

[
u1

u2

]
=

[
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα

]
·
[
ux
uy

]
= Q · u (5.79)

and the corresponding gradient is computed in analogy to eq.(5.72) but with respect to the
crack tip coordinates. Its vector representation is

∇X
′u′ ∗ =




u1,X1

u2,X2

u1,X2

u2,X1




h

= B′
0 · u′ ∗

e , (5.80)

whereu′ ∗
e represents the element vector of nodal (rotated) displacements, calculated by eq.

(5.79). The components of the matrix

B′
0 =




N1,X1
0 N

1
,X1

0 N2,X1
... 0

0 N1,X2
0 N

1
,X2

... N
4
,X2

N1,X2
0 N

1
,X2

0 0

0 N1,X1
0 N

1
,X1

... N
4
,X1


 , (5.81)

i.e. the gradients of the shape functions are calculated in analogy to equations (5.9) and (5.14),

J t h

ξ→X
′ = N ,ξ ·X ′ 3

e , (5.82)

N ,X ′ = J
−t, h
ξ→X

′ · N ,ξ . (5.83)

X ′ 3

e represents the matrix of (material) nodal coordinates in thecrack tip coordinate system

X ′ 3

e =




X1
1 X1

2

X2
1 X2

2

X3
1 X3

2

X4
1 X4

2

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0




(5.84)

where the values of nodeα are computed from theglobal material coordinates by translation
and rotation (fig. 5.8),

[
Xα

1

Xα
2

]
= Q ·

[
Xct

Y ct

]α
= Q ·

[
Xα −X tip

Y α − Y tip

]
. (5.85)
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For the computation of theIΓ-integral, only the derivatives with respect to the 1-direction are
needed which leads to the definition of the vector

∇1u
′ ∗ =




u1,X1

u2,X1

0




h

. (5.86)

The latter expression corresponds toui,1 in the integrand of eq. (5.78).
The current stresses (5.70) are transformed to the crack tipcoordinate system by the relations

σh11 =
σhxx + σhyy

2
+
σhxx − σhyy

2
cos(2α) + σhxy sin(2α) (5.87)

σh22 =
σhxx + σhyy

2
− σxx − σhyy

2
cos(2α) − σhxy sin(2α) (5.88)

σh12 = −σ
h
xx − σhyy

2
sin(2α) + σhxy cos(2α) (5.89)

and
σh21 = σh12 and σh33 = ν

[
σh11 + σh22

]
(5.90)

which are regrouped as

σ′ h =



σ11 σ12 0
σ21 σ22 0
0 0 σ33



h

, (5.91)

corresponding toσij in the integrand of eq. (5.78). By the procedure outlined above, the Cauchy
stress and the displacement gradient have to be rotated for each Gauß point in order to integrate
equation (5.78) numerically.
The explicit calculation of the rotated strainsε is not necessary, as the scalar productε : σaux

may be calculated directly with the displacement gradient (5.80).

5.8.2 Calculation of the auxiliary fields

The corresponding values for theauxiliary state (denoted by the superscriptaux) are calculated
as defined in section 3.5. For numerical integration, the values are computed at the Gauß points,
whose coordinates therefore have to be transformed to polarcrack tip coordinates (fig. 5.8, see
also section 5.9). The components of the Cauchy stress

σaux =




σ11 σ12 0
σ21 σ22 0
0 0 σ33




aux

. (5.92)

with σaux21 = σaux12 are calculated by equations (3.109-3.111) and (3.116), while the derivatives
of the displacements with respect to the 1-direction of the crack tip coordinate system,

∇1u
aux = ∇1u

I =



uI1,1
uI2,1
0


 or ∇1u

aux = ∇1u
II =



uII1 ,1
uII2 ,1

0


 (5.93)
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are defined by equations (3.122-3.123) and (3.124-3.125), respectively. Similar to the stored
energy (5.77), the first term of the interaction energy integral (5.78) may be computed as a
product of the vectors∇X

′u′ ∗ (5.80) and

σaux ∗ =




σ11

σ22

σ12

σ21




aux

, (5.94)

built from the components ofσaux (5.92).

We still have to discretize thegradient of the weighting function q,j which is done by multi-
plying the element vector of the nodal weighting values

q∗
e =




q1

q2

q3

q4


 (5.95)

with that part of the matrixN ,X ′ (5.83) related to the standard DOFs,

∇q =




q,X1

q,X2

0



 =




N1,X1

N2,X1
N3,X1

N4,X1

N1,X2
N2,X2

N3,X2
N4,X2

0 0 0 0



 · q∗
e. (5.96)

The evaluation of the integrand in terms of local crack tip coordinates, requiring the rotation of
displacements, stresses and strains, has no influence on themapping of the integration domain
from the sub-triangles to the reference element, such that the applied Jacobian matrices remain
unchanged in comparison to section 5.7. Hence, the final discrete form of the interaction energy
integral (3.135) to be implemented is

IhΓ = −
∑

nΓ

∑

tr


∇X

′u′ ∗ · σaux ∗




1
0
0


−∇1u

′ ∗ · σaux −∇1u
aux · σ′ h




tr

(5.97)

·∇q detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr.

nΓ represents the number of elements belonging to the integration domain of theIΓ-integral. As
the integral is scalar valued, the assembly procedure applied in the other sections of this chapter
is replaced by the simple sum of the contributions of thenΓ elements.

The IΓ-integral is path independent, as long as it encloses alwaysthe same and no additional
singularities. Therefore, the domain form of the integral which is implemented here may be
evaluated e.g. on a crack tip centered circular areaAΓ with arbitrary radiusrd (fig. 5.9).
Following Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko [147], the radius canbe chosen as a function of a
characteristic lengthhlocal of the FE mesh at the crack tip,rd = 2hlocal = 2

√
Alocal, where

Alocal represents the area of an element touched by the crack tip. Inthe case of a kinked crack,
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rd has to be so small as not to reach the kink.If the integration domain of the IΓ-integral
incorporates a kink of the crack, additional terms arise.
The weighting functionq is set equal to one at all nodes located within the circle and equal to
zero at all nodes outside. The gradient∇q differs from zero only in the shaded belt shown in
figure 5.9 (b) but vanishes outside and especially inside, inthe vicinity of the crack tip. Thus, if
the radius of the circle is not chosen too small, the integralis evaluated but at a certain distance
of the stress singularity.

Calculate the SIFKI of the actual state, includingσIij (3.109-3.111) withKaux
I = 1,

Kaux
II = 0 anduIi ,1 (3.122-3.123)

KI =
E∗

2
IIΓ

= −E
∗

2

∑

nΓ

∑

tr


∇X

′u′ ∗ · σI ∗




1
0
0


−∇1u

′ ∗ · σI −∇1u
I · σ′ h




tr

·∇q detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr

and calculate the SIFKII of the actual state, includingσIIij (3.109-3.111) withKaux
I = 0,

Kaux
II = 1 anduIIi ,1 (3.124-3.125)

KII =
E∗

2
IIIΓ

= −E
∗

2

∑

nΓ

∑

tr


∇X

′u′ ∗ · σII ∗




1
0
0


−∇1u

′ ∗ · σII −∇1u
II · σ′ h




tr

·∇q detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr.

The directionΘc of (possible) crack propagation results from the SIFs as

Θc = 2 arctan




−2
KII

KI

1 +

√
1 + 8

K2
II

K2
I



.

The above equations are valid for sub-triangulated elements. In case of elements without trian-
gulation of the integration domain, whether blending or standard elements, the discrete equa-
tions have to be modified similar to section 5.4.
Of course, crack growth does not only need a direction but also a criterion for the onset of prop-
agation. The evaluation of anIΓ based threshold value for crack propagation will be presented
in section 5.10.
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nodes inside circle with weightq = 1

rd

a) circle centered at crack tip b) integration domain

Figure 5.9: integration domain ofIΓ-integral: a) nodes inside crack tip centered circle (q = 1);
b) shaded region, where∇q 6= 0

5.9 Crack tip enrichment

Finally, we have to implement the crack tip enrichment for linear elasticity, presented in section
4.5 which defines additional DOFs̃ϕαβ related to the near tip asymptotic fields. Nodes which
are enriched with those crack tip functions must not be enriched with the additional discontinu-
ous DOFs representing the displacement jump across the crack tip. However, formally we may
define both types of enriched DOFs at a certain node where one of those types is always defined
as dummy DOFs, only, which are eliminated before solving theequation system. As this ad-
ditional enrichment is usually restricted to the geometrically linear theory12, all derivatives are
with respect to the material coordinates.
Similar to (5.5), the X-FEM approximation (4.23) may be formulated in a matrix-vector format,

ϕh = N tip · ϕ∗ tip
e (5.98)

=

[
N1 0 N

1
0 N2 0 ... 0

0 N1 0 N
1

0 N2 ... N
4

N1Ñ1 0 N1Ñ2 0 N1Ñ3 0 N1Ñ4 0 N2Ñ1 0 ... 0

0 N1Ñ1 0 N1Ñ2 0 N1Ñ3 0 N1Ñ4 0 N2Ñ1 ... N4Ñ4

]
·

[
ϕ1
x ϕ1

y ϕ1
x ϕ1

y ϕ2
x ϕ2

y ... ϕ
4
y ϕ̃11

x ϕ̃11
y ϕ̃12

x ϕ̃12
y ϕ̃13

x ϕ̃13
y ϕ̃14

x ϕ̃14
y ϕ̃21

x ϕ̃21
y ... ϕ̃44

y

]t
.

The additional DOFs̃ϕαβ related to the crack tip enrichment are added to the end of theelement
vector of nodal DOFs, such thatϕ∗

e is extended toϕ∗ tip
e . Formally, we always enrich all nodes

of an element, where dummy DOFs at nodes whose support does not contain the crack tip (or
nodes outside a certain region like a tip centered circle) are eliminated afterwards.
WhileNα denotes the standard shape functions, whereα stands for the element node number,

12See Legrain [123] for the extension to nonlinear material behaviour.
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the indexβ is related to one of the four crack tip enrichment functionsÑβ (4.24):

Ñ1 =
√
R sin

(
Θ
2

)
, Ñ2 =

√
R cos

(
Θ
2

)
, (5.99)

Ñ3 =
√
R sin

(
Θ
2

)
sin (Θ) , Ñ4 =

√
R cos

(
Θ
2

)
sin (Θ) .

Similar to (5.19), the X-FEM approximation of the gradient of the test function in the case of
crack tip enrichment reads

δϕhi ,Xj
=

4∑

α=1

Nα,Xj
δϕαi +

4∑

α=1

N
α
,Xj

δϕαi +
4∑

α=1

4∑

β=1

(NαÑβ),Xj
δϕ̃αβi . (5.100)

Therefore, the discrete expression of the internal force vector fint, h (5.69) has to be adapted by
extending the matrixB0 (5.66) by the contribution of the crack tip enrichment functionsÑβ :

B
tip
0 =

[
B1

0 B
1

0 B2
0 ... B

4

0 B̃
11

0 B̃
12

0 B̃
13

0 B̃
14

0 B̃
21

0 ... B̃
44

0

]
(5.101)

with

Bα
0 =




Nα,X 0
0 Nα,Y

Nα,Y 0
0 Nα,X


 , B

α

0 =




N
α
,X 0

0 N
α
,Y

N
α
,Y 0

0 N
α
,X


 , (5.102)

B̃
αβ

0 =




(NαÑβ),X 0

0 (NαÑβ),Y
(NαÑβ),Y 0

0 (NαÑβ),X


 . (5.103)

Finally, the discrete spatial virtual internal work (4.25)is formulated as

fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[[
B
tip
0

]t · σ∗
]
tr

detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr. (5.104)

The components of̃B
αβ

0 are
(
NαÑβ

)
,Xi

= Nα,Xi
Ñβ +NαÑβ,Xi

, (5.105)

where the derivatives of the standard shape functions,Nα(ξ, η),Xi
, are calculated by eq. (5.14).

The shape functions̃Nβ of the crack tip enrichment depend on the polar coordinates(R,Θ)
attached to the crack tip (fig. 5.8). Hence, for the derivatives with respect to the global Cartesian
coordinates we have to apply the chain rule:

Ñβ(R,Θ),Xi
=
∂Ñβ(R,Θ)

∂Xi

=
∂Ñβ(R,Θ)

∂R

∂R

∂Xi

+
∂Ñβ(R,Θ)

∂Θ

∂Θ

∂Xi

(5.106)

=
∂Ñβ(R,Θ)

∂R

[
∂R

∂X1

∂X1

∂Xi

+
∂R

∂X2

∂X2

∂Xi

]
+

∂Ñβ(R,Θ)

∂Θ

[
∂Θ

∂X1

∂X1

∂Xi

+
∂Θ

∂X2

∂X2

∂Xi

]
,
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where the partial derivatives of the shape functions (5.99)with respect to the polar coordinates
are

Ñ1,R = 1
2
√
R

sin
(

Θ
2

)
, Ñ2,R = 1

2
√
R

cos
(

Θ
2

)
, (5.107)

Ñ3,R = 1
2
√
R

sin
(

Θ
2

)
sin (Θ) , Ñ4,R = 1

2
√
R

cos
(

Θ
2

)
sin (Θ)

and

Ñ1,Θ =
√
R
2

cos
(

Θ
2

)
, Ñ2,Θ = −

√
R
2

sin
(

Θ
2

)
, (5.108)

Ñ3,Θ =
√
R
2

[
cos
(

Θ
2

)
sin (Θ) + sin

(
Θ
2

)
cos (Θ)

]
,

Ñ4,Θ =
√
R
2

[
− sin

(
Θ
2

)
sin (Θ) + cos

(
Θ
2

)
cos (Θ)

]
.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the relation between the global Cartesian coordinatesX = [X Y ] and the
Cartesian and polar crack tip coordinate systems,X ′ = [X1 X2] andR = [R Θ], respectively:

R =
√
X2

1 +X2
2 (5.109)

Θ = arctan
X2

X1

and

X1 = Xct cosα + Y ct sinα (5.110)

X2 = −Xct sinα+ Y ct cosα

with
Xct = X −X tip

and Y ct = Y − Y tip. (5.111)

Xct = [Xct Y ct] simply represents the original (unrotated) coordinate system, translated to the
crack tip. The derivatives are

∂R
∂X1

= X1√
X2

1 +X2
2

= cos Θ, ∂Θ
∂X1

= − X2

X2
1 +X2

2

= −sin Θ
R ,

∂R
∂X2

= X2√
X2

1 +X2
2

= sin Θ, ∂Θ
∂X2

= X1

X2
1 +X2

2

= cos Θ
R ,

(5.112)

∂X1
∂X

= cosα, ∂X2
∂X

= − sinα,

∂X1
∂Y

= sinα, ∂X2
∂Y

= cosα.

(5.113)

Arranging relation (5.106) in matrix-vector format, we get
[
Ñ1,X Ñ2,X ...

Ñ1,Y ...

]
=

[
X1,X X2,X
X1,Y X2,Y

]
·
[
R,X1

Θ,X1

R,X2
Θ,X2

]
·
[
Ñ1,R Ñ2,R ...

Ñ1,Θ ...

]
(5.114)

=

[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

]
·
[

cos Θ − sin Θ
R

sin Θ cos Θ
R

]
·
[
Ñ1,R Ñ2,R ...

Ñ1,Θ ...

]
.
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As the terms of the numerical integration formula (5.104) have to be evaluated at the Gauß-
points, we first have to transform the Gauß-point coordinatesξgp = [ξ η]gp to the polar crack tip
coordinate system,Rgp = [R Θ]gp. This is done by applying equations (5.5) and (5.109-5.111)
to the coordinatesξgp of the integration points. In the case of sub-triangulated elements, where
the integration points are defined in triangular coordinates,rgp = [r s]gp, we start with relation
(5.51).
Knowing Rgp, we may calculate the shape functions (5.99) at the Gauß-points and the cor-
responding derivatives (5.107-5.108) and (5.114), respectively. Including the standard shape
functions and their derivatives, we are ready to compute thecomponents (5.105) of the matrices

B̃
αβ

0 (5.103). The calculation of the remaining values, contributing to the discrete vector of
internal forces (5.104) does not change in comparison to theprevious sections.

Finally, the discrete vector of material force, corresponding to the discrete material virtual in-
ternal work (4.26), is calculated as

Fsur, h = Fint, h =

nel
A
e=1

∑

tr

[[
B
tip
0

]t · Σ∗
]
tr

detJ t, h

ξ→X
detJ t, h

r→ξ
wtr. (5.115)

The equations (5.104) and (5.115) are valid for sub-triangulated elements. For blending ele-
ments without triangulation of the integration domain, thediscrete equations are modified, as
we did in section 5.4.
In general a higher order numerical integration scheme (augmentation of integration points)
leads to a better approximation of the stress singularity atthe crack tip [72].

5.10 Crack propagation

The (negative) direction of the material force vector, whose contributions are calculated e.g.
by (5.68) or (5.115), may be taken as thedirection of possible crack propagation, while the
maximum hoop stress criterion describes the direction of propagation by the angleΘc (sec.
5.8). (The quality of the predicted direction will be evaluated when presenting the numerical
examples in chapter 6.)
But first of all, we need a criterion to decide whether the crack propagates or not, i.e. we need
a threshold value describing the resistance of a certain material against crack growth. In
the framework of theMaterial Force Method, the crack propagates, when the norm||Fsur, h||
of the resulting material force vector at the crack tip exceeds the critical material forceFcrit,

||Fsur, h|| ≥ Fcrit. (5.116)

Due to the identity of material force, J-integral and energyrelease rate, the critical material force
is identical to the critical energy which has to be released in order to allow for the formation of
new crack surfaces. The question of determination of the resulting material force at the crack
tip, when in general there is no node at the tip, will be discussed in chapter 6.
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When themaximum hoop stress criterion is applied, we need to compute a yield stress in-
tensity factorKy (3.138) (in general for mixed mode), which is a function of the propagation
angleΘc and the SIFsKI , KII which are calculated based on theIΓ-integral. The crack starts
to propagate ifKy exceeds the critical SIFKIc (3.139),

Ky ≥ KIc.

The ’velocity’ of quasi-static crack growth may be described e.g. by Paris’ law [167]. But as
this was not in the focus of the present work, we implemented avery simple procedure: if the
crack starts to propagate, it always growths by one element such that the crack tip reaches the
next element boundary. Then, the criterion of crack propagation (5.116) or (3.140) is evaluated
again in order to decide if the crack continues to grow or if itstops.
The most obvious advantage of the X-FEM is that there is no need of remeshing in the case of
crack propagation. Therefore, we only have toupdate the set of enriched nodesi.e. after each
step of propagation we have to identify the additional nodesto be enriched with discontinuous
DOFs or with the near tip functions. Also the set of nodes withdummy DOFs does change -
former dummy DOFs may become enriched and new dummy DOFs are defined.
The easiest way to manage the newly arising DOFs, for examplein the solution vector (vector
of nodal DOFs), is to add them simply at the end of the vector.
The above described procedure is probably the most practical advantage of the X-FEM in
the case of crack propagation: instead of a remeshing only the identification and definition
of new DOFs is needed.



Chapter 6

Numerical Examples

The following chapter will present 2d numerical examples illustrating different points of view
of the introduction of the X-FEM into the Material Force Method (MFM).

After some basic examples, explaining characteristic aspects of the X-FEM in comparison to
standard FEM, we will discuss the question of how to determine the resulting material force
vector at the crack tip. In general, the X-FEM mesh is not adapted to the crack geometry such
thatthere is normally no node at the crack tip, but the nodes are distributed in the vicinity of
the tip. Therefore, we need a procedure to get the resulting materialforce at the crack tip
based on distributed nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip.

Afterwards, the direction of possible crack propagation isevaluated. Knowing that for certain
mixed mode and mode II problems the J-integral predicts wrong propagation angles. Due to
equation (3.100) the material force vector has to do so as well. Therefore, we compare the
values predicted by the material force vector to the kinkingangles calculated by the maximum
hoop stress criterion (IΓ-integral). After those purely static results, we will finally present some
examples of quasi-static crack propagation.

All numerical examples shown below have been computed with aX-FEM code implemented in
MATLAB

©R which was developed by the author within this work. The X-FEMformulation is
based on bilinear quadrilateral Q1 elements and the implementation represents the plane strain
case (i.e. 2d problems with unit thickness). The code covershyperelasticity for the geometri-
cally linear and nonlinear theory, respectively, i.e. it may simulate Hookean and Neo-Hookean
material behaviour. Despite static X-FEM investigations with or without near tip enrichment,
quasi-static crack growth is possible. As an alternative criterion to determine the threshold value
and the direction of crack propagation, theIΓ-integral is implemented. Boundary conditions
may be prescribed as external (nodal) forces or as (nodal) boundary displacements, whereas for
the examples presented below, we only apply the latter type of boundary conditions.

For the following numerical examples, we assume a Young’s modulus of 72000MPa and a
Poisson’s ratio of0.3. Those material parameters correspond to aluminium. But aswe do not
focus on the material behaviour of a certain material, but ongeneral and numerical aspects of
the Material Force Method in the framework of the X-FEM, the material parameters assumed
are only fictitious. This is also true for the threshold valueindicating crack propagation. A
density is not needed, as we only consider static and quasi-static problems. Body forces are not
active.

113
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55

55

Figure 6.1: mode I boundary conditions and triangulation ofintegration domains

6.1 Basic examples - geometrically linear theory

6.1.1 Mode I

Our initial example representing linear elasticity illustrates the basic aspects of the X-FEM by a
squared test specimen of55mm× 55mm endowed with a central crack as shown in figure 6.1.
At all nodes of the upper and lower boundary, we apply boundary displacements normal to the
surface such that we get a mode I configuration1.
Obviously, our example takes advantage of the fact that the X-FEM mesh does not need to
model the crack geometry explicitely, but the crack may passthrough the elements. The RHS
of figure 6.1 shows thesub-triangulation of the elements cut by the crack (see section 5.2).
It is important to note that the triangulation procedure isnothing but a subdivision of the
integration domains as the numerical integration over triangular areas is much simpler than
over arbitrary polygons which we get in general when the crack cuts an element. However, this
is no remeshing and no adaption of the X-FEM mesh to the crack geometry.
All nodes whose support is cut by the crack (in our case this are the nodes belonging to the
triangulated elements) are enriched with discontinuous DOFs. The belt of elements around the
triangulated ones are blending elements where all non enriched nodes are endowed with dummy
DOFs (see section 5.4).

1For exact local mode I conditions at the crack tip, boundary displacements have to be prescribed at all external
nodes as indicated by figure 6.9 for the modified boundary layer problem.
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Figure 6.2: mixed mode: sum of standard and enriched DOFs (LHS) and enriched DOFs only
(RHS)

Figure 6.2 illustrates the X-FEM approximation (4.4). Expressed in terms of displacement, it
reads

uh =
∑

α∈N e

Nαuα +
∑

β∈N e
x

N
β
uβ.

At a certain node, the corresponding shape function is equalto one, while all other shape func-
tions vanish, such that with the definition of the discontinuous shape functions (4.1) the resulting
displacement at a nodeγ is equal to the sum

uγ +Huγ.

H denotes the value of the Haar function at the node. The LHS of figure 6.2 shows the resulting
nodal displacements described by the above equation while the discontinuous DOFsHuγ, rep-
resenting the displacement jump across the crack faces, areillustrated by the RHS of figure 6.2.
The obvious result of this displacement jump is the symmetric crack opening shown in figure
6.3. Symmetry is what we expect for mode I.
Finally, figure 6.4 (LHS) shows the (standard) nodal material forces (4.21). Here, we already
recognize one of the central problems of the Material Force Method within the framework of
the X-FEM: In general, we have no node at the crack tip, but what we need inorder to
evaluate possible crack propagation, is the resulting material force vector at the crack tip .
Without doubt, the crack tip force has to be calculated by summing up certain nodal material
forces in the vicinity of the crack tip. A criterion to decidewhich nodal forces contribute to the
resulting force will be discussed later, but obviously the sum of the nodal material forces close
to the crack tip results in a vector pointing to the left and being collinear with the crack itself
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Figure 6.3: deformed mesh and crack opening (scaled)

Figure 6.4: nodal material forces of a squared body with a straight crack under mode I loading
(LHS) and resulting material force at the crack tip, calculated as the sum of material force
vectors at internal nodes (RHS)
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55

55

Figure 6.5: mixed mode boundary conditions

(fig. 6.4, RHS). Hence, the (resulting) material force vector at the crack tip predicts a tendency
of the crack to propagate straightly without kinking which is true for mode I. The 1-component
of the resulting material force vector corresponds to the (scalar) J-integral.
The crack tip represents the singular part of the boundary. On the contrary, thenodal
material forces at the regular boundaries, including the crack faces, do not contribute.
For a general X-FEM Mesh, there are no nodes at the crack faceswhich makes it difficult to
separate the external material forces at the crack faces from the internal ones.
In general, we may also find small nodal forces at nodes (far) away from boundaries and singu-
larities. Those spurious forces are due to discretization errors and may be ignored in general.

6.1.2 Mixed mode

For the second example, we only modify the boundary conditions: the prescribed boundary
displacements are now applied under an angle of30◦ such that we get mixed mode conditions
(fig. 6.5). The principal conclusions remain unchanged: We have again no node at the crack
tip which is why we still have the problem that the resulting material force at the crack tip, i.e.
the crack driving force, has to be computed from the nodal material forces in the vicinity of
the crack tip (fig. 6.8). Furthermore, the material forces atthe crack faces, which are regular
boundary material forces, may not be quantified because the crack passes arbitrarily through the
elements without any nodes on the crack itself. However, as long as the crack is not kinked, this
is a minor problem. On the contrary, in the case of a kinked crack, we have to expect remarkable
material forces at the kinks - again, difficult to quantify when no nodes are located at the kinks
which is the standard for a X-FEM mesh.
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Figure 6.6: mixed mode with boundary displacements under30◦: sum of standard and enriched
DOFs (LHS) and enriched DOFs only (RHS)

The total nodal displacementsuγ +Huγ (fig. 6.6, LHS) follow the applied boundary displace-
ments such that the shape of the deformed crack (fig. 6.7) corresponds to what we would expect
for the mixed mode loading indicated by figure 6.5. The crack opening shown is due to the
discontinuous (nodal) DOFsHuγ plotted in figure 6.6 (RHS).
Under mixed mode loading, the nodal material forces (fig. 6.8, LHS) of course do not show the
symmetric distribution, we had for the mode I example. Having a look at the nodal material
forces close to the crack tip, it becomes obvious that the resulting force vector (fig. 6.8, RHS),
whose length corresponds to the (scalar) J-integral, predicts a kinking of the crack and a prop-
agation to the lower right side of the specimen. How to determine the resulting material force
vector at the crack tip from distributed nodal material forces and how to evaluate the direc-
tion of (possible) crack propagation, will be the scope of the following sections and numerical
examples.
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Figure 6.7: deformed mesh and crack opening (scaled)

Figure 6.8: nodal material forces of a squared body with a straight crack under mixed mode
loading (LHS) (boundary displacements under30◦) and resulting material force at the crack tip,
calculated as the sum of material force vectors at internal nodes (RHS)
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Figure 6.9: modified boundary layer problem with central crack - prescribed boundary displace-
ments for mode I loading - crack on element boundaries

6.2 Modified boundary layer problem (MBL) for mode I crack
- percentage criterion

In order toverify the accuracy of the codeand to find a rule definingwhich nodes contribute
to the resulting material force at the crack tip, we define a modified boundary layer problem
(MBL) [48] [76] [191]. For a general mixed mode case, we prescribe a certain relation of the
SIFs,

K =
KII

KI +KII

. (6.1)

Claiming now the1-component of the material force vector at the crack tip being equal to
one, we can compute the SIFsKI andKII . With F1 = J1 = 1 and (6.1), relation (3.105) may
be resolved to:

KI =

√
E∗[1 −K]2

[1 −K]2 +K
2 , KII =

K

1 −K
KI , (6.2)

where for a plane strain state, we have to set (3.10)

E∗ =
E

1 − ν2
.

Finally, we calculate the (geometrically linear) crack tipdisplacement field with components
uI1 +uII1 - (3.112)+(3.114) - anduI2 + uII2 - (3.113)+(3.115) - as a function of the stress intensity
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factorsKI andKII determined by relations (6.2)2. The examples of the present section are
restricted to pure mode I withK = 0 leading toKII = 0 andKI =

√
E∗.

Calculating the displacements at the (external) boundaries of the computational domain by the
method described above, and applying them as boundary conditions, the numerical solution
should lead to a 1-component of the resulting material forcevector equal to one at the crack tip,
which indeed was prescribed. In the following subsections the questionwhich nodal material
forces contribute to the resulting material force vector atthe crack tip will be discussed
in detail. The MBL provides a measure of quality for that central question of the Material
Force Method in the framework of the X-FEM:the 1-component of the calculated resulting
material force vector at the crack tip has to be equal to one. The distribution of nodal
material forces in the domain and especially in the vicinityof the crack tip will be investigated
and a criterion for the choice of nodal material forces contributing to the resulting crack tip
force will be proposed.
Non-zero material force vectors may in general occur at all external boundary nodes, while at
internal nodes we do not expect material forces, if the domain is free of singularities (defects).
However, we may find a certain amount of ’noise’, i.e. spurious material forces at internal
nodes, too. Those (most often negligible) forces are due to discretization errors and numerical
artefacts. As a displacement of a node of the FE discretization in the negative direction of the
material force vector attached to that node decreases the potential energy, the spurious forces can
be taken as an indicator for the mesh quality. Therefore, Heintz et al. [91] used an a posteriori
error control of the material forces to improve the FE mesh and to reduce the discretization
error.
If the computational domain incorporates singularities like a crack tip, material forces also occur
at those singular parts.As in general, the X-FEM discretization does not define a nodeat
the crack tip, the forces contributing to the singular material force vector at the crack tip
have to be distributed on the nodes in the vicinity of the tip. Hence, a criterion is necessary
that describes which of those distributed nodal forces haveto be summed up in order to get the
resulting material force vector at the crack tip.
Furthermore,kinks of the crack also represent a kind of singularity (a type of notch) such that
we also get material forces at or in the vicinity of the kink. Finally, the crack faces(away
from kinks and crack tips) represent regular boundaries, even if not modelled explicitely by the
X-FEM mesh. Like at any other external boundary, material forces may either occur here.
These latter two types of (nodal) material forces have to be distinguished from those contribut-
ing to the resulting material crack tip force which is difficult if the crack passes arbitrarily
through the elements without any nodes on the crack itself. In the special case, when a node
of the X-FEM mesh is located at the crack tip, we expect a (nearly) singular nodal material
force at that tip node. But also here, spurious forces are possible which are expected to be
negligible.
The MBL is defined for thegeometrically linear case, because the applied boundary displace-
ments are calculated from the linear asymptotic crack tip displacement fields (3.112 - 3.115).
However, as long as we are in the range of small strains, we canalso evaluate the quality

2In order to calculate the boundary displacements, we need the positions of the boundary nodes in polar crack
tip coordinates. As the cracks defined in the following examples are always horizontal, the directions of the global
and of the crack tip Cartesian coordinate systems coincide,such that the boundary displacements calculated by
eqs. (3.112-3.115) can be directly applied as prescribed nodal displacements.
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Figure 6.10: explicit crack modelling by a standard FEM mesh

of the implementationof the geometrically nonlinear case. Applying sufficiently small dis-
placements, identical boundary conditions should lead to identical nodal material forces for a
geometrically linear and nonlinear simulation, respectively.
In the present section, we restrict ourselves to mode I loading, such that withKII = 0 we get
the symmetric MBL boundary displacements shown in figure 6.9.

6.2.1 Node at crack tip

First we have a look at a special case (fig. 6.9) which is ratheran exception for the X-FEM:
the crack does completely coincide with element boundariessuch that we have nodes on the
crack and especiallya node exactly on the crack tip. This allows for the identification of the
material forces at the crack faces which are external forcesat a regular boundary and thus do
not contribute to the resulting force at thesingularboundary, i.e. at the crack tip. Furthermore,
we would expect that the nodal material force vector at the crack tip node is already quite close
to the resulting material crack tip force, i.e. that its 1-component is identical or close to one for
the MBL.
We compare the X-FEM results to standard FEM where, of course, the crack has to be modelled
explicitely by the mesh as shown in figure 6.10. Both meshes are defined such that all nodal
positions are identical despite the essential difference that for the standard mesh each X-FEM
node on the crack itself is replaced by two nodes - one on the upper, one on the lower crack
face.

Definition: Throughout this section,a certain percentage value is assigned to the nodal
material force vectors. That percentage is defined on the set of all non-boundary nodes
but including the nodes on the crack faces and at the crack tip. The maximum norm of
all those nodal material force vectors defines100%. Usually, the biggest material force
vector is located at the crack tip or at a node in the vicinity of the tip. The percentage
assigned to the material force vectors at each of the other nodes of the above defined set
is defined relative to the100%-vector.
In figures like 6.12 the distribution of the nodal material forces is indicated by symbols
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Figure 6.11: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geometricallylinear
case - standardFEM (LHS) andX-FEM (RHS)

attached to the nodes:marks the maximum nodal material force(s) (100%) and all nodes
with forces≥ 10% of that maximum force. marks nodes with nodal material forces≥
1% and indicates forces≥ 0.1% of the maximum force. All nodes with material forces
≥ 5% are additionally labeled with the exact relative amount of the attached material
force vector. In the case of nodes located directly at the crack faces, the percentage
may be labeled in the plots, but the nodal material force vectors at those nodes do never
contribute to the resulting material force vector at the crack tip.

Geometrically linear theory

First, we restrict ourselves to the geometrically linear theory which allows for the use of crack
tip elements that are based on the geometrically linear neartip fields. We compare the nodal
material forces calculated by the X-FEM with and without crack tip enrichment, respectively, to
the nodal forces calculated by the standard FEM. This directcomparison is possible because of
this special example where the nodes of the FEM mesh coincidewith the nodes of the X-FEM
mesh. As a consequence, we have nodes exactly at the crack tipand on the crack faces which
is obligatory for standard FEM but an exception for X-FEM.
In any case, the by far biggest force is located at the crack tip node (figs. 6.11 - 6.14).
Table 6.1 shows that for each of the three numerical methods,the material force vector at the
crack tip node itself already satisfies the MBL with very goodaccuracy, i.e. the 1-component of
that vector reaches the prescribed value of one with an errorof 1 − 3%, only (tab. 6.1, column
100%). Therefore,the material force vector at the crack tip node can directly be taken as
the resulting vector at the tip, i.e. as the crack driving force.
Remarkable forces also occur on the crack faces, especiallyat nodes close to the crack tip (fig.
6.12), but as the crack faces represent regular external boundaries, those forces do not contribute
to the resulting crack tip force.
At identical nodes,standard FEM and X-FEM (without crack tip enrichment) lead toidenti-
cal nodal material force vectorswhich is what we already discussed in section 4.6. The nodal
forces differ, of course, where two FEM nodes replace one X-FEM node, i.e. on the crack faces.
Here, the sum of the nodal forces at two corresponding nodes at the upper and lower crack face
of the standard FEM mesh equals the material force vector at the respective X-FEM node at
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8.7% 100%

8.7%

12.7% 100%

Figure 6.12: distribution of nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geomet-
rically linear case - standardFEM (LHS) andX-FEM (RHS)

Figure 6.13: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geometricallylinear
case,X-FEM with near tip enrichment

the same position on the crack. Despite those nodes on the crack faces, figure 6.12 shows an
identical distribution of nodal material forces for FEM andX-FEM.
According to figure 6.12 the nodal forces distributed aroundthe crack tip (in the vicinity of
the crack tip node) are in general small. Only when includingnear tip enrichment (fig. 6.14),
remarkable (spurious) material forces occur at direct neighbour nodes to the crack tip node.
Including too much (too small) spurious forces into the sum of nodal contributions when cal-
culating the resulting material force vector at the crack tip, the error becomes slightly bigger.
Table 6.1 shows that if we include nodal forces which are smaller than5% of the maximum
nodal force (i.e. the force at the crack tip), the resulting sum of those forces differs more from
the prescribed value of one than if we only take into account the bigger nodal contributions.
For the X-FEM with near tip enrichment, we should even exclude nodal material forces smaller
than10% (tab. 6.1). Comparing those restrictions to figures 6.12 and6.14, we find thatin the
special case where a node is located directly at the crack tip, the material force vector at
that node already represents the resulting material crack tip force, i.e. the crack driving
force. No summation is needed. Of course, here, we only conclude this for the straight crack
under mode I conditions, defined by our example.
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100% 8.0%

7.6%

7.6%

Figure 6.14: distribution of nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geomet-
rically linear case,X-FEM with near tip enrichment

sum of nodal mat. forces≥ X% of the max. nodal mat. force
x% limit value 100% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 5% 1% 0.1%
FEM, linear 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.96
X-FEM, linear 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.95
X-FEM, linear with 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.10 1.04 1.05
near tip enrichment

Table 6.1: 1-component of resulting material force vector for mode I loading when summing
up all internal nodal material forces≥ X% of the maximum material force vector at an internal
node -geometrically linear case -node at the crack tip

In general, if we include crack tip enrichment, the nodal material forces are less concentrated,
i.e. bigger material force vectors occur at the nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip (node) (fig.
6.14). Table 6.1 shows that crack tip enrichment slightly over-predicts the value of one which
is prescribed for the resulting crack tip force by the MBL. Inthe present example, the near tip
enrichment does not improve the result.

Geometrically nonlinear theory

For the geometrically nonlinear case there are quite limited possibilities of crack tip enrichment
(see e.g. [133][123]) and in the present work, we restrict our considerations of nonlinear frac-
ture to pure discontinuous enrichment. Using the same discretization as above, we still have
coinciding nodes for standard FEM and X-FEM, allowing for a direct comparison of nodal
material force vectors.
Remember what we already discussed above: Describing the same physical problem (same
geometry and material), subject to identical boundary conditions, we expect identical results
from the geometrically linear and the nonlinear simulation- within the limits of discretization
errors and numerical accuracy. Of course, this is only true if the displacements are small enough
for the application of the linear theory.
Therefore, our conclusions of the previous subsection are still valid for the geometrically non-
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Figure 6.15: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geometricallynonlinear
case - standardFEM (LHS) andX-FEM (RHS)

8.8% 100%

8.8%

12.7% 100%

Figure 6.16: distribution of nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geomet-
rically nonlinear case - standardFEM (LHS) andX-FEM (RHS)

linear examples. Especially the comparison of figures 6.12 and 6.16 shows thatwe get the same
nodal material force vectors at identical nodes for the geometrically linear and the non-
linear theory whether applying standard FEM or X-FEM . This is underlined by comparing
tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Like in the case of the geometrically linear example, we get the same nodal material forces at
corresponding nodes of the standard FEM mesh and the X-FEM mesh (figs. 6.15 and 6.16),
excluding nodes at the crack faces. Table 6.2 shows again: inthis special case, the nodal
material force vector at the crack tip node can directly be taken as the resulting vector at the tip,
i.e. as the crack driving force.

At this point,we just verified the implementation of nonlinear material behaviour by ap-
plying small boundary displacements, only. Examples for really large displacements are
presented in section 6.4.
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sum of nodal mat. forces≥ X% of the max. nodal mat. force
x% limit value 100% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 5% 1% 0.1%
FEM, nonlinear 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.96
X-FEM, nonlinear 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.95

Table 6.2: 1-component of resulting material force vector for mode I loading when summing
up all internal nodal material forces≥ X% of the maximum material force vector at an internal
node -geometrically nonlinearcase -node at the crack tip

6.2.2 No nodes at crack tip and crack faces

Finally, we return to the more general and usual X-FEM case, where the crack passes through
the elements such that we haveno node at the crack tip and no nodes on the crack faces. Of
course, no direct comparison to standard FEM is possible anymore.
In case of a node at the crack tip, the by far biggest nodal material force vector which was
defined as the100%-force was located at the crack tip node. In the above mode I examples,
this nodal force vector was quasi equal to the crack driving force. Now, we have no node at the
crack tip itself, but it is still a symmetric problem such that we get two maximum nodal material
forces (figure 6.19 shows two times100%), symmetrically to the crack. However, here we really
needto build the resulting material force vector from the nodal contributions in the vicinity of
the crack tip. So, this is the point where the questionwhich of those nodal material forces
have to be summed up in order to get the resulting material force vector at the crack tip
really becomes important. Thus, we continue on our way to define a criterion for the calculation
of the resulting material crack tip force in the framework ofthe X-FEM.
In our previous example, remarkable material force vectorsof up to 12.7% of the maximum
force at the crack tip occurred at nodes on the crack faces (fig. 6.12, RHS). Because those
forces are material forces at a regular boundary, they do notcontribute to the resulting material
force vector at the singular boundary, i.e. at the crack tip.Now, we have no nodes on the crack
faces, but figure 6.19 (LHS) shows that close to the crack (andclose to the tip) we have one
node at each side of that crack where material force vectors of a size of11.3% of the maximum
forces occur. Obviously, those forces are mainly the same forces which we found before at the
nodes on the crack. Hence, they should not contribute to the resulting crack driving force, but
how can we decide for a general X-FEM mesh which nodal forces we have to attach to the
crack tip, which are regular boundary forces attached to thecrack faces and which are
spurious forces that may be neglected?3

Indeed, in the case of X-FEM without crack tip enrichment (fig. 6.19, LHS) table 6.3 shows
that if we only sum up the two100% forces in order to get the resulting material force vector
at the crack tip, its 1-component is close to one (max. error of 3%) such that the requirements
of the MBL are well fulfilled. Including nodal forces smallerthan20%, i.e. taking into account
the11.3%-forces that should be attached to the crack faces, the errorincreases up to8 − 10%.
For X-FEM with crack tip enrichment, this is different: remarkable nodal material forces of

3If the crack under consideration is not straight, additional material forces occur at the kinks and also here a
general X-FEM mesh has no nodes at the kinks. Hence, we also have the difficulty to calculate the material force
at a kink from the discrete material forces distributed on the nodes in the vicinity.
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Figure 6.17: modified boundary layer problem with central crack - prescribed boundary dis-
placements for mode I loading - crack passes through elements

12.5% also occur at nodes to the right of the crack tip (fig. 6.19, RHS). Evidently, those forces
are not attached to the crack faces such that they have to be included into the sum which forms
the resulting material force at the crack tip. The MBL prescribes a 1-component of the material
force vector of one at the crack tip and table 6.3 shows that ifwe only take the sum of the two
100% vectors which was a good approximation above, we now get an error of 13%. Only if we
take also into account the two nodes to the right of the crack tip (column10% of table 6.3) the
error is reduced to2% and the resulting crack tip force has a 1-component of0.98 in comparison
to the prescribed value of one. Adding also smaller nodal material forces does hardly change
the result.
Until now, we used the relative amount of the nodal material forces (percentage criterion) in
order to decide whether a node contributes to the resulting material crack tip force. Instead,
summing up all material forces located at nodes within a crack tip centered circle of a certain
radius could define an alternative procedure which will be discussed in section 6.3.3. However,
at least for a coarse mesh, this may include again nodal material forces belonging to kinks or to
the crack faces, like e.g. the ’5.7%’-forces in fig. 6.19 (RHS).

Summary

The examples of this section modelled a symmetric mode I problem based on a straight crack
without kinks. Two different discretizations (meshes) were applied. In general, we found that
the nodal material forces are quite concentrated on the crack tip. Only very few nodes away
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Figure 6.18: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geometricallylinear
case -X-FEM without (LHS) andwith near tip enrichment (RHS)

11.3% 100%

11.3% 100%

5.0%

5.7% 100% 12.5%

5.7% 100% 12.5%

5.0%

Figure 6.19: distribution of nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for the geomet-
rically linear case -X-FEM without (LHS) andwith near tip enrichment (RHS)

sum of nodal mat. forces≥ X% of the max. nodal mat. force
x% limit value 100% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 5% 1% 0.1%
X-FEM, linear 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.10
X-FEM, linear with 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.97
near tip enrichment

Table 6.3: 1-component of resulting material force vector for mode I loading when summing
up all internal nodal material forces≥ X% of the maximum material force vector at an internal
node -geometrically linear case -no node at the crack tip
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from the tip, we find but spurious forces whose amount is lowerthan 1% of the maximum
force. The percentage values attached to each nodal material force are relative to the maximum
force we find at the non-boundary nodes of the computational domain, including the node at the
crack tip if it exists. For the examples of that section, the100%-force is always located at the
crack tip itself (if there is a node) or at the closest nodes tothe tip.
If we havea node exactly at the crack tip, the nodal material force at the crack tip is almost
singular. In the framework of the MBL its 1-component is close to one (with an error of1% −
3%). Thus, in this very special X-FEM case, the material force vector at the crack tip node
can directly be taken as the resulting material force vectorat the crack tip. Taking into account
also the smaller and spurious nodal forces in the vicinity ofthe tip does not change the result
very much. However, the material forces occurring at the nodes on the crack faces have to be
excluded. Crack tip enrichment does not improve the qualityof the result.
In the more usual X-FEM case, where we haveno nodes at crack tip and crack facesone of
the central problems of the Material Force Method in the framework of the X-FEM becomes
obvious: How do we distinguish material forces contributing to the resulting crack tip force
from regular boundary forces attached to the crack faces and, in the case of a kinked crack,
from material forces contributing to a kink? For a general X-FEM mesh neither crack tip nor
kink and crack faces are located at nodes and the material forces occurring at those singularities
and boundaries, respectively, have to be collected from nodes in the vicinity.
Taking the sum of the two100%-forces as the resulting material crack tip force fulfils there-
quirements of the MBL with good accuracy. Taking into account also the nodal forces that are
(obviously) attached to the crack faces should be avoided. Therefore, for X-FEM without near
tip enrichment, we propose totake the 100%-force(s) at the crack tip node or at the nodes
in the direct vicinity of the tip . For non-symmetric mixed mode problems the criterion may
include all forces greater than e.g.70% or 80%. Material forces at crack faces are expected to
be smaller, while forces attached to kinks have to be eliminated. Later on, we will also discuss
to sum up all nodal forces within a circle of a certain radius attached to the crack tip (see sub-
section 6.3.3).

Until now, all conclusions have been restricted to straightcracks without kinks under mode I
conditions.
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6.3 Direction of crack propagation

In the previous section, we discussed the question whether acrack tends to propagate, which
is determined by comparing the norm of the (resulting) material force vector at the crack tip
to a critical material value. The focus of the present chapter is on thedirection of crack
propagation, i.e. the (negative) direction of the (resulting) material force vector at the crack
tip.
While for the investigation of the former question we restricted ourselves to a pure mode I
configuration (i.e. pure normal stresses) the effect of crack kinking is subjected to superimposed
normal and shear stresses (mixed mode) or pure shear stresses (mode II), respectively. Mixed
mode loading is the more probable case for real structures. Acrack under mode I always
propagates straightly without any change of direction. On the contrary a straight crack exposed
to mixed mode4 loading changes its crack path more or less suddenly.
Again, a central question of the Material Force Method within the framework of the X-FEM
is thecalculation of the resulting material force vector at the crack tip from distributed
nodal material forces. As the crack faces are regular boundaries, material forcesat the crack
faces do not contribute to the resulting material force vector at the crack tip. But a general X-
FEM mesh without nodes at the crack faces does not allow for the extraction of those material
forces at the crack faces, which will be discussed below.

6.3.1 Straight crack under mixed mode loading

In the previous section, we verified the 1-component of the material force vector for mode I
loading by a modified boundary layer problem (MBL), where theangle of the resulting material
force vector was always correct - zero degrees, i.e. no crackkinking for mode I.
But it is well known thatthe J-integral of classical fracture mechanics does not predict
the correct angles of crack propagation for most mixed mode and especially for mode
II configurations . Richard [173] compares the results of different models (fig. 6.20) which
shows that for a coefficientK = KII/(KI +KII) > 0.4 the J-integral (i.e. the MFM) predicts
too small kinking angles leading to an angle of zero degrees for mode II, where about70◦ is
expected. On the other hand the maximum hoop stress criterion, connected to theIΓ-integral
presented in section 3.5, predicts suitable angles of crackpropagation.
In principle, the MBL and the use of crack tip elements as wellas the definition of theIΓ-integral
are restricted to the geometrically linear theory. But in section 6.2 we concluded that as long
as we remain in the range of small strains, the MBL may also be applied to geometrically non-
linear calculations. With identical (and sufficiently small) prescribed boundary displacements,
the linear and the nonlinear approximation are simulating the same physics and thus shall lead
to (more or less) identical results. Based on the same arguments, we also compare the kinking
angles predicted by the nonlinear material force vector to the direction of crack propagation re-
sulting from theIΓ-integral. The same physical problem (at sufficiently smallstrains) must lead
to the same kinking behaviour. This is not true any more if theapplied boundary displacements
lead to large strains such that the linear theory is not admissible any more. Examples will be
presented in section 6.4.

4Denzer [48] remarks that mode II seems to be physically impossible, at least in the framework of the geomet-
rically nonlinear theory.
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J-integral criterion (Yu et al.)
max. hoop stress criterion (Erdogan & Sih) -IΓ
principle strain criterion (Fischer & Göldner,ν = 0, 3)
energy density criterion (Radaj und Heib,ν = 0, 3)

Figure 6.20: angle of crack propagation predicted by different criteria for mixed mode loading
K = KII/(KI +KII) - H.A. Richard [173]
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Figure 6.21: straight crack and X-FEM mesh with 18x19 elements (no nodes at crack faces and
at the crack tip), mixed mode boundary displacements prescribed by the MBL

For the verification of the results predicted by the X-FEM based MFM, we use again the MBL,
prescribing the boundary displacements for mode I, II and mixed mode configurations (fig.
6.21). The test specimen has a size of10mm× 10mm and is endowed with a straight crack of
5mm length. The mesh (18× 19 elements) is slightly refined around the crack tip and the crack
is passing through the elements (no nodes at the crack faces and at the crack tip) 5.
Similar to section 6.2 we calculate the resulting material force vector at the crack tip as the sum
of all internal nodal material force vectors which are greater or equal than a certain percentage
of the maximum material force at an internal node (includingthe crack tip node, if it exists).
Usually the maximum material force vector is located at the crack tip or at a node in the vicinity
of the tip.
From experimental results it is known that the maximum hoop stress criterion, based on theIΓ-
integral predicts quite realistic angles of crack propagation. On the other hand, the (vectorial) J-
integral and thus the MFM leads to wrong propagation angles for certain mixed mode conditions
and especially for mode II. Figure 6.20 shows the typical ’arc’ (dashed line) with an increasing
error forK > 0.4 predicting no kinking (ϕ = 0◦) for pure mode II, where about70◦ are
expected.
Therefore, the real quality criterion for the predicted kinking angle should be the curve related
to theIΓ-integral. But in fact, we want to evaluate the quality of theresulting material force
vector calculated from distributed nodal forces such thatthe physically wrong arc-like curve
resulting from the J-integral represents our measure of quality .

5Thus, regular boundary material forces at the crack faces may not be extracted from the nodal material force
vectors at the nodes in the vicinity of the crack.
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For thegeometrically linear case figure 6.22 (LHS) shows that summing up at least all nodal
material forces≥ 10% of the maximum material force leads to a good approach of the J-integral
predicted kinking angle by the X-FEM based MFM. Taking into account also the smaller inter-
nal nodal material force vectors does not change the result any more, i.e. spurious forces may
be ignored. For the linear case withnear tip enrichment (fig. 6.23, LHS) the direction of the
100% force vector is already quite close to the expected angle.
Thegeometrically nonlinear case (fig. 6.24, LHS) is similar to the linear example: Summing
up the contributions≥ 10% of the maximum force, predicts kinking angles close to what we
know from the J-integral.
For what concerns the value of the 1-componentF1 of the resulting material force vector (RHS
of figures 6.22-6.24), summing up the nodal forces≥ 10% of the maximum force leads to val-
ues of about one (i.e. an error of1% − 2%), which was prescribed by the MBL. The figures
show that when taking only into account the nodal material forces between20% and100%, for
mode I and II, we already get an error of up to10%. (The reason for the insufficient quality of
the computedF1 in the case of crack tip enrichment (fig. 6.23, RHS) has not been found.)

Conclusion: The maximum material force which defines the100% is still located at one or two
nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip or at the crack tip itself, if we have a node there. The
resulting material force at the crack tip is calculated as the sum of distributed nodal material
forces, where an exclusion of forces on the crack faces (and,in the case of a kinked crack,
forces at kinks) is not possible as we have no nodes on the crack itself.
Summing up at least all nodal material forces at internal nodes which are≥ 10% of the maxi-
mum nodal material force results in a value ofF1 close to one. Thus, the so computed resulting
material force at the crack tip fulfils the requirements of the MBL with good accuracy. Taking
into account also smaller nodal forces is possible without aloss of quality.
The predicted angles of crack propagation are in good coincidence with what we know from the
J-integral. On one hand, this means that the direction of thecomputed resulting material force
vector at the crack tip iscorrect from the numerical point of view. But on the other hand,we
get for certain mixed mode and mode II problems the same unphysical results which are
known from the J-integral (fig. 6.20). The latter statement is trivial as material force vector
and vectorial J-integral are equal. A way out of this known shortcoming of the Material Force
Method will be discussed in the following subsection.

6.3.2 Straight crack with appendix - geometrically linear case

If a (straight) crack exposed to mixed mode or mode II loadingpropagates, it changes the
direction of its path which is called crack kinking. In the previous section we saw thatthe
MFM in general but also in the framework of the X-FEM is not abl e to predict realistic
values of kinking angles for a certain range of mixed mode andmode II configurations.
Denzer [48] proposed a methodextending an existing straight crack by a small appendix,
attached to the crack tip, having1% of the length of the straight original crack (fig. 6.25) and an
angle ofϕ0 degrees relative to that original crack [191]. A common criterion for crack kinking
assumes thata crack tends to reach a state where the local stress field at the crack tip is of
mode I type (local symmetry) (Cotterell and Rice [43], Richard [173]).
For a straight crack extended by a small appendix, alocal mode I situation means that the
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Figure 6.22: resulting material force vector computed fromnodal material forces for mixed
mode conditions:direction of crack propagation (LHS) and 1-component (RHS) -geometri-
cally linear case
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Figure 6.23: resulting material force vector computed fromnodal material forces for mixed
mode conditions:direction of crack propagation (LHS) and 1-component (RHS) -geometri-
cally linear case with near tip enrichment
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Figure 6.24: resulting material force vector computed fromnodal material forces for mixed
mode conditions:direction of crack propagation (LHS) and 1-component (RHS) -geometri-
cally nonlinear case
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Figure 6.25: straight crack with small appendix
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Figure 6.26: simplified schematic illustration of the (inverse) material force vectors acting on
differently oriented crack appendices

material force vector at the tip of the appendix and the appendix itself have to be collinear.
Denzer [48] has shown for mode I, II and mixed mode that as longas that additional crack
segment does not have the direction of the final crack propagation, there is a deviation between
the material force vector and the appendix. The material crack tip force (i.e. the material force
vector at the tip of the appendix) pushes the crack into the correct direction (fig. 6.26).

Our 2d test specimen (fig. 6.27) has a dimension of10mm × 10mm and is symmetric with
respect to the crack which has a length of5mm. If the crack is extended by an appendix, this
additional crack segment has a length of0.05mm, i.e. 1% of the original crack length, and
it is attached under a certain angleϕ0 to the straight original crack. The boundary displace-
ments applied, cause a mixed mode or mode II loading, respectively, where the coefficient
K = KII/(KI +KII) is a measure for the mixed mode state. The applied boundary displace-
ments defined by the MBL are calculated based on the original crack, without appendix.

The mesh of 306, 648 and 1188 bilinear elements, respectively is refined towards the crack tip.
In the following numerical examples the focus will be on an area of0.12mm× 0.12mm around
the crack tip which is discretized by a changing number of elements. Thus, the computed nodal
material forces and the resulting material crack tip force calculated from those forces will also
give an idea of mesh dependence of the MFM in the context of theX-FEM .

In detail, the region of the crack appendix, which always consists of regular quadrilateral el-
ements, is discretized as follows: The coarse basic mesh (306 global elements) only provides
four elements on an area of0.1mm × 0.082mm where the crack appendix cuts one of those
elements completely (see fig. 6.29, RHS). The refined meshes discretize an area of0.043mm
× 0.113mm by6 x 6 elements (compared to 648 global elements, fig. 6.30, LHS) and 15 x 15
elements (compared to 1188 global elements, fig. 6.30, RHS),respectively.

The presented numerical examples, again represent a special case of X-FEM modelling, where
nodes are located directly at the crack faces and at the cracktip. Thus, it is possible toseparate
regular boundary nodal material forces at the crack facesfrom nodal material forces in the
bulk. Furthermore, the node at the kink allows for the identification of the material force vector
at the kink which represents another singular point. The following examples will show that the
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spurious forces at neighbour nodes to the kink are small and negligible. A second mesh for the
same geometry and identical boundary conditions but without nodes at the crack faces will be
defined in section 6.5 in order to evaluate the influence of thediscretization of the domain.
The resulting force at the crack tip is calculated as the sum of all internal nodal material
forces greater or equal than0.1% of the maximum nodal material force in the bulk (in-
cluding the material force at the crack tip node). Nodes on the crack faces and especially
at the kink do not contribute. The crack driving force is equal to the negative resulting
material force vector.

Mixed mode loading withK = KII/(KI + KII) = 0.5 - 55◦ crack appendix

Denzer’s [48] investigations about crack kinking were based on classical FEM, modelling the
crack explicitely. The mesh was strongly refined in the cracktip region and the elements con-
taining the crack tip node were of P2 type while the rest of thedomain was discretized by S2
elements.
On the contrary the X-FEM models the crack implicitly by additional nodal degrees of freedom
and without adapting the mesh to the crack geometry. Thus, especially after a crack has propa-
gated, the mesh is not refined in the vicinity of the crack and remeshing is not desired. However,
it has been shown that a good approximation of the displacement field can be achieved. Ad-
ditionally, enrichment of the nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip with the asymptotic near tip
fields is possible. But how about the approximation of the crack driving material force vector
at the crack tip as a sum of nodal material forces emanating from the X-FEM discretization?
The following numerical examples forK = 0.5, which in terms of the SIFs meansKI = KII ,
will focus on that question. Evaluating theIΓ-integral (figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24, LHS),we
expect a crack kinking angle of about55◦ which is why we attach a crack appendix under
an angle ofϕ0= 55◦.

Geometrically linear case without crack tip enrichment

In this section, we focus on the geometrically linear case. nonlinear examples will be discussed
in section 6.4. Figure 6.28 gives an impression of the nodal material forces calculated on a 306
element mesh close to the crack tip. The figure shows a zoom on1mm× 1mm of the10mm×
10mm domain. We compare the results for a crack with and withouta1%-appendix.
At the crack tip node of the original straight crack without appendix we find a quite singular ma-
terial force vector while all other nodal material force vectors in the vicinity are much smaller.
The material force vector at the crack tip has an angle of about 40◦ relative to the crack’s direc-
tion, while including all other nodal material forces at internal nodes which are≥ 0.1% of that
force at the tip node gives42◦. TheIΓ-integral predicts55◦, as expected. The corresponding
SIFs calculated areKI = 200.1, KII = 233.7, whileKI = KII = 200 (K = 0.5) is prescribed
in the context of the MBL.6

When adding the appendix to the original crack, the biggest force is not located at the crack
tip node any more, but at nodes in the vicinity of the new cracktip. Thusthe nodal material

6For the cracks extended by an appendix, theIΓ-integral does not predict correct kinking angles as its imple-
mentation is only valid if no crack kink is located inside theintegration domain. The expected kinking angle for
all numerical examples presented withK = 0.5 is 55◦.
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Figure 6.27: cracked test specimen (10mm× 10mm) - boundary displacements for mixed mode
loading withK = 0.5 - 306, 648 and 1188 elements
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Figure 6.28:nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom1mm× 1mm) - standard (LHS)
and with1% crack appendix under55◦ (RHS)

Figure 6.29:nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm) - standard
(LHS) and with1% crack appendix under55◦ (RHS)
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Figure 6.30:nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -648(LHS) and1188 elements(RHS) (zoom0.12mm
× 0.12mm) with1% crack appendix under55◦

forces are much less concentrated, when the small1% appendix is added to the straight
original crack . Both X-FEM meshes are absolutely identical and both cases only differ by the
definition of the crack which leads to additional enriched nodes close to the crack tip.
Figure 6.29 shows a closer zoom on the crack tip (0.12mm× 0.12mm, indicated in fig. 6.28 by
a black square)7. Refining the X-FEM mesh (648 and 1188 elements as described above, fig.
6.30) essentially leads to the same distribution of nodal material forces on the nodes around the
tip of the crack appendix. But those nodes are located at a much smaller area than for a coarse
mesh, which is why for a refined mesh the nodal material forcesare much more focused on the
crack tip. On the contrary to the coarse mesh (fig. 6.28, RHS) the maximum force is located at
the crack tip itself, but again we find considerable force vectors on the nodes in the vicinity.
Let us have a short look on the material force vectors that appear at the nodes located on the
crack faces itself (e.g. fig. 6.30). Calculating theresulting material crack tip force from the
distributed nodal material forces we have to decide which nodes may contribute to the resulting
force vector and which have to be excluded. Those nodal forces at the crack faces are material
forces atregular boundaries which is why they do not contribute to the resulting material
force vector. Kinks also represent a kind of singularity which is why the material force vectors
at kinks have to be excluded as well, when calculating the resulting material force vector at
the crack tip. The special X-FEM mesh we applied here, allowsfor the identification and
elimination of those forces - in general X-FEM where no nodesare located on the crack itself,
it is not possible to eliminate those regular boundary forces.
In order to get the resulting material force vector at the crack tip, we sum up all internal nodal
material forces greater or equal than0.1% of the maximum force (which may be located at the

7The nodal material force vectors are scaled differently forboth zoom levels. Remark, that on fig. 6.29, RHS,
the largest nodal material force vectors are located outside the visible area.
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Figure 6.31:resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm) - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under55◦ (RHS)

Figure 6.32:resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -648(LHS) and1188
elements(RHS) (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm) with1% crack appendix under55◦
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crack tip node).
In the case of the straight original crack without appendix,the sum of the nearly singular ma-
terial force vector at the crack tip node (fig. 6.29, LHS) and all other internal nodal forces
≥ 0.1%, leads to a resulting vector of42◦ (fig. 6.31, LHS).
This error of nearly25% is what we have already seen in figure 6.22. However, the resulting
material force vector at the crack tip already tends to kink the crack towards the expected di-
rection of55◦. For the same mesh, but the crack extended by the55◦ appendix, the resulting
material force vector at the tip of the appendix and the appendix itself are nearly collinear. Thus
the method would predict a kinking angle close to55◦ - the calculated resulting material force
vector has an angle of53◦ relative to the straight original crack (fig. 6.31, RHS).
Denzer [48] shows that as long as the direction of the ’kinkedcrack tip’ does not coincide with
the real kinking direction, the material force at the crack tip (i.e. the tip of the appendix) tries to
push the appendix into the correct direction (fig. 6.26). Thefinal direction of crack propagation
is found when material force vector and crack appendix are collinear, which means that the
force does not tend to change the direction of the appendix any more.
For the geometrically linear case the refined meshes (fig. 6.32) do not lead to more exact results:
with 648 elements the calculated resulting material force vector has an angle of58◦ relative to
the original crack, with 1188 elements we get an angle of57◦ (see table 6.4).By extending
the original straight crack with a 1% appendix, the X-FEM based MFM leads to realistic
crack kinking angles. Without that appendix we find the well known errors of J-integral
based crack kinking angles for mixed mode and mode II loading.

Geometrically linear case with near tip enrichment

Now, we will have a short look on the geometrically linear case with near tip enrichment,
where the nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip are enriched with the asymptotic near tip fields.
Applying the identical boundary displacements of the MBL asbefore, we get the SIFsKI =
199.6, KII = 233.2 and of course, we expect the same kinking angle of about55◦, which is
predicted by theIΓ-integral (fig. 6.23). Here, we use only the coarse mesh with 306 elements.
For the original crackwithout appendix, the material force vector at the crack tip node has
an angle of45◦ relative to the crack (fig. 6.34, LHS). Thus the angle is slightly closer to the
expected angle of55◦, compared to the X-FEM without near tip enrichment. The resulting
material force vector (fig. 6.35, LHS), calculated as described above, has an angle of43◦ and
thus shows the same deviation as before.
When adding thecrack appendix, we find a much bigger (and concentrated) nodal material
force at the crack tip (fig. 6.34, RHS) compared to the case without near tip enrichment (figs.
6.28 and 6.29). The tip of the appendix (which is located at a node) carries by far the biggest
nodal material force vector, while without tip enrichment bigger forces were located at the nodes
in the vicinity.
Thus, thenodal material forcesof the X-FEM with near tip enrichment are closer to the an-
alytical result of asingular material force at the crack tip than without tip enrichment. For
the example without appendix, the predicted kinking angle of about43◦ is not better than with-
out tip enrichment, but again close to what we expect from theJ-integral. On the contrary, the
combination of near tip enrichment and crack appendix leads to a good result:appendix
and resulting material force vector are perfectly collinear (fig. 6.35, RHS). But already the
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Figure 6.33:nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom1mm × 1mm) with crack tip
enrichment - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under55◦ (RHS)

dominant nodal material force vector at the crack tip pointsto the correct direction.

306 elements 648 elements 1188 elements
without crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.1/1.0 42.4◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -1.2/1.1 43.1◦

with crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.1/1.5 52.9◦ -1.1/1.7 58.0◦ -1.1/1.7 57.2◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -1.1/1.6 54.8◦

Table 6.4: resulting material force vectors (0.1%-sum) at the crack tip and their angles relative
to the (original) crack - straight crack under mixed mode loading withK = 0.5 with and without
crack appendix
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Figure 6.34:nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm) withcrack
tip enrichment - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under55◦ (RHS)

Figure 6.35:resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.5) - geometrically linear case -306 elements(zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm) withcrack tip enrichment - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix
under55◦ (RHS)
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Figure 6.36: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.8) - 1188 elementswith 1% crack appendix under66◦ - geometrically linear - (zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm)

Mixed mode loading withK = KII/(KI + KII) = 0.8 - 66◦ crack appendix

Now we approach our mixed mode conditions closer to mode II bydefining a relation of
K = 0.8 for the SIFs. The corresponding boundary displacements areagain calculated in
the framework of the MBL. Figure 6.20 shows that, based on theIΓ-integral we should expect
crack propagation under an angle of about66◦. Therefore, we extend the straight original crack
by an appendix under66◦. Its length is again1% of the original crack length. Because of the
new orientation of the appendix, the X-FEM meshes with 306, 648 and 1188 elements, respec-
tively, have to be adapted slightly, such that we still havea node at the crack tip. Furthermore,
we still have a node at the kink and several nodes on the crack faces such that the material
forces at the crack faces and at the kink may be separated fromthe nodal forces contributing to
the resulting material force vector at the crack tip. In order to calculate that resulting crack tip
force, we take again thesum of all nodal forces at internal nodes which are≥ 0.1% of the
maximum nodal material force vector.
ForK = 0.8 we only provide thedistributionof the nodal material forces for the finest mesh
with 1188 elements (fig. 6.36). The material force vector which is located directly at the crack
tip node is the biggest one but also at some close neighbour nodes we find material forces of
the same order. Evidently, taking the material force vectorat the crack tip node directly as the
resulting and crack driving material force at the crack tip,as we did in section 6.2, is no more
possible, but the summation procedure is obligatory. However, the remarkable material forces
are again quite concentrated on the vicinity of the crack tipand at some distance from the tip,
we already get only spurious nodal forces.
Another big material force vector occurs at the kink and on the crack faces close to the kink. In
any case, those nodal forces do not contribute to the resulting crack tip force.
As we have discussed in previous sections, the kinking angles predicted by the MFM for a
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Figure 6.37: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.8) - geometrically linear case -306 elements-
standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under66◦ (RHS) - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

Figure 6.38: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.8) - geometrically linear case -648(LHS) and1188
elements(RHS) with1% crack appendix under66◦ - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)
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Figure 6.39: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mixed mode loading (K = 0.8) - geometrically linear case -306 elementswith
crack tip enrichment - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under66◦ (RHS) - (zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm)

straight crack are located on the typical ’arc’-like curve which figure 6.20 shows for the J-
integral. Thus it is no surprise that for the original crack,the MFM predicts a kinking angle of
20◦ (LHS of fig. 6.37) which is by far too small as about66◦ are expected in reality. Extending
the crack by the appendix means a big step into the right direction but with an angle of53◦ we
still may not accept the result (RHS of fig. 6.37).
In comparison toK = 0.5, forK = 0.8 the fine meshes are needed in order to achieve good re-
sults. Even with the crack appendix, the results of the coarse mesh are far away from predicting
correct angles of crack propagation.
Figure 6.38 shows that what we need is thecombination of the crack appendix and a fine
mesh in the vicinity of the crack tip, i.e. in the region of the crack appendix. With the mesh
of 648 elements an angle of68◦ is predicted, while the finest mesh with 1188 elements predicts
an angle of66◦ which is exactly the value we expect.
At last, we have to take a short look on the results includingcrack tip enrichment. For the
straight original crack, enriching the nodes in the vicinity of the crack with the asymptotic near
tip fields does not improve the result at all: with22◦ (fig. 6.39 LHS) the computed direction
of crack propagation is as wrong as without tip enrichment. Adding the tip appendix, the X-
FEM with crack tip enrichment predicts63◦ (fig. 6.39 RHS). Thus, the coarse mesh with crack
tip enrichment improves the quality of prediction in comparison to the coarse mesh without
tip enrichment (63◦ in comparison to53◦, where66◦ are expected). However, best results are
obtained with the refined meshes where crack tip enrichment is not needed.
Figure 6.36 shows that the material forces occurring at a node located at a kink may be of the
same order as the forces in the direct vicinity of the crack tip which contribute to the resulting
crack driving force. Thus, it becomes evident thatfor the general X-FEM case without nodes
on the crack itself, the ’percentage criterion’ would not work any more. Summing up e.g.
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306 elements 648 elements 1188 elements
without crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.2/0.4 19.6◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -1.4/0.6 22.1◦

with crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.2/1.6 53.3◦ -0.9/2.1 68.2◦ -1.0/2.2 66.1◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -1.0/1.8 62.6◦

Table 6.5: resulting material force vectors (0.1%-sum) at the crack tip and their angles relative
to the (original) crack - straight crack under mixed mode loading withK = 0.8 with and without
crack appendix

all nodal material forces≥ 10% of the maximum force would alsoincludethe material force
at the kink, while summing up e.g. only the nodal forces≥ 80% would excludenodal material
forces close to the crack tip which obviously have to be considered. An alternative strategy
could be to sum up all material force vectors located at nodeswithin a crack tip centered circle
of a certain radius (similar to figure 5.9). This ’radius criterion’ will be discussed in subsection
6.3.3.

Mode II loading with K = KII/(KI + KII) = 1.0 - 70◦ crack appendix

Finally, we define an example forpure mode II loading, where the boundary displacements
are again computed in the framework of the MBL. Here, we addeda crack appendix under
70◦, corresponding to the expected direction of crack propagation for mode II (fig. 6.20). The
X-FEM meshes of 306, 648 and 1188 elements, respectively, are again adapted to the appendix
such that we have a node directly at the crack tip, a node at thekink and nodes on the crack
faces.
As before, the resulting material force vector at the crack tip is calculated as the sum of all
nodal material forces at internal nodes which are≥ 0.1% of the maximum material force vector.
Forces at the crack faces and the one at the kink are excluded which is easily possible as we
have the unusual X-FEM case where nodes are located directlyon the crack, including the kink.
The distribution of the nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip (fig. 6.40) shows that
again the maximum nodal force is located at the crack tip nodebut the nodes in the direct vicin-
ity of the crack tip carry forces of the same order. Therefore, the above described summation is
obligatory.
We have already seen in subsection 6.3.1 thatthe MFM and the J-integral criterion are not
able to predict the direction of crack propagation for mode II problems. The comparison
provided by Richard (figure 6.20) shows that the arc-like curve of the J-integral returns to0◦,
i.e. a straight crack propagation, while theIΓ-integral predicts about70◦.
The result for the original crack and the coarse mesh (306 elements) without appendix fulfils
exactly what Richard’s plot shows: propagation without a change of direction (LHS of fig.
6.41). Also including crack tip enrichment does not change the result: still0◦ (fig. 6.43 LHS)8.

8Indeed, what we see is an infinitesimally small positive deviation from0◦.
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Figure 6.40: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mode II loading (K = 1.0)
- 1188 elementswith 1% crack appendix under70◦ - geometrically linear - (zoom0.12mm×
0.12mm)

Figure 6.41: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mode II loading (K = 1.0) - geometrically linear case -306 elements- standard
(LHS) and with1% crack appendix under70◦ (RHS) - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)
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Figure 6.42: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mode II loading (K = 1.0) - geometrically linear case -648 (LHS) and1188
elements(RHS) with1% crack appendix under70◦ - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

Figure 6.43: resulting material force at the crack tip (sum of all internal nodal material forces
≥ 0.1%) for mode II loading (K = 1.0) - geometrically linear case -306 elementswith
crack tip enrichment - standard (LHS) and with1% crack appendix under73◦ (RHS) - (zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm)
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306 elements 648 elements 1188 elements
without crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.3/0.0 0.0◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -1.4/0.0 0.9◦

with crack appendix Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle Fresx /Fresy angle

geom. linear -1.1/1.3 47.9◦ -0.7/2.0 70.5◦ -0.8/2.0 67.8◦

geom. linear, tip enrichment -0.8/1.6 64.0◦

Table 6.6: resulting material force vectors (0.1%-sum) at the crack tip and their angles relative
to the (original) crack - straight crack under mode II loading with K = 1.0 with and without
crack appendix

Adding the crack appendix under70◦ means a big step into the right direction, but a predicted
angle of48◦ is still not good (RHS of fig. 6.41). The combination of appendix9 and crack tip
enrichment further approaches to the correct result, predicting a propagation angle of64◦ (fig.
6.43 RHS). But actually,we need the combination of a refined mesh and the crack appendix
in order to get a convincing result: 71◦ with the mesh of 648 elements and68◦ with 1188
elements. In comparison to the original MFM applied to the straight crack without appendix,
which predicts straight crack propagation without kinking, the presented method showsa way
out of this basic shortcoming of the MFM, illustrated by figure 6.20.
Figure 6.40 shows again that in the general case without nodes on the crack faces and at the
kink, the ’percentage criterion’ would not be able to separate nodal material forces contributing
to the resulting crack driving force at the crack tip from those being attached to the kink. A
crack tip centered circle for the choice of nodes contributing to the resulting material force at
the crack tip is proposed alternatively in subsection 6.3.3.

6.3.3 Alternative criterion for the calculation of the crack driving force:
circle centered at crack tip - circle criterion

We have already discussed above that one of the crucial questions of the MFM in the framework
of the X-FEM is theseparation of nodal material forces contributing to the crack driving
force from those contributing to a kink or those being attached to the crack faces. Espe-
cially when a crack just started to grow such that the actual crack tip is very close to a kink, this
may be difficult.
In general, material forces at the crack faces which represent regular boundaries and at kinks
have to be distinguished from the material force vector at a crack tip. Modelling a body endowed
with a crack by the X-FEM, there are normally no nodes at cracktips, at kinks and on the crack
faces which is whyat nodes close to a kink we may find material forces of the same order
than in the vicinity of the crack tip. But without nodes on the crack it is no more possible to
exclude material forces at kinks and at the crack faces by simply ignoring the correspond-
ing nodes and thus the above defined ’percentage criterion’ would not work any more.

9Here, the appendix was (by mistake) added under73◦, but with a70◦ appendix the direction of the computed
resulting material force at the crack tip would only change by less than1◦.
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Figure 6.44: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.8) - 1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦, geometrically linear case -
mesh definingnodes on the crack and at the kink(LHS) and meshwithout nodes on the
crack and at the kink (RHS) - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

geometrically linear case

Figure6.44 illustrates that problem: while the plot on the LHS is equal to figure 6.36 (LHS)
with a node at the tip, a node at the kink and nodes on the crack faces, the RHS of figure 6.44
shows a more typical X-FEM discretization without nodes on the crack. In the first case it was
possible to exclude material forces at the tip and on the crack faces such that we could sum
up all other material force vectors at internal nodes (more precisely all forces≥ 0.1% of the
maximum force) and take that resulting material force vector as a good approximation of the
crack driving force (fig. 6.38, RHS).
In the second case, we simulated the same boundary value problem with an identical geometry
but a slightly different mesh. This small change of the discretization changes the distribution
of the nodal material forces. Especially the force which waslocated at the kink node before is
distributed on nodes in the vicinity as well as the material forces we had on the crack faces. If
we defined again the resulting material force vector at the crack tip as the sum of all material
forces at internal nodes≥ 0.1% of the maximum force, we would alsoincludethe forces being
evidently attached to the kink and to the crack faces. On the other hand, if we took only into
account nodal forces e.g.≥ 70% of the maximum force, we wouldexcludeforces which in fact
belong to the crack tip. Both methods lead to absolutely wrong results. The sum of all forces
≥ 0.1% of the maximum force is illustrated by figure 6.45.
Evidently we need alocal definition of the summation area and we propose acrack tip
centered circle of a certain radiusdefined as a function of the geometric conditions of the
neighbourhood of the tip (compare to the definition of the integration domain for the calculation
of theIΓ-integral (sec. 5.8, fig. 5.9)). For example, when crack propagation just started and the
tip is close to a kink, the radius has to be so small as not to reach the kink. However, figure 6.28
(RHS) makes clear that in some cases it may be impossible to define a suitable radius.
In a first step, we have chosen the radius equal to a quarter of the length of the appendix and
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Figure 6.45: resulting material force at the crack tip calculated as the sum of all material force
vectors at internal nodes≥ 0.1% of the maximum force -K = 0.8, 1188 elements with1%
crack appendix under66◦, geometrically linear case, meshwithout nodes on the crack and
at the kink - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

comparing figure 6.46 (RHS) to figure 6.45 we obviously improved the quality of the computed
crack driving force fundamentally. But still the difference between the direction of the resulting
material force and the expected direction of crack propagation is not satisfying. Material force
vector and crack appendix are not collinear. It can be seen that the defined circle does not yet
cover certain nodal material forces of significant order. Therefore, we increase the radius of the
circle to half the length of the appendix (fig. 6.47) and we geta further improvement of the
direction of the predicted crack driving force. However, the calculated resulting material crack
tip force does not reach the quality of the result we got for the adapted X-FEM mesh with nodes
at the crack tip, at the kink and on the crack faces.

geometrically nonlinear case

A second example shows the influence of the chosen radius in the geometrically nonlinear case.
We basically define the same example as above, but the appliedboundary displacements are
scaled by a factor of 80. Figure 6.48 (LHS) shows the nodal material forces computed for a
geometrically nonlinear Neo-Hooke material. The expectedangle of crack kinking for that case
is about66◦. The resulting material force at the crack tip calculated asthe sum of all non-
boundary nodes provides an error of25%, predicting an angle of about50◦ (fig. 6.48, RHS).
Applying the circle criterion and comparing an evaluation radius between80% and20% of the
appendix’ length (figs. 6.49-6.50), the smallest radius reduces the error to13% and predicts an
angle of58◦ (fig. 6.50, RHS). However, this error is still much to large.
Basically, we can not simply conclude that the smaller the radius, the better the result, because
evaluating only the material force vector at the crack tip node, the direction of that vector is
about38◦ (fig. 6.48, LHS). Hence, the suitable choice of an evaluationradius is not trivial.
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Figure 6.46: resulting material force at the crack tip (RHS)calculated as the sum of all material
force vectors within a crack tip centered circle with aradius equal to a quarter of the length
of the appendix (LHS) - K = 0.8, 1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦, geo-
metrically linear case, meshwithout nodes on the crack and at the kink- (zoom0.12mm×
0.12mm)

Figure 6.47: resulting material force at the crack tip (RHS)calculated as the sum of all material
force vectors within a crack tip centered circle with aradius equal to half the length of the
appendix (LHS) -K = 0.8, 1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦, geometrically
linear case, meshwithout nodes on the crack and at the kink- (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)
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Figure 6.48: nodal material forces (LHS) and resulting material force at the crack tip calculated
as the sum of all material force vectors at internal nodes (RHS) (forces at nodes on the crack
and at the kink are eliminated) -K = 0.8 but boundary displacements scaled by factor
80, geometrically nonlinear case, 1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦ - (zoom
0.12mm× 0.12mm)

It seems that due to the need to calculate the crack driving force from distributed nodal
material forces , the combination of MFM and X-FEM has a systematic disadvantage in
comparison to the MFM in the framework of the standard FEM.
We are not able to define an objective criterion to decide which distributed nodal material
forces do contribute to the material crack driving force.

Summary:

In the previous section we used the Modified Boundary Layer Problem (MBL) in order to
evaluate the quality of the 1-component of the calculated resulting material force vector at
the crack tip. Comparing the norm of that material force vector to acritical material value
is connected to the question whether a crack tends to propagate. In the present section, we
discussed the second aspect of crack propagation, i.e. the direction of propagation. The Material
Force Method takes the(inverse) direction of the (resulting) material force vector at the
crack tip as the direction of crack growth.
Figure 6.20 illustrates a fact well known in fracture mechanics: for certain mixed mode con-
ditions and mode II the J-integral and thus the MFM predict no correct direction of crack
propagation while the IΓ-integral based maximum hoop stress criterion leads to physically
realistic results.
Most examples of the present chapter are defined on the special X-FEM case wherenodes are
located directly at the crack tip, at the kink and on the crack faces. In the previous section,
for mode I conditions it was sometimes sufficient to take the material force vector at the crack
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Figure 6.49: resulting material force at the crack tip calculated as the sum of all material force
vectors within a crack tip centered circle with aradius equal to80% (LHS) and 60% (RHS)
of the length of the appendix(forces at nodes on the crack and at the kink are eliminated) -
K = 0.8 but boundary displacements scaled by factor 80, geometrically nonlinear case,
1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦ - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

Figure 6.50: resulting material force at the crack tip calculated as the sum of all material force
vectors within a crack tip centered circle with aradius equal to40% (LHS) and 20% (RHS)
of the length of the appendix(forces at nodes on the crack and at the kink are eliminated) -
K = 0.8 but boundary displacements scaled by factor 80, geometrically nonlinear case,
1188 elements with1% crack appendix under66◦ - (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)
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tip directly as the resulting crack driving force. For the mixed mode conditions we applied in
the present section, we always had to build the resulting material crack tip force as the sum of
distributed nodal material forces. Of course, for a generalX-FEM mesh without a node at the
crack tip that summing procedure is not avoidable at all.
In general, material forces may occur at all external boundaries, including the crack faces, and
especially at kinks. Those forces have to be distinguished from the material force vector at
the crack tip. In our unusual X-FEM case with nodes on the crack faces and at the kink it is
easy to exclude the material force vectors attached to thosenodes from the sum of nodal forces
contributing to the resulting material crack tip force. On the contrary,for a general X-FEM
mesh which is not adapted to the crack geometry, the separation of the material force at
the crack tip from those forces at kinks and the crack faces isnot easily possible.
Hence,the basic question is still which nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip
contribute to the resulting force vector at the crack tip. In order to evaluate that question we
do not have to compare the direction of the calculated resulting material crack tip force to the
physically reasonable results of the maximum hoop stress criterion but to the arc-like curve of
the J-integral criterion (fig. 6.20).
But of course we may not be satisfied if we are able to calculatekinking angles which are known
to be wrong. Thus we extended the straight original crack by asmall appendix under a certain
non-zero angle. In general, that additional crack segment may be attached under an arbitrary
angle as the material force vector at the ’new’ crack tip is quasi pushing the appendix towards
thedirection of real crack propagation which is reached when appendix and material force
vector are collinear. This latter fact corresponds to alocal mode I situation which is what the
criterion of local symmetry claims as the final aim of crack propagation [43]. Denzer [48]
describes that iterative procedure in detail. In the context of this work, we focus on the quality
of the resulting material force vector calculated from distributed nodal material forces in the
framework of the X-FEM. Therefore, we directly define crack appendices under the kinking
angles expected from the maximum hoop stress criterion (fig.6.20).
Most examples with a crack appendix include a node exactly atthe crack tip, and in nearly all
cases the maximum nodal material force appears at that cracktip node. Nevertheless also the
nodes in the direct vicinity of the crack tip carry forces of about the same order. However, for a
coarse mesh it is also possible that the material force vector at the crack tip node is rather small,
while the maximum force is located at a node nearby (fig. 6.28 RHS).
In the first part of this section, we still had the straight original crack without appendix. The
resulting material force at the crack tip is calculated as the sum of all material force vectors at
internal nodes≥ 10% of the maximum nodal force, excluding the nodes on the crack faces, of
course. Comparing the results to the kinking angles predicted by the J-integral criterion pre-
sented by Richard (fig 6.20), we find a good correlation with the typical arc-like (but unphysical)
curve which is what we expect for the MFM. In other words, the numerical procedure leads to
the correct material force vector at the crack tip, but comparing the direction of that vector to
the kinking angles predicted by the maximum hoop stress criterion (IΓ-integral) we recognize
thatfor mixed mode conditions approaching to mode II, the methodneeds to be improved
fundamentally. Including crack tip enrichment, the conclusion is essentially the same. Legrain
[121] stated that the shortcomings of the computed nodal material forces whenever mode II
becomes dominant are due to singular terms of the crack faceswhich are not considered.
As mentioned above,the extension of the straight crack by a small appendix leadsto more
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realistic results, i.e. angles of crack propagation in good correlation with the directions pre-
dicted by the maximum hoop stress criterion. In this second part of the actual section, all nodal
forces at internal nodes≥ 0.1% of the maximum nodal material force are included into the sum
representing the resulting crack tip force. Forces at nodeson the crack faces and the force at
the kink node are not considered. For mixed mode withK = 0.5 the coarse mesh is sufficient
to get a resulting material force vector at the tip which is almost collinear with the appendix.
Including crack tip enrichment, even the material force vector we get directly at the crack tip
node is perfectly collinear with the appendix while the nodal forces at the neighbour nodes are
quite small.
When the loading conditions approach to pure mode II, we get an increasing error of the result-
ing material crack tip force calculated from the nodal material forces of the coarse mesh. Crack
tip enrichment improves the quality of the computed direction of crack propagation slightly, but
finally we need thecombination of a crack appendix and a sufficiently fine mesh inorder
to get a satisfying result for pure mode II loading. Thus, on one hand, the X-FEM is able to
model a crack without the need to adapt the mesh to the crack geometry, where even a coarse
mesh leads to an accurate solution vector. But on the other hand, a certain mesh refinement
in the vicinity of the crack tip may be essential for a sufficiently good approximation of the
resulting material force vector at the crack tip.
For the examples of subsection 6.3.2 we adapted the X-FEM meshes to the crack geometry
such that we had nodes on the crack itself. But for a common X-FEM discretization, the lack
of nodes on the crack faces, at kinks and at the crack tip is source of an increasing error and
represents a kind of mesh dependence. Especially in the caseof kinked cracks, internal cracks
with two crack tips or for bodies endowed with several cracks, the above presented ’percentage
criterion ’ is not able any more to distinguish nodal material forces contributing to different
singularities.
Hence, in subsection 6.3.3 we formulated the ’circle criterion ’ which is more suitable for
usual X-FEM discretizations. Finally, the resulting material force vector at a singularity like a
crack tip should be calculated as thelocal sum of distributed material node point forces in
the vicinity of the singularity. Summing up all nodal material forces within a circular domain
attached to the crack tip has also been proposed by Häusler etal. [96] but it has to be mentioned
that the separation of nodal forces contributing to different singularities is not always possible.
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6.4 Geometrically nonlinear material behaviour - large strains

In sections 6.2 and 6.3, we only verified theimplementationof nonlinear material behaviour
(geometrical and material nonlinearity) by applying the boundary conditions of the linear elas-
tic examples. For those small boundary displacements, the nonlinear simulations led to the
same nodal material forces as in the linear case.

In the present section we will discuss some examples for really large displacements. Figure
6.51 compares the stress-strain-relation (1D) for the linear elastic Hooke’s law and for a non-
linear elastic Neo-Hooke material which is applied to the examples of this section. For linear
elasticity, the strain-axis corresponds to the small strain measureε while for Neo-Hooke mate-
rial behaviour, the strain-axis represents the Green-Lagrange strainE. The nonlinearity of the
Neo-Hooke law is obvious.
The following examples model a material with a Young’s modulus of72000MPa and a Poisson’s
ratio of0.3. Those material parameters are fictitious as they correspond to aluminium but a real
aluminum alloy would by far not undergo the large deformations we apply. The specimen of
10mm× 10mm is discretized in 10× 10 finite elements using again the mesh of section 6.2 (fig.
6.52). The specimen is endowed with a straight central crackand we have the special X-FEM
case where the crack is located on element boundaries. Therefore, the nodes on the crack allow
for an elimination of the nodal material forces at the crack faces when computing the resulting
material force vector at the crack tip from distributed nodal material forces. Furthermore, the
material force vector at the crack tip node can directly be taken as an approximation of the
resulting material crack tip force.

Mode I loading

In the first example, we apply differently scaled boundary displacements always leading to a
local mode I situation at the crack tip (fig. 6.52). We use again the MBL procedure introduced
in section 6.2 but now the prescribed value ofF1 = J1 is chosen much higher than 1 up to a
maximum value ofF1 = 106, such that the specimen is subject to really large displacements and
strains. The boundary displacements of the MBL are still computed for linear elasticity (which
is fictitious for the actual order of displacements). Applying identical boundary displacements,
we compare the results for linear and nonlinear material behaviour.
Figure 6.54 shows the nodal material forces computed forF1 = 106 in the framework of linear
(LHS) and nonlinear elasticity (RHS), respectively. Comparing the respective material force
vector at the crack tip node which is represented by the largearrow lying on the crack and
pointing to the left, we find the nodal material force vector of the nonlinear case smaller that
in the linear case. Diagram 6.53 summarizes that comparisonfor the range0 ≤ F1 ≤ 106:
prescribing a certain valueF1 for the MBL should lead to a computed nodal material force
F1 at the crack tip node which is identical to the prescribed value for the linear case (straight
line ’theory/prescribed’ in fig. 6.53). Due to an error of about 1% the computed linear elastic
value is slightly smaller (dash-dotted curve ’linear’). Inprevious sections, we saw that for small
displacements linear and nonlinear elasticity lead to identical nodal material forces. On the
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Figure 6.51: stress-strain relation of the linear elastic Hooke law and the nonlinear elastic Neo-
Hooke law

Figure 6.52: boundary conditions for a local mode I situation at the crack tip
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Figure 6.54: nodal material forces for mode I MBL, prescribing F1 = 106 at the crack tip -
linear (LHS) vs. nonlinear elasticity (RHS) - (zoom6mm× 4mm)

contrary, figure 6.53 shows that for large deformations corresponding toF1 > 4 · 105 the nodal
material forces computed in the framework of nonlinear elasticity are significantly smaller
than in the linear case.
Figure 6.55 shows that the X-FEM mesh for the linear and the nonlinear case, respectively,
deform in a different manner for those large boundary displacements applied. For the symmetric
mode I problem under consideration, the nodes located directly on the crack always remain on
the symmetry line, but figure 6.56 shows the crack opening forboth cases computed based on
the X-FEM approximation for the upper and lower crack face, respectively.

mode II loading

In the second example, we consider a local mode II loading at the crack tip. The boundary
displacements (fig. 6.57) applied to both cases, linear and nonlinear elasticity, respectively, are
again calculated by the MBL procedure. In order to prevent problems emanating from a strong
distortion of the computational mesh, we prescribe a value of F1 = J1 = 20000 at the crack tip
which is much smaller that the maximum value prescribed in the above mode I problem.
Figure 6.58 shows again a significant difference of the nodalmaterial forces computed for linear
and nonlinear elastic material behaviour, respectively. However, a direct comparison as for
mode I is not easily possible any more, as for mode II andlinear elasticity the 2-componentF2

of the material force vector at the crack tip vanishes while in the case ofnonlinearelasticityF2

does not vanish. The present example results in (Flinear1 = −24388, Flinear2 = 0) in comparison
to (Fnonlinear1 = −23161, Fnonlinear2 = −213).
In the case of linear elasticity, where only small strains occur, the finite element solution is
calculated on the undeformed mesh. Thus, the crack remains always straight and we get the well
known and unphysical result for mode II: straight crack growth without kinking is predicted (see
section 6.3.1). On the contrary, in the geometrically nonlinear case, the results are computed
on the deformed mesh which also takes into account the deformed crack. This leads to an
unsymmetric distribution of the nodal material forces (fig.6.58). However, the kinking angle
predicted by the material force vector at the crack tip node would only be about0.5◦. In order
to get realistic results, i.e. a kinking angle of about70◦ for mode II, the procedure presented in
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Figure 6.55: deformed mesh for mode I MBL, prescribingF1 = 106 at the crack tip - linear
(LHS) vs. nonlinear elasticity (RHS)

Figure 6.56: deformed crack contour for mode I MBL, prescribing F1 = 106 at the crack tip -
linear (LHS) vs. nonlinear elasticity (RHS)
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Figure 6.57: boundary conditions for a local mode II situation at the crack tip

section 6.3.2 should be applied also to the nonlinear case, where a small appendix is attached to
the original crack.
Figure 6.59 shows the deformed crack for the present mode II situation. As we applied moderate
boundary displacements, the crack shapes calculated for the linear and the nonlinear case are
quite the same. It can be seen that both crack faces penetrateeach other which is unphysical, of
course. In order to prevent that effect, contact between thecrack faces should be considered.

Figure 6.58: nodal material forces for mode II MBL, prescribing F1 = 20000 at the crack tip -
linear (LHS) vs. nonlinear elasticity (RHS) - (zoom6mm× 4mm)
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Figure 6.59: deformed crack contour for mode II MBL, prescribingF1 = 20000 at the crack tip
- linear (LHS) vs. nonlinear elasticity (RHS)
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Figure 6.60: nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip for mixed mode loading
(K = 0.5) with 1% crack appendix under55◦ - geometrically linear case - 306 elements -
nodes at crack faces (LHS)vs. no nodes at crack faces (RHS) - (zoom0.6mm× 0.6mm)

6.5 Mesh dependence

In this short section, we will discuss some aspects of mesh dependence which are characteristic
for the combination of X-FEM and Material Force Method.
In the general X-FEM case, we have no nodes on the crack faces,at kinks and crack tips. On
one hand, it is one of the basic advantages of the X-FEM that the crack geometry does not have
to be modelled explicitely by the finite element mesh. But on the other hand, the lack of nodes
at crack faces, kinks and crack tips does not always allow forthe proper distinction of nodal
forces contributing to resulting forces at kinks and crack faces. Therefore, this represents a kind
of mesh dependence, too.
Figure 6.60 shows the nodal material forces in the vicinity of the crack tip calculated on two
different finite element meshes. Both discretize the identical boundary value problem by about
300 finite elements (figure 6.27, upper plot) and the crack is extended by a small appendix
attached to the original crack. The first case (fig. 6.60, LHS)corresponds to the example of
figure 6.28 (RHS), where nodes are located on the crack faces,directly at the kink and at the
crack tip. It is obvious that the maximum material force vector is not located at the crack tip
node but at one of the neighbour nodes. The resulting material force vector at the crack tip is
calculated as the sum of all material forces≥ 0.1% of that maximum force, where all internal
nodes and the node at the crack tip may contribute but the nodeat the kink and the nodes on the
crack faces are excluded. Figure 6.61 (LHS) shows the so computed resulting material force
vector which predicts crack propagation under an angle of53◦ where55◦ are expected (the
figure is identical to fig. 6.31 RHS).
On the contrary, the mesh shown on the RHS of figure 6.60 definesno nodes at the kink and
no nodes on the crack faces. Only the crack tip is still located at a node. But whereas in both
cases there exists a crack tip node, we find acompletely different distribution of the material
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Figure 6.61: resulting material force at crack tip for mixedmode loading (K = 0.5) with 1%
crack appendix under55◦ geometrically linear case - 306 elements -nodes at crack faces
(LHS) vs. no nodes at crack faces (RHS)- (zoom0.12mm× 0.12mm)

force vectorson the nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip: while here we geta quite singular
force vector at the crack tip node, in the other case the forces are distributed on nodes in the
neighbourhood of the tip. However, in general the resultingcrack driving force is computed as
the sum of distributed nodal material forces.
For this second mesh, it is no more possible to identify the material forces occurring at the
kink and at the crack faces which is why they may not be excluded from the calculation of the
crack driving force. Figure 6.61 (RHS) shows that the predicted angle of crack propagation is
reduced to45◦. In comparison to the expected result of55◦, the error increases from4% to
18%. The direct comparison of the resulting material force vectors calculated on both different
discretizations is illustrated by figure 6.62. The two smaller vectors shown are the material force
at the kink and the force at the node on the crack face which is closest to the kink, taken from
the first discretization (LHS of figure 6.60). Thus it becomesobvious that most of the error of
the dashed-line vector is due to the fact that material forces at kinks and crack faces may not be
separated from the crack driving force at the tip if the crackitself is free of nodes.
The ’circle criterion’ presented in subsection 6.3.3 wouldimprove the result for the second
mesh (fig. 6.60, RHS) but obviously it would be impossible forthe first mesh (fig. 6.60, LHS)
to include all nodal forces being evidently attached to the crack tip without including also the
kink. This may in general be a problem for coarse meshes.
The last example (figure 6.63) shows the influence of a nonsymmetric mesh applied to a sym-
metric mode I problem. The mesh is slightly refined on one sideof the crack which leads to
a certain small but visible unsymmetry of the nodal materialforces. Mode I loading causes
straight crack propagation without any change of directionof the propagating crack. But evi-
dently the material force vector at the crack tip node would already predict a small deviation
from the expected crack propagation under0◦.
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Figure 6.62: difference of calculated resulting material force vectors at crack tip - discretization
with nodes at crack faces and kinkallowing for the exclusion of forces at those nodes (solid
line vector, fig. 6.61 LHS) vs. discretizationwithout nodes at crack faces and kinknot
allowing for the exclusion of forces at those nodes (dashed line vector, fig. 6.61 RHS).

Material Force (all non−boundary nodes): 5282.722 (nonlin.) (mode I)

Figure 6.63: non-symmetric mesh leading to non-symmetric nodal material forces even for
mode I
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6.6 Quasi-static crack propagation

The concluding section of this chapter finally presents someexamples of quasi-statically prop-
agating cracks in a linear elastic body. Because we focus on the correct determination of the
direction of crack propagation, for the sake of simplicity,we did not apply a crack propagation
law but crack growth initiated simply when the norm of the material force vector at the crack tip
exceeded the static critical material value. Alternatively, Paris’ law for quasi static crack growth
could be applied.
Applying the MFM, we take two important informations from the material force vector at the
crack tip: The norm (i.e. the length) of the vector indicates whether the crack tends to
propagate while the negative direction of that crack driving force represents the predicted
direction of crack growth. As long as the norm of the material force vector is lower than the
threshold value, the crack does not propagate. When it exceeds the threshold, propagation is
possible but not necessary.
After each propagation step, the procedure for the application of the MFM is essentially the
same as for the initial crack:The crack driving force has to be calculated as the sum of
distributed nodal material forces. Even if the initial crack was straight and maybe had a node
at the crack tip, after the first crack propagation this is normally not the case any more. Thus, we
have again the question how to distinguish nodal material forces contributing to the resulting
material force at the crack tip from those contributing to the material force at a nearby kink.
Especially after the first propagation step, the new crack tip is always close to the initial crack
tip which meanwhile became a kink.
In the examples presented in subsection 6.6.1, theinitial crack is identical for the different sets
of boundary conditions and it is defined on the element boundaries such that we have nodes
on the crack faces and a node at the tip. At least for mixed modeconditions, after the first
propagation step the new tip is not located at a node any more and the resulting material force
at that tip has in any case to be built from the nodal forces distributed in the vicinity of the tip.
Because crack tip enrichment is not considered here, the crack growths always by one element
and after each propagation step, the new crack tip is locatedon an element boundary
Knowing about the difficulties, the J-integral and thus the MFM have to predict correct propa-
gation angles for certain mixed mode configurations and for mode II (see fig. 6.20), the crack
paths calculated by the MFM are compared to the crack development predicted by the maxi-
mum hoop stress criterion (IΓ-integral).
(Due to the restriction of the derivation of theIΓ-integral in section 3.5 to cracks without any
kink in the integration domain, the crack paths provided in figures 6.67 (RHS) and 6.72 (RHS)
are not very smooth. However, the general direction of crackpropagation in comparison to the
results obtained from the material crack driving force is sufficiently well approximated.)

6.6.1 Quadratic block under mode I, mixed mode and mode II loading -
geometrically linear case

Mode I loading

Figure 6.64 represents fully symmetric mode I conditions which corresponds to the simplest
case in our set of examples. Therefore the resulting crack path in the case of crack growth
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Figure 6.64: block (55mm× 55mm) under mode I loading

is trivially a straight one: a crack under mode I loading propagates without any change of
direction. Both methods, the MFM and the maximum hoop stresscriterion lead to the same
correct result (fig. 6.65).

Mixed mode loading, boundary displacements under30◦

Turning the direction of the applied boundary displacements on the upper and lower boundary
to 30◦ (fig. 6.66), we get mixed mode conditions and expect crack kinking in the case of crack
propagation. Comparing figures 6.67 (LHS) and 6.68 we find that for the MFM it makes no
difference whether we compute the resulting material forceat the (actual) crack tip as the sum
of all material forces at internal nodes or whether we only take into account the material forces
at nodes belonging to the elements touched by the actual crack tip. For those conditions of
mixed mode being close to mode I, the crack path calculated bythe MFM corresponds to the
result provided by the maximum hoop stress criterion(fig. 6.67, RHS)10.
Figure 6.69 illustrates the crack in the deformed, spatial configuration at three different propaga-
tion steps. Of course, the displacements are scaled and the absolute crack opening perpendicular
to the initial crack at its left is about0.03mm. This corresponds to the relative displacement of
the lower and upper boundary against each other in the direction perpendicular to the initial
crack which was prescribed by boundary conditions.

10The non-smooth crack path obtained for theIΓ-integral results from the restriction to cracks without kinks in
the integration domain when deriving theIΓ-integral (section 3.5). Here, this restriction is violated after the first
crack propagation.
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Figure 6.65: block under mode I loading - quasi-static crackpropagation - direction of crack
propagation determined by resulting material force at crack tip (sum of all non boundary
nodes, LHS) orIΓ-integral (RHS)

Comparing additionally the above results to the crack pathscomputed by two differently refined
meshes (fig. 6.70) we find essentially the same development ofthe crack for all three discretiza-
tions. But while the crack path is mesh independent, the distribution of the nodal material forces
changes with mesh refinement. The closer the nodal points approach to the crack tip and thus to
the singularity of the stress field, the more concentrated the material forces of significant order
are to the crack tip. With an increasing accuracy of the approximation of the stress singularity
in the vicinity of the crack tip by a fine mesh, also the size of the nodal material force vectors
increases. However, the sum of those material force vectorsremains about the same for all three
meshes.Thus, the nodal material forces depend on the mesh resolution in the area of the
singularity but the resulting crack driving force may still be mesh independent.
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Figure 6.66: block (55mm× 55mm) under mixed mode loading,30◦ boundary displacements

Figure 6.67: block under mixed mode loading,30◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack tip
(sum of all non boundary nodes, LHS) orIΓ-integral (RHS)
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Figure 6.68: block under mixed mode loading,30◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack tip
(sum of crack tip elements’ nodes)
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Figure 6.69: block under mixed mode loading,30◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack
tip (sum of all non boundary nodes) - deformed spatial configuration at different propagation
steps
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Figure 6.70: block under mixed mode loading,30◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack tip
(sum of all non boundary nodes) - nodal material forces (LHS, zoom) and crack paths (RHS)
for different mesh refinements
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Figure 6.71: block (55mm× 55mm) under mixed mode loading,60◦ boundary displacements

Mixed mode loading, boundary displacements under60◦

Turning the applied boundary displacements to60◦ (fig. 6.71) and thus approaching to mode
II, the crack path predicted by the MFM (fig. 6.72, LHS) differs already strongly from the path
calculated by the maximum hoop stress criterion11 (fig. 6.72, RHS). Corresponding to the well
known behaviour of the J-integral which predicts too small angles of crack kinking for the range
of mixed mode close to mode II (fig. 6.20), the crack path computed by the MFM is too flat, a
higher kinking angle was expected. Calculating the crack driving force from the contributions
of the elements attached to the crack tip, only, we get a slightly bigger angle than if we take into
account all material forces at internal nodes, but still theresult is not satisfying (fig. 6.73).

11The non-smooth crack path obtained for theIΓ-integral results from the restriction to cracks without kinks in
the integration domain when deriving theIΓ-integral (section 3.5). Here, this restriction is violated after the first
crack propagation.
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Figure 6.72: block under mixed mode loading,60◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack tip
(sum of all non boundary nodes, LHS) orIΓ-integral (RHS)

Figure 6.73: block under mixed mode loading,60◦ boundary displacements - quasi-static crack
propagation - direction of crack propagation determined byresulting material force at crack tip
(sum of crack tip elements’ nodes)
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Figure 6.74: block (55mm× 55mm) under mode II loading

Mode II loading

Finally let us have a look at mode II conditions. The MFM, whether calculating the crack driv-
ing force as the sum of all material forces at internal nodes or considering only the contributions
of the nodes belonging to the crack tip elements, predicts nochange of direction at all. This is
again what we know from the classical J-integral (fig. 6.20).On the other hand, the maximum
hoop stress criterion predicts clearly a crack kinking angle greater than what we found for all
mixed mode examples12.
Reflecting the results of subsection 6.3.2, where the attachment of a small appendix to the
straight initial crack improved the predicted angle of crack propagation fundamentally, we sup-
pose that this method would also produce a more realistic crack path in the case of quasi-static
crack propagation under mode II conditions. When the crack tends to propagate first it should
only need a small perturbation from its original direction,i.e. the crack should be extended by
a small appendix under an arbitrary non-zero angle. Afterwards the material force vector at
the tip of the appendix tends to push the appendix towards thecorrect direction of propagation.
This needs a static iterative calculation until when the resulting material force vector at the tip of
the appendix and the appendix itself are collinear and the correct direction of crack propagation
is found. If once crack kinking was initiated by that (costly) procedure, we would in general
expect a physically realistic crack path predicted by the MFM.

12The applied boundary conditions do not exactly create localmode II conditions at the crack tip such that the
kinking angle may be smaller than70◦ which would be expected for mode II.
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Figure 6.75: block under mode II loading - quasi-static crack propagation - direction of crack
propagation determined by resulting material force at crack tip (sum of all non boundary
nodes, LHS) orIΓ-integral (RHS)
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Figure 6.76: 3-point bending test

6.6.2 3-point bending test - geometrically linear case

As a last example, we have a look at the well known three-pointbending test illustrated by
figure 6.76. A bar of50mm× 15mm is supported at two positions on the lower boundary while
in the middle of the upper boundary a central external load isapplied. The above described
situation is fully symmetric. Additionally, a small initial crack is defined at different positions
at the lower boundary. The material behaviour is modelled bylinear elasticity.
When the external load is hight enough to trigger crack propagation, the crack is expected to
grow towards the working point of the applied force which is what we find for most of the
example configurations. The crack driving force is calculated as the sum of the material forces
appearing at nodes belonging to elements touched by the actual crack tip.
Defining a fully symmetric problem with the initial crack in the symmetry axis we just get
straight crack propagation in the direction of the applied force which is exactly what we expect.
Moving the initial crack towards one of the supports, the crack kinks at the onset of crack growth
and tends to reach the symmetry axis and the working point of the applied force. In other words
the crack aims to reach a situation of local symmetry corresponding to local mode I conditions.
At a certain point, the initial crack is too far away from the symmetry axis such that the bar fails
locally at the support.
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Figure 6.77: 3-point bending test - different positions of initial crack - external force applied in
symmetry axis
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Figure 6.78: 3-point bending test - different positions of initial crack - external force applied in
symmetry axis
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Scope of the work

The scope of the present work was thecomputation of crack driving forces within the
framework of the Extended Finite Element Method (X-FEM). TheMaterial Force Method
(MFM) as advocated by Steinmann et al. [189] and Denzer et al. [49] evaluates the material
motion problem numerically, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). Starting from the so-
lution of the spatial motion problem, the MFM computes the discrete material node point forces
in a straightforward postprocessing step which makes it very efficient. Therefore, the method
has been applied to various physical phenomena like classical fracture mechanics [151][152],
damage mechanics [127], thermomechanics [111] or biomechanics [113].

The X-FEM , which was first proposed by Moës et al. [147], based on a work of Belytschko
and Black [12] as well as on the Partition of Unity Finite Element Method (PUFEM) of Melenk
and Babuška [136], extends the standard FEM by the introduction of additional discontinuous
degrees of freedomallowing for themesh independent modelling of physical discontinuities
and singularities. The X-FEM has been applied to various types ofstrong and weak discon-
tinuities but it was first developed for classical fracture mechanics,where the discontinuous
enrichment with a step function represents the displacement jump across the faces of a crack.
Additionally, an enrichment with the near tip fields can improve the quality of the approxima-
tion in the vicinity of crack tips. In the case of crack propagation, the advantage of the X-FEM
is that there is no need for remeshing as the representation of the crack is independent of the
X-FEM mesh.

As both concepts, MFM and X-FEM, are related to fracture mechanics, the combination
of both in order to describe the behaviour of cracks in otherwise continuous bodies is a
obvious consequence.During the last years, several contributions to that field ofresearch have
been made, like e.g. the works of Larsson and Fagerström [116][65][66], Legrain [121][120]
and Häusler et al. [96] or some own contributions [75][76]. For a more detailed overview see
the introduction to chapter 4.

The framework of the present work is set byhyperelasticity at small and large strains, i.e.
the geometrically nonlinear theory combined with nonlinear hyperelasticity described by the
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Neo-Hooke material law on one hand and the geometrically linear theory with Hookean lin-
ear elasticity on the other hand. In the context of the above described material behaviour we
investigated the state of static cracks and modelled quasi static crack propagation.The ten-
dency of a crack to propagate and the direction of possible crack growth is described by
the material force vector at the crack tip. For a classical FEM discretization, there is always
a node located at the crack tip such that we directly get a nodal material force vector at the
crack tip. On the contrary, theX-FEM mesh is independent of the crack geometry such that
in general, there isno node at the crack tip and the question arises how to determine the
resulting material crack tip force from distributed nodal f orces in the vicinity of the crack.

The numerical examples presented in chapter 6 were computedwith a self-programmed Ex-
tended Finite Element code based on bilinear Q1 elements. The implementation is restricted to
the plane strain case.

7.2 Summary

After a short introduction, chapter 2 of this work introduced thebasic relations of hyperelastic
continuum mechanics in the spatial and material setting. The focus was on the balance of
linear momentum equation in its spatial and material forms,i.e. on the spatial motion problem
formulated in Cauchy stress and Piola stress, respectively, and the material motion problem
formulated in the Eshelby stress. For the numerical implementation, the equations had to be
transformed into the respective weak forms and the spatial motion problem had to be linearized
in order to solve the nonlinear problem iteratively. While we first presented the equations for the
geometrically nonlinear case and nonlinear material behaviour of Neo-Hooke type, in the last
section of chapter 2 the corresponding relations for the geometrically linear theory and linear
elasticity following Hooke’s law were discussed. Throughout this work, we restricted ourselves
to quasi-static problems.

While the equations of chapter 2 described the behaviour of continuous bodies, chapter 3 was
dedicated to the description of discontinuities (in otherwise continuous bodies). As in our case
the studied discontinuities were cracks, the two central questions were:Does the crack tend
to propagate and if so, which will be the direction of propagation? At the beginning of the
chapter, we gave a short introduction toclassical linear elastic fracture mechanicsfollowed
by an outline of the balance of energy equation.

Eshelby [62] derived the ’force on an elastic singularity’ by comparing the energy stored in a
linear elastic body endowed with a singularity (e.g. a cracktip) at a certain position to the energy
stored in the same body but with a slightly different position of the singularity. That difference
of energy corresponds to the energy released by a change of the singularity’s position which
in the case of a crack means crack growth. The change of the crack’s length is energetically
conjugate to a force-like quantity, the so called material force at the crack tip which is related to
a quantity named energy-momentum tensor by Eshelby and known today as theEshelby stress
tensor. Finally, the crack driving material force is found to be equal to the vectorial J-
integral, F = J , or speaking in scalar quantities, the 1-component of the material force vector
corresponds to the classical (scalar) J-integral and to theenergy release rate, F1 = J1 = G∗.
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In section 3.3 we tried to give a graphic summary of Eshelby’sconcept of material forces, pub-
lished in his landmark work from 1951 [62]. Chapter 3 concludes with the introduction of the
path independentIΓ-integral allowing for the calculation of the stress intensity factors (SIFs)
of the actual solution and leading to the alternativemaximum hoop stress criterionfor crack
propagation.

Chapter 4 introduced theX-FEM discretization by extending the standard FE approach with a
discontinuous Haar function enrichment and an optional additional enrichment with the asymp-
totic near tip fields. The latter was restricted to linear elasticity. At the beginning of the chapter,
we summarized the actual state of research by giving an overview of recent publications related
to the X-FEM with a focus on its combination with the MFM for the description of crack prop-
agation. The X-FEM discretization of thespatialweak form including the linearized tangent
stiffness matrix leads to the discrete linear equation system to be solved while the discretiza-
tion of thematerial weak form is necessary for the computation of the nodal material forces
in a postprocessing step. The chapter concluded, stating that thematerial forces computed at
the node points of a X-FEM mesh are essentially the same as those computed on a classical
FEM discretization, where for a direct comparison of FEM andX-FEM we used quasi identical
meshes for both which means that the crack had to coincide with element boundaries. In con-
trast to the material ’standard’ forces, the X-FEM producesanadditional formally force-like
quantity due to the discontinuous enrichment but it seems that this isnothing but a numerical
effect without any practical meaning. In particular, a linkto the material crack shape could not
be shown. Those nodal vectors depend explicitly on the type of the discontinuous enrichment
function and thus differ e.g. for symmetric Haar function enrichment and for nonsymmet-
ric Heaviside enrichment. On the contrary all other resultslike displacements, strains and
stresses are quasi independent of the choice of the discontinuous step function and corre-
spond to the results we get from standard FEM(at identical node point positions). Chapter
5 presented the matrix-vector relations being implementedin the X-FEM code by which the
numerical results presented in chapter 6 were computed.

In general we have three types of elements in a X-FEM discretization: elements intersecting
with the crack, elements which contain enriched nodes but are not cut by the crack (blending
elements) and standard finite elements without any enrichednodes. The latter group forms the
majority because the partition of unity enrichment with discontinuous DOFs is of local nature,
related to the vicinity of the crack only. The numerical integration over elements cut by the crack
is executed separately on either side of the discontinuity,where both integration domains are fur-
ther subdivided into triangular integration domains whichis why we call those elements ’trian-
gulated elements’. It is important to note that this meansno remeshing but only a subdivision
of the integration domain because the numerical integration over triangles is especially easy.

7.3 Results and conclusions

The material force at a singular part of a boundary is energetically conjugate to a change of
the singularity’s material position. Thus,the material force vector at the tip of a 2d crack
describes the tendency of the crack tip to change its position in the material configuration,
i.e. the tendency of the crack to grow. More precisely, the crack minimizes the potential energy
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by propagating into the negative direction of the material force vector because the latter points
into the direction of potential energy increase. The same istrue for the material forces at the
front of a 3d crack.

The advantage of the X-FEM is its ability torepresent a discontinuity like a crack indepen-
dently of the computational meshwhich includes that there isno need for remeshing in the
case of crack propagation. Even a coarse mesh may in general lead to a good approximation
of the displacement field while the solution in the vicinity of the crack tip is improved by intro-
ducing an additional enrichment with the asymptotic near tip fields and applying a higher order
integration scheme.

Discretizing a domain endowed with a crack by a X-FEM mesh, wehavein general no nodes
at crack tips, at kinks and on the crack faces. On the other hand, we expect considerable
material forces especially at crack tips and kinks. Furthermore, like all other regular bound-
aries, the crack faces may carry material forces. As initially mentioned, the MFM evaluates the
material force vector at the crack tip (node) in order to determine the state of a crack. Thus,
obviously, theadvantageof the X-FEM that the discrete mesh does not have to be adaptedto
the crack geometry becomes adisadvantageand a central question of the evaluation of material
forces in the framework of the X-FEM ishow to compute the resulting material force vector
at a crack tip from distributed nodal material forces . Furthermore, the forces contributing
to the tip have to be separated from those belonging to a kink or to the crack faces. Imagine
a discrete material force vector at a node located between a crack tip and a kink: Does it con-
tribute to the resulting force at the tip, to the force at the kink or somehow to both?

Therefore, thecomputation of the resulting material force vector from distributed nodal
material forces and the ability of that material force vector to predict the onset and the
direction of crack growth were in the focus of the numerical examples presented in chapter 6.

The introduction to the chapter gave some basic examples demonstrating the X-FEM approxi-
mation which essentially means that the resulting DOFs at a certain node are calculated as the
sum of the continuous and discontinuous nodal DOFs. Furthermore, we illustrated on principle
that the resulting material force at the crack tip has to be calculated as the sum of nodal mate-
rial forces distributed in the vicinity of the crack tip. Thematerial force vector is equal to the
vectorial J-integral while the 1-component corresponds tothe classical scalar J-integral.

The usual X-FEM case does not define a node at the crack tipas the crack may intersect the
elements arbitrarily. In order to compare the results to those computed by the standard FEM,
we defined a special model problem: A continuous body endowedwith a straight crack without
kinks was discretized by aX-FEM mesh which was adapted to the crack geometry such that
we got nodes at the crack tip and on the crack faces. Now we could define a second standard
FEM mesh with identical node point positions. The only difference was that one X-FEM node
on the crack itself had to be replaced by two standard FEM nodes at the same position but on
both crack faces. For such a mesh it is always possible to exclude the discrete material forces
at nodes on the crack faces (including kinks) from the sum representing the resulting crack tip
force.
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For the decision which nodal forces have to be summed up in order to get the correct re-
sulting material force vector at the crack tip, we defined in section 6.2 a modified boundary
layer problem (MBL ) prescribing a 1-component of the material crack tip force equal to one
(F1 = J1 = 1) and applying the corresponding boundary displacements tothe computational
domain. In that case, the 1-component of theresultingmaterial force vector computed from
discrete material node point forces has to be as close to one as possible which represents a mea-
sure of quality for the numerical method.

As a first example, we defined astraight crack under mode I conditions. For the adapted
mesh with a node at the crack tip, thediscrete material force at the tip nodeappeared to
be quasi singular andcould directly be taken as the crack driving force. Spurious forces at
neighbour nodes may be included but in any case the nodes on the crack faces do not contribute.

For the second case, where we had no nodes on the crack faces and at the tip, thesum of the
two maximum forces close to the crack tipalready led to a good result and the 1-component
of that vector was close to one. Without nodes on the crack faces the material forces occurring
at those regular boundaries may not be separated any more from the forces contributing to the
resulting crack tip force such that including more nodes in the vicinity of the crack tip even
reduced the quality of the result. However, in any case the direction of the computed resulting
material force vector at the crack tip predicted straight crack propagation without kinking which
is correct for mode I conditions.

The more common case is a crack undermixed modeconditions which was investigated in
section 6.3.1. Because a crack subject to mixed mode loadingchanges its direction in the case
of propagation, the direction of the resulting material force vector at the crack tip was of special
interest, now. We still had a straight crack without a node atthe crack tip and without nodes on
the crack faces. Summing up all nodal material forces at internal nodes whose norm was greater
than or equal to10% of that maximum force led to good results from the numerical point of
view: The 1-component of the resulting crack tip force was close to one and the direction of
the vector was in good coincidence with the well known J-integral results. Including crack
tip enrichment improved the quality slightly. Butfor certain mixed mode and especially for
mode II conditions the J-integral and thus the MFM is known to predict wrong kinking
angleswith a maximum error for mode II where straight crack propagation without kinking is
predicted but about70◦ are expected.

As an alternative, we applied the maximum hoop stress criterion based on theIΓ-integral which
led to more realistic kinking angles. But the aim was toimprove the results produced by the
MFM . Therefore, in section 6.3.2 we applied a method proposed byDenzer [48] for standard
FEM: extending the original crack by a small appendixunder an arbitrary non-zero angle,
the material force at the new crack tip tends to push that additional crack segment into the cor-
rect direction of crack propagation which is thedirection where the material force vector and
the appendix are collinear. This corresponds to alocal mode I situation. In the present work,
we directly attached an appendix under the expected angle ofcrack propagation.
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The computational domain was discretized by a coarse X-FEM mesh with 306 elements and
two refined meshes with 648 and 1188 elements, respectively.We took again advantage of the
special X-FEM case with a node at the crack tip, even at the tipof the appendix. Furthermore,
there was always a node at the kink which arose due to the attachment of the appendix, and we
had nodes on the crack faces. Also here, we normally found themaximum discrete material
force vector at the crack tip node, but for the coarse mesh it was also possible that the material
force vector at the tip node itself was rather small while themaximum force was located at a
node nearby. However, in a general X-FEM case the crack driving force has to be calculated as
the sum of distributed nodal material forces.

We computed the resulting material force vector at the cracktip (whether the tip of the original
crack or the tip of the appendix) as the sum of all material forces at internal nodes whose norms
were greater than or equal to0.1% of the maximum nodal material force vector.Nodal forces
at the kink and at the crack faces were excluded.If the elimination of forces at crack faces
and kinks is not possible such a low limit as0.1% would include too much contributions not
belonging to the crack driving force. A higher limit could improve the result, but finally the def-
inition of an evaluation domain attached to the crack tip is recommended (see ’circle criterion’
below).

In comparison to the mixed mode configurations with a straight crack,the attachment of the
small appendix improved the results of the X-FEM simulationconsiderably. In general, the
direction of crack propagation predicted by the material force vector at the crack tip, i.e. at the
tip of the appendix, was in very good coincidence with the direction predicted by the maximum
hoop stress criterion such that the computed resulting crack driving force was collinear with the
appendix. For most mixed mode cases even the coarse mesh led to sufficiently good results.

Approaching to mode II, the error of the results based on the coarse mesh increased. Crack tip
enrichment improved the quality, but in order to get a realistic direction of crack propagation
we needed thecombination of a crack appendix and a sufficiently fine mesh.

We already stated above that in the common X-FEM case withoutnodes on the crack itself and
especially without nodes at crack tips and at kinks, it is notpossible any more to separate nodal
forces contributing to the resulting crack tip force from those being attached to a kink located
nearby by a’percentage criterion’. Material node point forces in the vicinity of a kink can be
of the same order as the nodal forces in the vicinity of a cracktip.

An alternative local criterion which is especially recommendable in the case of several cracks
causing more than one singularity (crack tips and kinks) in the computational domain, is the
definition of a circular or elliptic domain attached to the crack tip such that only nodal
material forces inside that area contribute to the resulting material force at the corre-
sponding crack tip (’circle criterion’) (section 6.3.3). The shape defined around a certain
singularity must not enclose any other singularities.

In section 6.4 some examples for nonlinear material behaviour at large strains have been pre-
sented, while in section 6.5 some aspects of mesh dependencehave been discussed: For the
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same boundary value problem but different meshes, once withnodes on the crack itself, once
without, the nodal distribution of the discrete material forces changed significantly.

The concluding examples of chapter 6 gave an impression ofquasi static crack propagation in
the framework of the X-FEM . Essentially, at each propagation step the crack driving force has
to be calculated as the sum of distributed nodal material forces as outlined above for the static
initial cracks. Of course, also the problems discussed above remain the same: for a general
mixed mode case crack propagation creates a kink and even if the initial crack was straight and
maybe had nodes on the crack faces and at the initial tip, thiswill not be the case any more for
the new tip after propagation and for the kinks created by thepropagating crack. Comparing the
crack paths to those predicted by the maximum hoop stress criterion, we found that for mixed
mode conditions close to mode II the mean kinking angle predicted by the MFM was too small.
For pure mode II the MFM predicts no kinking at all but a straight crack propagation which
still represents what we know from the classical J-integral. Adding a small appendix under an
arbitrary angle to the initial crack would push the crack path towards a more realistic direction,
when propagation starts first.

So finally let us sum up the essential conclusions:

The advantage of the X-FEM is its ability to represent a discontinuity like a crack with-
out discretizing it explicitely. Thus, in general there areno nodes located at crack tips, at
kinks and on the crack faces. In the case of crack propagationno remeshing is needed.
But when applying the Material Force Method in order to evaluate the behaviour of a
crack, the framework of the X-FEM renders the determination of the crack driving force
more difficult. Without a node at the crack tip we always have to compute the result-
ing material force vector at the crack tip as the sum of certain distributed material node
point forces. Despite the spurious forces which nodes may carry, material forces occur
at regular boundaries including the crack faces and at kinkswhich also represent singu-
lar boundary parts like crack tips. Evidently, especially when a kink is located close to a
crack tip, it may be impossible to separate the material force contributions to the different
singularities. Therefore the lack of nodes at kinks and on the crack faces may represent a
source of increasing error when evaluating the onset and thedirection of crack growth.

For the calculation of the resulting material force vector at a crack tip in a body endowed
with additional singularities, like in the case of a kinked crack or when several crack tips
are present, we propose a ’circle criterion’ evaluating a circular area around the crack tip
under consideration. Also any other shape encircling the evaluated but no other singular-
ity may be defined.

A certain mesh refinement in the vicinity of a crack tip is concentrating the material node
point forces contributing to the crack driving force on a smaller area around the crack tip.
This improves the quality of the resulting material force vector at the crack tip, computed
from distributed nodal forces. This, of course would mean a certain mesh dependence
whereas the modelling of a crack in the framework of the X-FEMis on principle mesh
independent.
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Whenever the norm of the material force vector at a crack tip becomes greater than a ma-
terial dependent threshold value, the crack tends to propagate in the direction opposite to
the material force vector at the tip. But as the material crack driving force is equal to the
J-integral, the predicted directions for mixed mode conditions close to mode II and espe-
cially for mode II itself are known to be wrong. The presentedextension of the straight
original crack by a small appendix overcomes that shortcoming of the method.

7.4 Outlook

We have discussed that a mesh refinement in the vicinity of thecrack tip may improve the
quality of the resulting material force vector at the crack tip which means a more accurate cal-
culation of the norm and especially of the direction of the crack driving force. A need for a
refined mesh around the crack tip signifies a certain mesh dependence in the otherwise mesh
independent modelling of the crack by the X-FEM discretization.

From crack simulation in the framework of the standard FEM where the mesh has to discretize
the crack explicitely, we know that special crack tip elements improve the quality of the com-
puted material force vector at the tip node. Whereas in a general X-FEM mesh we have no node
at the crack tip, the possibilities to improve the combination of MFM and X-FEM by crack tip
enrichment should be subject to more detailed investigations. For example a higher order in-
tegration scheme in the vicinity of the singularity could further improve the quality of the result.

The most promising concept in order to decide which distributed nodal material forces have to
be taken into account when calculating the material crack driving force seems to be the ’circle
criterion ’1. But we have seen that it is not easily possible to define the circle’s radius. For
a coarse mesh it may even be impossible to include all nodal forces evidently contributing to
the crack tip force without covering a kink too. But even if the mesh is fine enough to circum-
vent such problems, we could not yet define an objective criterion for the definition of the radius.

Maybe, the need to compute the material crack driving force at the crack tip from distributed
nodal material forces will always be source of a certain amount of inaccuracy attached to the
MFM in the framework of the X-FEM.

If it w eren’t for the last m inute

nothing w ould ever get done.

M ark Twain

1Also other shapes like e.g. an elliptic area may be used.



Appendix A

Time Dependent Balance of Energy and
Energy Release Rate

The state of a body endowed with a crack is essentially described by its potential energy and
crack propagation is closely related to a release of energy.In this appendix, we derive the fully
time dependent balance of energy equation and the energy release rate which are applied in the
quasi-static description to chapter 3.
Momentum times velocity leads to energy expressions. Thus,the balance of energy equation
can be derived by multiplying the balance of momentum by the velocity vector. As there is
only one energy equation[135, sec. 5.3], multiplication of eq. (2.68) or (2.74) by the spatial
velocity vectorv is equal to multiplication of eq. (2.77) by the negative material velocity vector
−V . (The change of sign is connected to relation

v = −F · V (A.1)

which emanates from the double pull back transforming the spatial to the material balance of
momentum by multiplication withJ andF t.)

A.1 Energy equation expressed in Cauchy stress

The first way to derive the balance of energy equation is multiplication of eq. (2.68) by the
spatial velocity vectorv,

v · [ρtDtv = divσ + bt] . (A.2)

The first term is transformed as follows:

ρtv ·Dtv =
1

2
ρtDtv

2. (A.3)

The transformation of the divergence term is shown in index notation,

viσij ,j = (viσij),j −vi,j σij . (A.4)

The double contraction of a tensor with a symmetric tensor (σij = σji) extracts only the sym-
metric part of that tensor,vi,j σij = ∇xv : σ = ∇sym

x v : σ , such that thelocal energy
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equation (expressed in terms of power) reads

1

2
ρtDtv

2 = div(v · σ) −∇sym
x v : σ + v · bt. (A.5)

Integrating the first term by applying Reynolds’ transport theorem1,
∫

Bt

1

2
ρtDtv

2dv = Dt

∫

Bt

1

2
ρtv

2dv = Dt

∫

Bt

kdv = DtK, (A.7)

we get the time rate of changeDtK of theglobal kinetic energyK,

K =

∫

Bt

1

2
ρtv

2dv. (A.8)

Defining the (material) time rate of change

ρtDtΨ = ∇sym
x v : σ (A.9)

of thedensityΨ of internal energy per unit massand the volume specific (hyper)elastic stored
energy function

ψt = ρtΨ (A.10)

and applying Reynold’s transport theorem (A.6), the integration of the second term on the RHS
of eq. (A.5) over the domainBt leads to the time rate of changeDtΠint of theglobal internal
energyΠint:

∫

Bt

∇sym
x v : σdv =

∫

Bt

ρtDtΨ dv = Dt

∫

Bt

ρtΨ dv = Dt

∫

Bt

ψtdv = DtΠint. (A.11)

Therefore, the global internal energy which is also called stored or strain energy, is defined as

Πint =

∫

Bt

ρtΨdv =

∫

Bt

ψtdv. (A.12)

Finally, the complete integration of eq. (A.5) leads to theglobal balance of energy(in terms
of power) which equals the time rate of change of the total energy (i.e. the sum of kinetic and
internal energy) to the external mechanical power (rate of external mechanical work)Pext,

Dt(K + Πint) = Pext, (A.13)

with

Pext =

∫

Bt

[div(v · σ) + v · bt] dv =

∫

∂Bt

v · ttda+

∫

Bt

v · btdv, (A.14)

1Reynolds’ transport theorem for density weighted integrands

Dt

∫

Bt

ρtadv =

∫

Bt

ρtDta dv (A.6)
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wherett = σ · n (2.26) denotes the vector of spatial surface tractions. Thetime rate of chance
of internal energyΠint is also called the stress power (rate of internal mechanicalwork),

Pint = DtΠint, (A.15)

such that eq. (A.13) can be regrouped,

DtK = Pext − Pint. (A.16)

Equations (A.13) and (A.16), respectively, denote thebalance of mechanical energy in spatial
description (in terms of power) if only mechanical energy is considered.

For conservative external forces, also the external mechanical powerPext can be derived from
a potentialΠext,

Pext = −DtΠext, (A.17)

such that the balance of mechanical energy for a conservative system reads

K + Πint + Πext = const. (A.18)

Most surface tractions and dissipation are related to non-conservative and/or non-mechanical
energies.

A.2 Energy equation expressed in Piola stress

The second way to derive the balance of energy equation is multiplication of eq. (2.74) by the
spatial velocity vectorv,

v · [ρ0Dtv = DivP + b0] . (A.19)

As the material density is not a function of time,ρ0 6= ρ0(t), we find the following relation for
the first term:

ρ0v ·Dtv =
1

2
ρ0Dtv

2 = Dt

(
1

2
ρ0v

2

)
. (A.20)

For the transformation of the divergence term the index notation is helpful:

viPij ,Xj
= (viPij),Xj

−vi,Xj
Pij = (viPij),Xj

−DtFijψ0,Fij
= (viPij),Xj

−Dtψ0 (A.21)

with the definition of the Piola stress (2.37)

Pij =
∂ψ0

∂Fij
= ψ0,Fij

and

vi,Xj
=

∂vi
∂Xj

=
∂

∂Xj

Dtϕi = Dt

(
∂ϕi
∂Xj

)
= DtFij . (A.22)

Applying the previous transformations, we directly get thelocal form of the balance of energy
equation (expressed in terms of power):

Dt

(
1

2
ρ0v

2

)
= Div(Q) −Dtψ0 + v · b0, (A.23)
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where
Q = v · P (A.24)

denotes the energy flux due toP .
Defining the Hamiltonian energy density per unit volume,

H =
1

2
ρ0v

2 + ψ0(F ,X), (A.25)

eq. (A.23) may be regrouped to

DtH = DivQ + v · b0. (A.26)

With the definition of the Lagrangian energy density per unitvolume,

L =
1

2
ρ0v

2 − ψ0(F ,X), (A.27)

linear momentum and the Piola stress may be expressed as derivatives of the Lagrangian energy
density function:

p0 = ρ0v =
∂L
∂v

, (A.28)

P = − ∂L
∂F

=
∂ψ0

∂F
. (A.29)

Hamiltonian and Lagrangian energy density are directly related via

H = L + 2ψ0. (A.30)

Integration of eq. (A.26) over the material domainB0 would in general lead to theglobal
balance of energy,

Dt

∫

B0

HdV =

∫

∂B0

v · P · NdA+

∫

B0

v · b0dV, (A.31)

where the material time derivative and the integral over amaterial volume do commute.

Remark: The quasi-static form of the energy equation (A.26) at absence of body forces reads

Dtψ0(F ,X) = DivQ.

With the material time derivative, i.e. the time derivativeat fixedX of the stored energy,

Dtψ0(F ,X) =
∂ψ0

∂F
:
∂F

∂t

and the material divergence of the energy flux

DivQ = Div(v · P ) = ∇Xv : P + v · DivP ,
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Figure A.1: body endowed with a notch (notch frontΓ∗)

where the divergence of the Piola stress is equal to zero according to the static balance of
momentum (2.75), the energy equation may be transformed to

∂ψ0

∂F
:
∂F

∂t
= ∇Xv : P .

Expressing the material velocity gradient in terms of the deformation gradient,∇Xv =
∂F
∂t

, we get [
∂ψ0

∂F
− P

]
:
∂F

∂t
= 0.

Hence, for all nonzero∂F
∂t

, the Piola stress tensor is defined as,

P =
∂ψ0

∂F
.

A.3 The energy release rate

If the domainB0 is endowed with a notch, as sketched in figure A.1, we get additional bound-
aries at the faces and the tip of the notch, such that eq. (A.31) has to be extended by an additional
boundary integral. As the faces of the notch are assumed to betraction free,t0 = P · N = 0,
only the tipΓ∗ of the notch contributes to that boundary integral,

G =

∫

Γ∗

{•} dA. (A.32)

Hence, the general global balance of energy (A.31) is extended by the contribution of the bound-
aryΓ∗,

Dt

∫

B0

HdV +G =

∫

∂B0

v · P · NdA+

∫

B0

v · b0dV. (A.33)
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In order to derive the boundary integral expression forG (A.32), we take the balance of energy
(A.31) over the subdomainG containing the tip of the notch (figure A.1 withB0 = B∗

0 ∪ G and
∅ = B∗

0 ∩ G): ∫

G
DtH dV =

∫

∂G
v · P · N dA+

∫

G
v · b0 dV. (A.34)

In case ofpropagation of the notch, the domainG is moving rigidly with the tip of the notch,
where we assume thatthe motion is restricted to the e1-direction with steady velocityV .
(The crack tip fields remain self similar such that an observer moving with the notch would see
a fixed state of strain and stress.)
Reynold’s transport theorem2 has to be applied to the integral over the material time derivative
of the HamiltonianH, becauseG is a moving domain. AsG is a time dependent but still material
domain (i.e. we have a variation of the material position of the tip of the notch), eq. (A.35) has
to be adapted as follows:

Dt

∫

G
a dV =

∫

G
[Dta + Div(aV )] dV. (A.36)

Applying relation (A.36) to the first term of eq. (A.34) including the divergence theorem, we
get

∫

G
DtH dV = Dt

∫

G
H dV −

∫

G
Div(HV )dV

= Dt

∫

G
H dV −

∫

∂G
HV · NdA. (A.37)

As per definition the notch moves parallel to thee1-direction, the scalar product V · N

vanishes on the faces of the notch, such that onlyΓ andΓ∗ (fig. A.1) contribute to the boundary
integral and eq. (A.37) is transformed to:

∫

G
DtH dV = Dt

∫

G
H dV −

[∫

Γ

HV · NdA−
∫

Γ∗

HV · NdA

]
. (A.38)

The minus sign of the last term results from the definition of the boundary integral
∫
∂G HV ·

NdA including the unitoutward normal vector while the normal vector atΓ∗ (fig. A.1) points
to the opposite direction. Also the remaining boundary integral of eq. (A.34) only consists
of contributions fromΓ andΓ∗, ast0 = P · N = 0 on the traction free faces of the notch.
Again, a minus sign results from the definition of the normal vectorN at Γ∗. With the above
considerations and including (A.38), eq. (A.34) is transformed to

Dt

∫
G H dV −

[∫
Γ
HV · NdA−

∫
Γ∗

HV · NdA
]

=

∫
Γ
v · P · NdA−

∫
Γ∗

v · P · NdA+
∫
G v · b0dV. (A.39)

2Reynold’s transport theorem: material time derivative of aspatial volume integral

Dt

∫

Bt

a dv =

∫

Bt

[
∂a

∂t
+ div(av)

]
dv (A.35)
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Figure A.2: limit case: body endowed with a crack

Grouping the integrals overΓ∗, we getG as defined by eq. (A.32):

G =

∫

Γ∗

[HV + v · P ] · NdA

=

∫

Γ

[HV + v · P ] · NdA−Dt

∫

G
H dV +

∫

G
v · b0dV. (A.40)

The latter relation holds also for the limit caseδ → 0

G = lim
δ→0

∫

Γ∗

[HV + v · P ] · NdA, (A.41)

which corresponds to a straight crack (figure A.2) whereΓ∗ shrinks onto the crack tip. For a
straight-through crack this expression is independent of the domainG attached to the crack tip
and moving rigidly with it in the case of (straight) crack propagation (without crack kinking).
The source termG denotes theenergy-release rate, i.e. the energy released per unit time during
propagation of the crack. For further details see e.g. Maugin [135] or Bower [28].
The deformation gradientF relates the spatial velocity vectorv to the material velocityV
which in our case represents the propagation velocity of thecrack tip: v = −F · V (A.1).
Therefore, the energy release rate (A.40) may be further transformed:

G = V

∫

Γ

[
HI − F t · P

]
· NdA−Dt

∫

G
H dV − V

∫

G
F t · b0dV. (A.42)

The rate of energy released during the propagation of a crackwith velocityV has the nature of
a force times the propagation velocity

G = F · V . (A.43)
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But as the derivation of the energy release rate was restricted to straight crack propagation in
thee1-direction of the crack tip coordinate system with velocityV = V e1 = [ V 0 ]t, we
have more precisely to write

G = F1V. (A.44)

Hence,the scalar energy release rate is related to the 1-componentof the material force
vector (and thus of the vectorial J-integral) and we can rewrite eq.(A.42) in a more precise
notation

G = V

∫

Γ

[
He1 − e1 · F t · P

]
· NdA−Dt

∫

G
H dV − V

∫

G
e1 · F t · b0dV (A.45)

= V

∫

Γ

[
Hδj1 −

∂ϕi
∂X1

Pij

]
NjdA−Dt

∫

G
H dV − V

∫

G

∂ϕi
∂X1

b0i
dV.

In the quasi-static case, the Hamiltonian (A.25) is reducedto the stored energy,H = ψ0, and the
time derivative of the second integral of eq. (A.45) vanishes. If additionally, we neglect body
forces,b0 = 0, the energy release rate for quasi-static crack propagation at (small) velocity
V = V e1 reads:

G = V

∫

Γ

[
ψ0e1 − e1 · F t · P

]
· NdA = V

∫

Γ

e1 · Σ · NdA. (A.46)

Finally, it is important to mention again thatthe above derived scalar energy release rateG is
restricted to the description of straight crack propagation in e1-direction without allowing
for crack kinking. Also the integration domain has to be freeof kinks. Otherwise additional
boundary integrals arise.



Appendix B

Linearization of the continuous equations
of the spatial motion problem

The linear tangent map which is essential for the iterative solution procedure of the nonlinear
spatial motion problem is derived by linearization of the spatial weak form (2.98). Despite that
linearizationprior to the FE discretization, it is also possible (and even simpler) to discretize
first and linearize afterwards which in our case leads to identical results. But for example in case
of elastic-plastic material behaviour or when using shell or beam elements, the latter method is
the only one leading to correct results (see e.g. Wriggers’ textbook [213]).

Because there is no simple way of linearization on a moving domainBt, a procedure in three
steps is applied: pull back of the spatial residual, linearization and push forward.

Pull back

From the interchangeability of variation and gradient it follows that the variation of the spatial
motion deformation gradientF (2.3) is equal to the material gradient of the variation of the
spatial positionϕ,

δF = δ
∂ϕ

∂X
=
∂(δϕ)

∂X
= ∇Xδϕ. (B.1)

Equation (2.4) refers the spatial gradient of a value to its material gradient via the inverse de-
formation gradientf ,

∇xδϕ = ∇Xδϕ · f . (B.2)

With (B.1) and applying thatδI = 0, we formulate the variation of the Green-Lagrange strain
tensor (2.20)

δE =
1

2

[
δ(F t) · F + F t · δF

]

=
1

2

[
[F t · ∇Xδϕ]t + F t · ∇Xδϕ

]

=
[
F t · ∇Xδϕ

]sym
. (B.3)

201
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With δE (B.3) and including (B.2), the Lie derivative (not the variation!) of the Euler-Almansi
strain tensor (2.25) may be transformed as follows:

Lδe = f t · δE · f

= f t ·
[
1

2

[
[F t · ∇Xδϕ]t + F t · ∇Xδϕ

]]
· f

=
1

2

[
f t · ∇t

Xδϕ · F · f + f t · F t · ∇Xδϕ · f
]

=
1

2

[
f t · ∇t

Xδϕ + ∇Xδϕ · f
]

=
1

2

[
∇t

xδϕ + ∇xδϕ
]

= ∇sym
x δϕ. (B.4)

It has been used thatF · f = I. Because of the symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor,σ = σt,
the scalar product∇xδϕ : σ takes only into account the symmetric part of the gradient and
the spatial virtual internal work (2.98) may be reformulated as a function of the Euler-Almansi
strain tensor (B.4),

w
int =

∫

Bt

∇xδϕ : σdv

=

∫

Bt

∇sym
x δϕ : σdv

=

∫

Bt

Lδe : σdv. (B.5)

By the help of (B.4) and (2.36),Lδe : σ is pulled back1:

Lδe : σ = [f t · δE · f ] : [
1

J
F · S · F t]

= [δE · f ] : [
1

J
f · F · S · F t]

= δE : [
1

J
S · F t · f t]

=
1

J
δE : S. (B.7)

With (2.14) the pull back ofwint leads to

w
int =

∫

Bt

Lδe : σdv =

∫

B0

δE : SdV. (B.8)

1

A : (B · C) = (Bt · A) : C = (A · Ct) : B (B.6)
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Linearization

In order to solve the spatial motion problem numerically, the material virtual internal work (B.8)
has to be linearized,

∆w
int =

∫

B0

[∆δE : S + δE : ∆S] dV. (B.9)

As the variationδϕ is independent ofϕ, the linearization of the gradient ofδϕ vanishes,
∆∇Xδϕ = 0, and the linearized variation of the Green-Lagrange straintensor follows as

∆δE = ∆
[
F t · ∇Xδϕ

]sym

=
[
∆F t · ∇Xδϕ

]sym

=
[
∇t

X∆ϕ · ∇Xδϕ
]sym

, (B.10)

where interchangeability of linearization and gradient are similar to (B.1). The linearization of
the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor leads to

∆S =
∂S

∂E
: ∆E = C : ∆E, (B.11)

whereC denotes the 4th order hyperelastic elasticity tensor (2.39). The linearization of the
Green-Lagrange strain tensor has the same structure as its variation (B.3),

∆E =
[
F t · ∇X∆ϕ

]sym
. (B.12)

Including the symmetries2 of S (i.e. S = St) andC (i.e.Cijkl = Cjikl = Cijlk), the linearized
formulation of the internal work (B.9) follows with (B.10),(B.3), (B.11), (B.12) and (footnote
B.6) as

∆w
int =

∫

B0

[[
∇t

X∆ϕ · ∇Xδϕ
]sym

: S

+
[
F t · ∇Xδϕ

]sym
: C :

[
F t · ∇X∆ϕ

]sym]
dV

=

∫

B0

[[
∇t

X∆ϕ · ∇Xδϕ
]

: S

+
[
F t · ∇Xδϕ

]
: C :

[
F t · ∇X∆ϕ

]]
dV

=

∫

B0

[
∇Xδϕ :

[
∇X∆ϕ · S

]

+
[
F t · ∇Xδϕ

]
: C :

[
F t · ∇X∆ϕ

]]
dV. (B.13)

Push forward

Replacing the material gradients in equation (B.13) by relation (2.4) and applying the pull back
relation of the Cauchy stress tensor (2.35), pushes forwardthe linearized internal work:

∆w
int =

∫

B0

[
[∇xδϕ · F ] :

[
[∇x∆ϕ · F ] · [Jf · σ · f t]

]

+
[
F t · ∇xδϕ · F

]
: C :

[
F t · ∇x∆ϕ · F

]]
dV. (B.14)

2The double contraction of an arbitrary tensor with a symmetric tensor filters out the symmetric part of the
former tensor:A : B = Asym : B if B = Bt.
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The first term is reduced according to footnote B.6, including F · f = I, as follows

[∇xδϕ · F ] :
[
[∇x∆ϕ · F ] · [Jf · σ · f t]

]

= [∇xδϕ · F · f ] : [[∇x∆ϕ · F ] · [Jf · σ]]

= ∇xδϕ : [∇x∆ϕ · σJ ]

=
[
∇t

x∆ϕ · ∇xδϕ
]

: σJ, (B.15)

while for the simplification of the second term, the definition of the fourth order Eulerian elas-
ticity tensorE as the push forward of the Lagrangian elasticity tensorC (2.54) is used

[
F t · ∇xδϕ · F

]
: C :

[
F t · ∇x∆ϕ · F

]

= Fim
∂δϕi
∂xj

FjnCmnopFko
∂∆ϕk
∂xl

Flp

= FimFjnFkoFlpCmnop
∂δϕi
∂xj

∂∆ϕk
∂xl

= JEijkl
∂δϕi
∂xj

∂∆ϕk
∂xl

= J∇xδϕ : E : ∇x∆ϕ. (B.16)

With dv = JdV (2.14) we obtain the spatial linearized form of the internalwork

∆w
int =

∫

Bt

[[
∇t

x∆ϕ · ∇xδϕ
]

: σ + ∇xδϕ : E : ∇x∆ϕ
]
dv. (B.17)

The linearization of the spatial virtual surface work is

∆w
sur = 0 (B.18)

as the linearization ofδϕ is equal to zero and the surface tractionst are prescribed values.
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